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Club Song
It’s a Grand Old Flag

It’s a grand old flag, a high flying flag
It’s the emblem for me and for you

It’s the emblem of the team we love
The team of the red and the blue

Every heart beats true for the red and the blue
As we sing this song for you

Should old acquaintance be forgot
Keep your eye on the red and the blue

Year 7 Kingsley Lions 10.4.64 def Scarborough Sea Eagles 5.5.35
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KJFC
GOLD

SILVER

Club Sponsors

Meet our Sponsors
Another year down and it’s been a successful year for the Kingsley Junior Football Club. The KJFC 
would like to thank all our new and loyal Sponsors for their fantastic contributions this year.
We are fortunate to have so many organisations and individuals who give generously to support our 
Club and contribute to the environment we are creating for our kids and families. There is no doubt 
that this support is one of the major reasons why our Club continues to grow and offer such a positive 
feel throughout all Age Groups.
We would also like to thank the Businesses that issued us with vouchers as player awards we trust you 
received some good patronage.
The KJFC looks forward to your support in the 2019 season.
Listed below are our Sponsors for 2018. Please join with the Committee in thanking them for their 
great support and make a note of the products and services they offer when you next need to make 
a purchase!

Sponsorship

Jay Larham

Vouchers
AMF Zone Bowling – Joondalup

Grill’d – Whitford City
Just Cuts - Warwick

McDonalds – Kingsway
Wok in a Box – Woodvale
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KJFC
Presidents Report

The final siren has blown on the 2018 season and I write this report with the 
AGM around the corner and 2019 plans already underway. As the President I do 
ask myself the question; was 2018 a successful season for the Kingsley Junior 
Football Club? It’s an easy question to ask but a harder one to know how to 
answer. Our primary job is to keep kids playing football, so on participation, our 
season was a success, we saw similar numbers as last year. In a sport that is seeing 
junior levels on a slight decline, this is a success. However, as a club we’d like 
to see more than just numbers, we want to see our players enjoying football, 
developing their skills and playing in a fair and respectful manner. In the Opens 
age group, we, of course, like to see our teams make finals and I believe if we 
concentrate on develop and fun in the younger ages, then success in the older age groups will naturally follow. 

Ultimately the final measure is do our players end up playing football as Adults? This is where all clubs face the 
biggest challenge; teenagers are specialling in their activities at an earlier age. This might be a sport, music, 
studies or some other activity. This year we didn’t field a year 11 or 12 teams; the conference could not even 
field a year 12 competition this year. We are at a time when clubs without year 11and 12 teams are becoming 
the norm and not the exception. However, we had players in both age groups participating in other clubs. So, 
our challenge is now to become the club of choice for players when forming amalgamations. Our 2019 plans 
and into the future put this task as a priority.

Our numbers in the Auskick program remained steady; Auskick is now only Pre-Primary to Year 2. The new 
Auskick 2.0 was introduced to the Pre-Primary participants which were well received. Well done to Scott 
Herbert who came on as the new Auskick coordinator and had the challenge of running the program for the 
first time at KJFC with the assistance of Sean Busby and the numerous other Saturday morning volunteers. 
Modified Rules program was expanded to include Year 3 teams; this gave the challenge of accommodating 
several more games on a busy Sunday morning. 

The Friday girl’s competition continues to expand and this year we had three teams in the age groups Year 3-4, 
Year 5-6 and Year 7-8. I’d like to thank Belinda Lewis for her work last year and pre-season this year in getting 
so many of these young girls into football at KJFC. Next season we hope to have our first female side in the 
Year 9-11 competition which will then give us a full roster of teams. We should also be able to host games on a 
Friday night at the club when the new 100 Lux lights are completed. 

The Opens Rules competition provided many challenges again with team numbers. We had large squads in 
the Year 7’s, 9’s and 10’s but struggled in the 8’s, 11’s and 12’s. In the end, we had two Year 7’s, a Year 9’s, a Year 
10’s, a merged Year 10’s with Joondalup-Kinross and Year 11/12 players at SDJFC. I’d like to thank Sorrento 
Duncraig again for welcoming our players and it’s encouraging again to have clubs working together in junior 
football. I’d also like to thank Joondalup-Kinross in running the Year 10 merged side this year.

This year, out of our 5 complete teams and one merged team we had three finalists. The three teams who 
missed out only did narrowly finishing just out of the top 4. Of those three finalists, we had two make the Grand 
Final, Year 7 Cats and Year 7 Lions. Of that the Year 7 Lions won the KJFC first flag in the year 7 age group, well 
done to them. I’d also congratulate all teams who made the finals and the grand finals. The year 11 SDJFC who 
has 8 of our Year 11/12 players also made the Grand Final in their division but unfortunately were defeated.

I’d like to congratulate Blake Morris for being the Fairest and Best winner in the Year 10 Maroon Division at 
this year’s Northern Conference Vote Count. I’d also like to acknowledge Ayden Nolan for his third place in 

the Year 9 Blue Division. At the Northern Conference Awards of Excellence, we had two finalists, Clare Nolan 
for Female Coach of the Year and Justin Burt for Youth Coach of the Year. Neither won on the night but a big 
congratulations for the effort you both put in the 2018 season and congratulations on your nominations. 

Congratulations to Saxon Gates who represented WA in the Under 16s All Nations Cup this year. Aven Drewett 
represented WA in the State Under 12s Schoolboy competition and was also nominated Vice-Captain. The West 
Perth WAFL side was also well represented with former KJFC players in their leadership group this year. Players, 
with game counts for KJFC, were Aaron Black, 124, – Captain, Luke Meadows 148 – Vice-Captain and Black 
Wilhelm 70 – Deputy Vice-Captain, Liam Tedesco 51 KJFC games made his League debut for West Perth and 
Thomas Edwards-Baldwin 21 KJFC games made his League debut with Subiaco. Former players Christopher 
Phelan and Max Walters were premiership players with Subiaco’s this year, Aaron Black, Luke Meadows, Jordan 
Mills and Blake Wilhelm were on the receiving end as West Perth players.

Sadly, after 25 years there will not be any former KJFC players representing an AFL club, our association 
commenced in 1993 when Jarrod Schofield made his debut with the West Coast Eagles and ended in 2018 
after the delisting of Rohan Bewick by the Brisbane Lions. Rohan acquitted himself quite well as a mature 
recruit and played 103 games and kicked 71 goals since his debut in 2011. Season 2019 may see former player 
Justin Power make his AFL Field Umpiring debut and hopefully another former player in Trent McPhee may not 
be too far behind to also make his Field Umpiring debut as well.

I would also like to congratulate and acknowledge Kingsley Amateur Football Club for their success in the 2018 
Season. After being promoted to B Grade in 2018 they completed the season with only one loss and won the 
B Grade League Grand final decisively by 38 points. This means next year they will be moved to A Grade. This 
is great news for football in Kingsley and I encourage all junior members to become Kingsley Football Fans. 

Off and on-field behaviour was ok this year. While we still had incidents these often reflect the zero-tolerance 
approach from the committee and the District. Players and supporters are made aware and commit to a code 
of conduct at the start of the season. I’d like to thank all members for their continued commitment to playing 
and watching football in the right spirit. I’d like to thank all the volunteers for the 2018 season; the club does 
not run without you. The Coaches and Managers play a massive role in getting the teams together each week; 
thank you very much for your dedication and commitment. Thanks to all the others that contribute on game 
day and during the week. 

Thank you very much to the 2018 committee for all your hard work and effort this year. Each year there seems 
to be more to do and over a longer period. We had many new committee members this year and they put in 
a fantastic effort to assist. From my point of view, it felt like we had more hands to assist and the season ran 
relatively smoothly. I’d like to acknowledge Jarrod Gillespie for winning Club Person of the year; he’s put in a 
huge amount of work as Registrar over the last couple of years but also pitches in everywhere in the club. 
Jarrod is truly committed to the values and ethics of junior sport and puts in the effort to make Kingsley JFC a 
great club. I’d also like to thank Steve Elliott who’s leaving the committee this year after four years as Coaches 
Coordinator. Thanks so much for your work in this role and all the other effort you put in on the committee and 
as coach of your son’s team. 

Overall, I’ve decided that 2018 was a successful year for the Kingsley Junior Football Club. Our player numbers 
were good, there was plenty of enjoyment around the club by both players and spectators and we had plenty 
of finals action. There is plenty of room for improvement of course; there are always situations that we can learn 
from. For those players who are moving on, I’d like to wish you the best for your future. For the others who are 
coming back then I look forward to seeing you in 2019.      

Hamish Borthen, President
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KJFC
Kim Williamson Perpetual Trophy
The “Kim Williamson Trophy” is presented every year and is 
open to all Modified and Open Rules teams. This award was 
introduced into our Club Constitution as an annual award 
in 1997 in recognition of the great service given to the club 
over the years by our life member and past Treasurer, Mr Kim 
Williamson.

23.8. A team trophy known as the “Kim Williamson Trophy” 
will be awarded each year to a team, which in the opinion of 
the football affairs sub-committee (if such sub-committee has 
been appointed) or the Executive Committee, has most closely 
adhered to the “Policy and Code of Conduct Manual” of the KJFC 
(Inc). In addition to the award of a trophy the Committee may 
elect to also award a monetary sum, such sum being set by the 
Committee from time to time.

In selecting the winner, a selection criterion including (but not limited to) the following is taken into 
account:

- Skill development

- Team plan identifying team/player season objectives

- Player/parent involvement

- Good sportsmanship

- Teamwork

- Discipline

- Encouragement

- Fun environment for the players/parents etc.

- End of season summary

Six entries had been submitted from twenty-two teams. A little low in comparison to previous years 
and we will work to increase this level of participation in 2019.

Thank you to the Year 5 Cats, Leopards, Tigers, Year 7 Lions, Year 7-8 girls and Year 9 Cats for their 
submission. Special mention goes to Year 5 Leopards and Year 5 Tigers for the great submissions. Both 
had been close runners up in the award.

The 2018 Kim Williamson was awarded to the Year 9 Cats. Justin Burt submitted a great presentation 
which included all the required structure, planning and reviewing that we strive for in our club. Justin 
and the Year 9 Cats efforts in their presentation showed greatly in the successful year with two teams 
combining into two and a very competitive year in their competition, well done.

Ben Simpson
VP Football Affairs

Life Member
At the Open Rules Presentation wind up we welcomed a new Life Member into Kingsley Junior 
Football club. I had the pleasure of awarding Life Membership to Gavin Pearce. Gavin who served on 
the committee from 2013 to 2017, first starting off as the Auskick Co-ordinator before moving onto 
Grounds and Property for four years straight.

Gavin also won Club Person of the Year in 2015 which rewards the volunteer in the club who is voted to 
have put in the most time and effort to the club for the year. While I’ve been on the committee Gavin 
has always been the first in line to help, attended all the general duty events and went out of his way 
to help others in the club, and even helped out on a few of the Auskick BBQ’s this season, even though 
his son was not playing with Kingsley. Gavin epitomised Kingsley club spirit with everything he was 
involved with.

Congratulations Gavin, it was a pleasure having you on the committee and it was guys like you who 
lead by example that made me put my foot forward to help. I think we were both duped by friends that 
being on the committee just involved “Turning a few snags on Saturday morning”.

Kim Wiliamson Trophy -  
Justin Burt (Coach) Year 9 Cats

Gavin Pearce receiving his Life Membership from President Hamish Borthen
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KJFC
A & F = B & F
Two former players, Joel Ashman and Andrew Fisher have both continued to excel in their football 
careers post KJFC when they each won League Fairest and Best awards at Amateur level this season, in 
the case of Andrew Fisher it’s the fourth time in a row that he has achieved this result.

Joel Ashman took out the CJ Jamieson Medal as the Fairest and Best player in the A Grade competition 
playing for Scarborough Football Club. A first-time winner of the award, Joel polled 20 votes in eight 
games including five best on ground performances. Joel finished runner up for the award in 2017 by 
one vote despite missing several games. In the Grand Final against Fremantle C.B.C, Joel was awarded 
the BJ Giles Medal as the best player on ground in Scarborough’s first Premiership since 1996.

Andrew “Fish” Fisher from Kingsley Football Club won the TR Howard Medal as the B Grade Fairest and 
Best winner. The win saw Fish claim a fourth straight association Fairest and Best after claiming the C1 
medal for the past three seasons, Fish was also runner up in 2014 when Kingsley played in the B Grade 
competition. Fish has been the captain of Kingsley for the last six seasons and held the Premiership cup 
after Kingsley defeated North Fremantle in the B Grade Grand Final at East Fremantle oval.

Fish commenced his KJFC career in 2006 in the U15’s Lynx team and played a total of 44 games with 
our club after previously playing 191 games with Edgewater/Woodvale. The Lynx team Fish joined was 
very successful and the coach at the time mentioned that he would have to prove himself to make the 
team, he more than proved his worth and played in the U16’s Premiership team in 2007 and the U17’s 
Premiership & Champions team in 2008. Incredibly for a player so talented he did not receive any award 
with KJFC but has since proven what a talented player he is at Amateur level, winning six Kingsley 
Football Club Fairest & Bests along with representing the WAAFL U23’s at State level and being sought 
by Swan Districts at one stage.
Joel‘s career with KJFC commenced with the Auskick Tigers in 2001 and concluded with the U16’s Cats 
in 2009, Joel was eligible to play with the U17’s in 2010 but was snapped up by Subiaco Football Club 
and played at Colts, Reserve and Senior level up until season 2015. Joel played a total 137 games and 
although he did not play in any Premierships at KJFC, he did win a couple of Fairest & Best awards and 
also represented WA in the State Schoolboys team in 2008.
In recognition of the season Joel and Fish have both had, the West Coast Eagles have signed them up 
as inaugural players in 2019 for their new WAFL team. They will continue to play with their respective 
Amateur teams and when required will play for the Eagles at WAFL level and our club wishes both the 
very best for the season and their careers.
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KJFC
Auskick Report

My first year as the KJFC Auskick Coordinator and I would firstly like to thank my predecessor Todd 
Doepel for making my introduction a simple one. Cut and paste was a common theme to start the 
year.
I would also like to thank every committee member who showed up every Saturday morning to put 
on a great show for all the kids and their parents. You worked like a well-oiled machine and your 
dedication to this club is appreciated by all.
We had a few challenges thrown our way with the introduction of a new Auskick system. The new 
system encourages boys and girls to develop their skills whilst having heaps of fun and still includes 
match play at the end of the training session.  We decided to only roll out “Auskick 2.0” to our Pre-
primary group. From all account it was a huge success with the kids all developing their skills and 
getting plenty of touches of the football. A huge thank you need to go out to all PP Coaches, Managers 
and Support Crew who were thrown in the deep end with the new system. You all made my job just 
that bit easier.

With our Year 1’s and 2’s we kept the same formula as previous years with a standard training session 
followed by a regular Auskick match. The kids seem to love coming out every week to play with and 
against their friends. Somehow every game ended in a draw! Thank you again to all the Year 1 and Year 
2 Coaches and Managers for another super effort in teaching these kids the skills of our great game.
We have a great bunch of Year 6 and 7 players who come out every week to help teach the kids some 
skills and to Umpire the games for us, a big thank you to all of them. We will train you up even more 
next year so hopefully we can get the majority of you back down on a Saturday morning.
Last of all but certainly not least I would like to send out a huge thank you to Teresa and her team 
for opening up and running the canteen every Auskick morning. All the parents would be lost (and 
hungry) without you guys. The effort that you all put in does not go unnoticed and it is appreciated 
more than anyone can express.
Thank you all and bring on 2019!

Scott Herbert
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KJFC
Auskick – Pre Primary Bobcats

Coach:  Steve Chapman
Manager: Naomi Walker

The improvement in the Bobcats side has been evident. All kids within the side have improved certain 
aspects of their game and the most pleasing part being they have all seemed to enjoy themselves. There 
are some potential superstars of the future within this team for AFL and AFLW which is exciting and I look 
forward to helping them in the future continue to improve and enjoy their footy.
Thanks to all the parents for getting the kids down each week for the early Saturday start and especially 
all the parent helpers who offered their time to help out run through the drills.
A special thanks to Naomi for stepping up as Team Manager for the year.
Have a great offseason and I look forward to seeing all the kids back bigger and better in 2019.

Auskick Umpires Report

Another great group of young men developing their Umpiring skills by participating in the KJFC 
Auskick Umpire programme.  The programme not only benefits the club but also benefits the Umpires 
in regards to their umpiring skills, football skills but most importantly their development as young men.
The Subiaco District Umpire Coach paid compliment on a number of occasions, heaping praise upon 
the programme and the young umpires. One umpire, came in for particular praise from the District 
when he umpired a Year 4 game after an umpire failed to attend. 
The programme has participants from both year 6 and year 7 KJFC registered players.  Whilst next 
season we wish our best to the year 7’s progressing to umpiring at District level and welcome back the 
year 6’s, more Umpires will be needed for the upcoming season.
Thanks from KJFC to all the Umpires.

Sean Busby
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KJFC
Auskick – Pre Primary Cats
Coach:   Matthew Spencer           Assistant Coach:            Jay Simmonds
Manager:  James Uezzell

The PP Cats embarked on a vigorous, enduring pre-season campaign in preparation for a solid hit out 
in 2018. The boys commenced the season in good shape, and although our skills were a little rusty the 
determination and commitment was evident for everyone to see. It was a season of two halves and the 
second half was a fine display of all the skills they had learnt.
The Cats were not distracted by the opportunity to play finals or the Red Rooster packs that awaited 
them on the final day. It was a pleasure to coach the team this year and many thanks must go to our 
Team Manager James who had the team running like a well-oiled machine. Myself, along with all the 
parents are looking forward to seeing the boys develop in the coming years. 

 Auskick – Pre Primary Leopards

Coach:   Tim Whinnen
Manager: Sally Howell

 

Congratulations to all our players on completing their first year of Auskick as a team at KJFC! 
Throughout the season we consistently had a fantastic turnout of eager players keen to get involved, practice 
their skills and have a heap of fun in the process.  Thank you to all the parents for getting the kids organised 
and down to the oval so early on Saturday mornings, especially on those extra cold and wet days, I’m sure 
you will agree that the smiles on the kids’ faces makes the effort worthwhile!
Also, a big thank you to all the parents who helped out in the running of drills throughout the season, this 
made my job a lot easier and I hope you enjoyed the extra participation too.
A special mention to our wonderful team manager Sally Howell, whose organisation and weekly coordination 
pulled everyone into line and helped make the season a great success, thank you for all your time and  
effort Sally!
It was fantastic to see the development of the players football skills but just as importantly the social skills 
that come with being part of a team.  Well-done Pre-Primary Leopards, I hope to see you all back for another 
fun season next year!
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KJFC
Auskick - Pre Primary Lions

Coach:  Michael Kallis
Manager: Alison Mratovich

Week one saw everyone outside their comfort zone as we began doing things that weren’t perceived as “footy.” However, as the 
weeks rolled on it was amazing to see that this team of youngsters were quite the intelligent bunch as there were regular comments 
connecting the dots as to how the activities were being implemented into the games at the end. It has been a fantastic year for the 
Pre-Primary Lions as I’ve had the pleasure of seeing a group of great kids meet others they didn’t know and accept everyone as “a 
player on our team.” As much as everyone in the team was keen on kicking goals, it was very good to see all members of the team at 
one time or another stop short of kicking for six because they realised someone on their team hadn’t had a possession.  
The weather was good to us this year and we had a very high turn out on every Saturday, showing the level of commitment by 
both players and parents. No scratches on knees or ball to the face was ever enough to stop us! Thank you to all parents who 
participated and assisted with drills and games. A special thank you to our Team Manager Alison Mratovich who kept us all in check 
administratively and for assisting on the field throughout the season.
The 2018 PP Lions have been an absolute pleasure to coach and have grown in skill by leaps and bounds week after week. A 
group of dependable team mates who every week brought great sportsperson ship, commitment, listening skills, energy and most 
importantly an ability to look out for each other. They’ve developed considerably in their first year and I’m positive that skill will 
continue to develop in the years to come.  
Lion Comment of the Year - “I feel happy when I pass to someone on my team who hasn’t kicked a goal and they kick a goal.”

Runner-up Comment - “Why do we have oranges every week?  Can some weeks be chocolate?”

Auskick – Pre Primary Tigers

Coach:   Thomas Meurer              Assistant Coach:           Brett Scrivenor
Manager:  Donna Tingley

A big thanks to all the Pre-Primary Tigers and parents for a fantastic 2018. 
The little team had a great season growing, developing and practising their skills as a team and as 
individuals, as they turn into the next lot of Nic Naitanui’s to make their way through Auskick. With the 
enthusiasm they showed it was a pleasure to turn up and coach the boys each week in their first year 
of football.
Thanks to all the support from the Kingsley Junior Football club, our Team Manager Donna and 
Assistant Coach Brett for the hours spent organising and assisting throughout the year to ensure that 
we all had a great time.
I had a fantastic year coaching the boys and look forward to seeing them all return for another year as 
they turn into the next budding AFL Stars. 

Go Kingsley!!!!!!!
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KJFC
Auskick – Pre Primary Wildcats

Coach:  Craig Johnson
Manager: Jaxon Bresland

What an enjoyable, fun and exciting year it was for the Pre-Primary Wildcats. It was the first year of footy 
for the kids and seeing the effort and fun they had each week was rewarding. 
I would like to pass my sincere thanks to Jaxon Bresland for being team manager. And to all the parents 
spending time with their child to help with the Auskick activities.

Hope to see all the kids and parents down the club next year.

Auskick – Year 1 Bobcats

Coach:  Garry Laver
Manager: Paula Collins

Wow, another fantastic year in Auskick for the boys. This year saw all the boys returning from last season 
and we also had a couple of new boys who fitted straight in. The aim of the season was to have fun 
while developing their footy skills, both in drills and skills sessions and during game time. 
The Bobcats players always turned up to each game full of energy and real enthusiasm, and this has 
typified the way we have gone about our footy this season. 
The effort the team put in week on week made them a pleasure to coach and it was pleasing to see 
them start to understand the game and start looking out for their teammates. It was great to see some 
solid friendships forming and we see all the players return next season.
A special thanks to Paula for managing the team, we all appreciate your hard work and commitment.  I 
would also like to thank all the parents who helped out throughout the year. Your involvement is really 
appreciated and what makes this such a great team. Go Bobcats !  
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KJFC
Auskick - Year 1 Cats

Coach:  Stewart Neal
Manager: Renae Mudford

The Year 1 Cats had an amazing year in 2018 in terms of skill development, attitude and learning 
teamwork, on top of all that we had a great time, had heaps of fun, high-fives and laughs! All of our 
girls and boys came on so well this year which is a credit to all of our parents as well as the kids for 
training, participating and encouraging everyone to keep improving. Our group in general is a dream 
to coach. All the kids love being there on Saturday mornings, all our parents are so happy to help and 
be involved and everyone is very supportive of myself and Renee, which really does make coaching a 
pleasure.
One (of many) highlights for me for the year was seeing our kids kick in from a behind to a mark, 
another kick to a mark, another kick to mark, then goal! A pretty rare thing to see in Year 1 I’m sure and 
I’m really proud of the kids for executing skills like that at their age.
Well done Cats, see you next year!!!

 Auskick - Year 1 Leopards

Coach:  Dean Ridgway
Manager: Clair Berry

There was a noticeable improvement in the boy’s skill set this year, their ball handling, decision 
making during the games and overall teamwork was outstanding! Their understanding of the game 
is becoming more apparent and their awareness of themselves and their teammates on the field is 
clearly evolving.
We had four additions to the team this year, which gave us the ability to play a fully fielded team each 
week. This is turn made a big difference to team moral and the boy’s confidence as it provided better 
flow of their games. It was again such a pleasure coaching the boys for a second season and we can’t 
wait to do it all over again next year.
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KJFC
 Auskick - Year 1 Tigers

Coaches:  Darryn Crowley and Steve Daley
Manager: Ali Hegan

The Year 1 Tigers had a great season this year with some new faces and some familiar ones. The boys 
continued on from where they left off last season and their skill level definitely went up a notch, which 
made for some exciting marks and goals as well as some terrific teamwork.                                       
Once again, we were organized by our manager Ali and she did an excellent job as always. The parents 
and some older siblings did a wonderful job in assisting with whatever needed to be done on game 
day and their help was much appreciated. 
Thanks a lot, to the boys for making our job as coaches so enjoyable.
See you all next year.
C’mon the Tigers!

Auskick - Year 1 Lions

Coach:  Scott Herbert
Manager: Anthony Blair

This year was a tough one for me. Taking on the Auskick Coordinators role saw my attention taken 
away from our great little team. I need to thank all the mums and dads who, sometimes without notice, 
took over the role of coach while I was occupied with other duties. I promise, if given the privileged 
opportunity to coach the Lions again, to dedicate more time to these boys and their skill development.
What I did see over the year was a group of kids from different backgrounds develop into a formidable 
team. The last week of the year there was plenty of sharing of the pill both by foot and hand. I was 
amazed at the number of targets that were hit, accuracy was definitely up. One thing that seems to be 
a constant with the Lions is their love of the game and I am glad to see that hasn’t diminished.
Again, a huge thank you to Jason, Leah, Brad, Carmine, Fin, Raf, Michael, Peter, Lee, Lauren, Morgan, 
Cameron, Denae, John, Jodie, Adam, and Anthony for being the best Coaches and support crew a 
coach could ask for. I can’t wait for the 2019 season.
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Auskick – Year 1 Wildcats

Coach:   Anthony D’Amico
Manager: Michael Cattaruzza

As a coach this year I have been very fortunate to have such an amazing group of girls and boys, along 
with a very supportive Team Manager.
Week by week your skill levels improved, the desire to make a contest increased and the confidence 
levels grew stronger and stronger.
The ability to share the ball was outstanding, providing support for your team mates and in turn kicking 
plenty of goals made for a great season.
Thank you to all the parents on providing support and encouragement to the kids during training and 
on game time, you can tell they love your involvement.
You all must be so proud of your achievements this year as I am sure your parents are.
Look forward to seeing you all next year.

 Auskick - Year 2 Bobcats

Coach:  Corey Hanney
Manager: Allan Bower

Thanks very much firstly to all the kids for another great season with the Bobcats, you guys have come 
such a long way and it’s great to see you all develop great skills week after week.
Big thank you to Allan Bower our team manager for all his help and the introduction of the Bobcats 
whiteboard that has helped out so much with the kids.
A special that you to all the parents that have helped out with skills training before the games, it is 
much appreciated and also to all the new family’s that have come over from Greenwood, it’s great 
having you all at the club and I really hope to see you all next year for another great season with  
the Bobcats.
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Auskick - Year 2 Cats

Coach:  Alastair Miller 
Manager: Sarah Miller

It was both my pleasure and privilege to coach this bunch for the third successive year. It was great 
to see some new faces and I hope they too have caught the bug for KJFC and all it has to offer. All the 
boys have come a long way over the last year and will only get better, each and everyone a star of the 
future!
Thanks to Sarah our team manager and of course all the parents for the help and support over the 
season. Looking forward to seeing them all in Modified rules next year!!

 Auskick - Year 2 Leopards

Coach:  Patrick Kimber
Manager: Kara Hanney

“WOW”, what another fantastic year the Leopards had this season at Kingsley Junior Football Club. 
Each of the boys were able to improve on their skills and team spirit. This was a pleasure to see from 
both a coach and from a parent perspective.  Marks were taken and goals were kicked but I think the 
area with the most improvement was our team’s comradery. The boys rallied around one another all 
year no matter the outcome. As a coach of young boys this was such a pleasure to experience. Auskick 
is about forming friendships and having fun with your team mates and the Leopards certainly had 
FUN this season.
A huge thank you once again to my manager Kara Hanney. You made it easy to coach and just 
concentrate on the boys development, so thanks. To the parents of the year 2 Leopards a big thank 
you also, your commitment to the team and myself was very well received. The boys are looking 
forward to moving into “mods” next year and starting a new chapter in their football development.”
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Auskick - Year 2 Lions 

Coaches:  Matthew Magistro and David Sharpe
Manager: Tony Carlino

We were very lucky to coach a great bunch of kids this year. We were most proud of the effort, attitude 
and fun they brought to each session. We fostered a strong sense of mateship and inclusion, which 
was our theme for the year, and that was evident every time the group came together.
In terms of development, it was a joy watching all 14 boys develop individually and more importantly 
as a team. We would set the boys a challenge most weeks and they kept improving and meeting  
each one.
We would like to make a special mention of Tony Carlino our Team Manager who ran a tight ship 
managing the team all year and to the parents who all helped out regularly with roster or training drills.
Looking forward to seeing you all back firing in 2019.

 Auskick - Year 2 Tigers

Coach:  Craig Johnson                 Assistant Coach:            George Thomson
Manager: Shelley O’Connor

In the final year of Auskick the Year 2 Tigers have shown how far they have come as a team. As a coach 
I am proud when I reflect on the positive development of the team and each player individually.
I look forward to seeing the kids move into Modifieds next year where I am confident they will continue 
to be successful.
Special thanks to Shelley O’Connor for once again being a brilliant manager and to George Thomson 
for assisting me as coach. Parents a wonderful effort by you fulfilling our team rosters and ensuring the 
kids were there every Saturday rain, hail or shine.
Looking forward to doing it all again next year!
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Auskick - Year 2 Wildcats

Coach:  Robert Hunt
Manager:  Jeremy Smith

It has been an absolute pleasure to coach this fantastic group of kids for another season and I’d like 
to thank all the players and their parents for their efforts this year. The Wildcats welcomed some new 
members this year and the group came together seamlessly and got along well, which was great to 
watch. As a coach it’s always great to have a group of supportive parents and I have been extremely 
lucky to have parents who are always happy to help out with the program but also to support the 
players fairly during training and games. We all enjoy getting out there on a Saturday morning to watch 
the kids and to sing the team song at the end of the day. A special thanks must go to Jeremy Smith, our 
Team Manager, whose organisational skills and communication of updates has ensured we all know 
what we’re supposed to be doing and when. Jeremy also stepped up to the coaching role for a few 
weeks while I was away mid-season in addition – so a massive thanks again to the “Bearded Eagle”. Also, 
a quick shout out to Tom Mathews for being our weekly goal umpire, awesome work.  I hope everyone 
has a safe and enjoyable off-season and we’ll see you all back at Kingsley next year.
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 Modified Rules Report

2018 kicked off with a round of scratch matches prior to round one. This was attended by a great deal 
of players, parents, supporters and continues to be a great way to get back into playing footy again 
after a long off season.
This was the first year that the year 3’s had been included in the modified rules category. It seemed to 
be welcomed by all members and overwhelming support from parents. Overall numbers registered 
was higher at 287 than in 2017. The year 3 competition assisted in the increase in modified numbers.
A highlight for the year was the addition to local club Derby’s, mixing up the two teams and cross 
coaching. At the commencement there had been some concerns on the effectiveness of the idea, 
however all the coaches, managers, players and supporters adapted and enjoyed the concept. It is to 
promote one club and reduce rivalries between our teams. We believe this has been achieved in 2018 
and look forward to the continued success of the concept in 2019.

The girl’s competition was well supported again. There were a year 3/4 team and 5/6. It’s great to see 
the girl’s competition going from strength to strength.  
Subiaco Lions continue to support our club with involvement of the half time games at Leederville 
Oval. The Lions provide a great experience for our selected teams to participate and experience the full 
excitement of a WAFL club.
The Kingsley Amateur Football club had another great attended family day (wettest day on record). 
Kingsley Oval was officially a lake. It was great to see our modified players enjoy the conditions and 
participate in the games and fun. 
I would like to thank all the coaches and managers for the hard work and efforts throughout the year. 
We all know how much time and thought you put into making it possible for our kids to play footy. 
Have a great summer and look forward to seeing every again in 2019.

Ben Simpson
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Year 3 Bobcats

Coach:  John Rolfe        Assistant Coach:            Brad Prowse
Manager: Jennifer Claughton

I would like to congratulate all the players on another great season of Auskick with the majority of the team from last 
year and few new players that were welcomed to the team. This year the team played under modified rules which all 
the kids enjoyed with a few new elements to the game with the addition of playing against other clubs. The kids also 
were introduced to training during the week, more skills and structures of the game which the team took grasp of, 
and improving more and more each week. Coaching for my fourth year, it’s great to see the kids still having fun and 
developing their skills each week with a positive attitude also with great feedback from parents makes you feel good 
as a coach and wanting to continue as a coach.
I would like to thank all the parents for their continued support throughout the session with training, before and after 
the games as well. Also like to thank Jennifer for looking after the Managing side of things and doing an excellent 
job, Assistance Coach Brad for his input and helping out where needed, Tracey for looking after the team in First Aid 
role, Josh and Ben with umpiring and Sandy for washing jumpers each week. Without the support of parents and 
grandparents our team the Bobcats wouldn’t be.
Also, to the Kingsley Junior Football Club once again providing another great season for the kids and I look forward 
to coaching you all next year.

Eli Champion Kicking his first goal in football this year with outstanding improvement and focus to the 
game keep up the good work.

Blake Claughton New to the team fitting in straight away who always was committed to the ball with fast 
pace and great vision. 

Zack Dickson New to the team always gave it a go with improving skills and technique working well 
with teammates.

Samuel Giddon Sam’s natural talent for the game shows in all aspects of the game been great to see him 
developing each yeah and taking some great marks.

Lucas Lazarakis New member this year was a bit shy and reserved at first but as games went on with 
confidence he has grown in to a great player.

Riley Markovs The loudest player to call for a ball on ground and always gave 110% during the game 
and training been great to see Riley develop every year.

Tommy Mills Fast and nimble player with great skills and lethal kick at goals but Finland has requited 
him and will be missed by the team.

Eli Patience With his best goal celebrations always used the ball well and developed his skills 
throughout the season.

Callum Prowse New player to the team with great knowledge of the game with his skills and technique 
showing in the game using the ball well.

Jacob Rolfe A consistence player improving on skills and technique working well with team mates 
and kicking some great goals.

Manix Royle Manix keeps on improving every year in all aspects and is a hard person to bring down 
in a tackle and looking for team mates with kicking or handball.

Luka Shaw Luka is a player that proves to himself every week his football is only going to get better 
always going hard at the ball and kicking some great goals and his great defence.

Finley Simms New to the team Finley is a team player who has improved on his skill and technique also 
proving to himself he can kick the drop punt.

Henri Simson Jones Henry always puts in a big effort every week and using his voice to let team mates know 
who was getting the ball and to man up their players.

Henry Townsend Speed demon Henry is always first to the ball and looking for a team mate to give off has 
improved in all aspects of the game making him a great player. 

Joshua Vich Josh for a smaller player always goes in hard for the ball and the biggest tackler for the 
team with great ball skills and using the ball well hitting targets.

Nate Wilson He goes in hard head down for the ball don’t get in his way, with the tackle of the season 
he improves every year and week with great skills.
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Tait Anderson I rate this kid as a player! Can read the play very well and knows when to run off his man 

but then turn around to help out other teammates as well. Loves a celebration whether 
it is him or his teammates kicking goals and that’s great to see when someone gets 
excited for his teammate! Great year Tait! 

Nathan Boots Nathan has some really silky skills and knows how to read the play. He is tough player 
who is always looking to bring his teammates into the game. Great work Nathan!

Max Brentnall Max came along way this year playing great defensive games, and on more than one 
occasion, saving goals by himself down back competing against multiple opponents. 
Keen effort Max! 

Joey Downey Joey is a friendly player who enjoyed playing with his mates. He showed great effort in 
defence when playing in the backline. Keen effort Joey! 

Kobie Ebersberger This kid has the ability to go a long way in football. Very smart player who knows where 
to put himself to get the ball. His runs out of defence picking the gaps and knowing 
when to run through them were almost as good as watching his hard-hitting tackles! 
Love you work Kobes! Don’t change the way you play!

Elias El Rhazouani This ways Elias first year in the team and after spending a few games getting to know his 
teammates, Elias really started to get into his footy, when handling the ball, showed real 
determination to keep it off the opposition. Good job Elias! 

Koby Enders Koby is a friendly team member who has tried hard to master his football skills seeing 
great improvement. He always comes to training and enjoyed being with his team 
mates. Good job Koby! 

Zach Fowler Zach Fowler - Zach was another kid who from the start of the year was a totally different 
play by seasons end! In the space of a month he had kicked a couple of goals and was 
going in and getting his own ball and starting to lay some great tackles! Really enjoyed 
watching this kid improve each week, and the ability he showed in that last month of 
football and at training was great to see! Top stuff buddy!!! 

Sonny Hackett Sonny is a consistent player who could hold his position on the field. He enjoys his 
football always staying in the game and he made great improvement in his skills over 
the season. Well done Sonny!

Rubi Higgs Rubi’s attack on the footy is second to none! The way Rubi hits the football coming 
towards her is great to watch! Always in the middle of the packs whether she is tackling 
or trying to knock the ball out. Always did what the coaches asked of her whether at 
training or playing and was one of the few that played to her position. Absolute pleasure 
to coach Rubi!

Tom Laver Tom is a tough tackler who never gives up on the ball and reads the play. He always stays 
in the game and saw improvement in his kicking as the season went on. He’s always 
looking to bring his teammates into the game, the next Dusty. Well done Tom! 

Campbell McGregor Campbell has great ability to get the ball, read the play and always stays in the game. He 
tried to do it all himself early on however, he really started to look for his team mates and 
bring them into the game as the season went on, great work Campbell.

Year 3 Cats

Coaches:  Garry Laver and Garreth Narrier
Manager: Lisa Ebersberger

This was the first year coaching the Year 3 Cats for both Coaches and what a great year we all had.  
While we have both watched the kids over the past few years, it was a pleasure to coach them this year 
and watch their development over the season. The effort the team put in week on week made them 
a pleasure to coach and it was pleasing to see them really start to understand the game by playing in 
their positions and reading the play.
The Cats tackling and attack on the ball was great to watch, especially their competitiveness and 
enthusiasm for the game. I am sure the parents enjoyed this as much as the kids.
A special thanks to Lisa for managing the team, which included taking training sessions when a coach 
wasn’t available.  I would also like to thank all the parents who helped out throughout the year. Your 
involvement is really appreciated and what makes this such a great team. Go Cats !  
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Conner Morris Connor is a consistent player who always listened to the coach. He was a tough 

player who could hold his position on the field. He enjoyed his football seeing great 
improvement in skills. Good job Connor! 

Darcy Narrier Darcy loves the contest, he finds the football in the congestion and then his ability to 
break away to get into the open and kick was great! His kicking improved the longer the 
season went and so did his understanding of finding the ball out in space as well. Good 
work buddy!

Spencer Royal-Gray New to the team this year it didn’t take long at all for Spencer to fit in. A very improved 
played from the start of the year compared to now. Loved watching this guy get better 
with every time he got his hands on the footy. Great work Spence! 

Bayden Walker Bayden Walker - this kid is THE MOST improved player in the side this year. I have watched 
him playing football for the last few years and the steps this kid took forward this year 
was amazing! From his constant tackle pressure, smothering and his hard working 
around the contested ball to get it out and run was amazing! Awesome work buddy! 

Jesse Whyte Jesse is almost the complete package.... he has got everything! His tall, quick, loves the 
contest and has a great long kick on him. His ability to not just kick long but grab the ball 
use his pace and run 20m than kick it long over the top was fantastic! Chases, tackles and 
doesn’t mind a goal or two either! Great year Jesse!

Findlay Young Finlay would be the quiet achiever in the side, his ability to consistently find the ball and 
feed it forward was great! He always held his position out on the ground and it showed 
when the ball came free and Fin was there to kick the goals! He uses his football smarts 
to put himself in the best position out there! Great work Finlay!

Year 3 Leopards

Coach:  David Bloxsome   Assistant Coach:            Darryn Crowley
Managers: Erin Crowley

The Leopards from last year, with the inclusion of five new players had a decent, but enjoyable season, 
and after a few early jitters really gelled well together and produced some really entertaining football 
that even had me scratching my head in amazement.
Training sessions were most enjoyable, with a lot of fun and laughter, and the skill level of all the kids 
improved from the start to the finish of the season, which was very pleasing for Darryn and myself, and 
the smile on the kid’s faces after training, and the games on Sunday morning, is the reason why we do 
this every week, year in year out, so I would like to thank the kids for a great season and look forward 
to many more.
Thank you to all the parents that helped out this year, whether it being as an umpire, or first aider, it 
doesn’t go unnoticed, and without the parents we wouldn’t have a team, so thanks for all your support.
Special mention to my partner in crime, my Assistant Coach “Crackers”, big man with a big heart.  
Thanks mate.
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Connor Mileham One of my cheeky little chaps, who has a lot more ability than he thinks.  A booming kick 

and also a very strong mark. Always kept me entertained with his little one liners, also 
kept his team mates entertained.

Jake Overstone One of the funniest and quick-witted kids I have ever met, and when you look at him 
you also look for a surfboard. Long blonde locks with a hint of dreadies in there, he had 
a good year, and was always looking to improve his game.  No more UP and GO’s before 
the game though Jakey... 

Aliera Reimers Very quick across the field. Took a couple of games to really get involved. She is a great 
listener who would always ask questions so she could improve her game, and it showed. 
Wonderful Mark, and what’s more impressive, the marks were taken in the hands out in 
front, which was super impressive a player of that age.

Cole Ryan Bit of a character this kid. Loved a chat while on the ground, but he gave 100% in all that 
he did, always tried hard, and had a bad run with injury, missing the last few games.

James Spinley My Siamese twin this kid. always hanging off me at training, and always having a joke 
around. Has a lot of ability and made a huge improvement in his game over the year, and 
will only get better as time goes on.

Jack Walmsley Well, what can I say about this kid, and hardness at the ball, and his ability to work well 
in tight situations. Very good skill wise and it showed with being able to pin point team 
mates. Had a rough patch for a couple of weeks but it didn’t stop him taking the game 
on and backing himself to get the job done. 

Finally, a big thankyou to my Manager extraordinaire Erin was the lifeblood of the team, getting us the 
info on the fixtures, and events, and making game day run smoothly, awesome job mate.

Max Baczec This young man was our excitement machine, but decided to go on holidays for most 
of the season. When he did play though he was the quickest thing I have ever seen, 
and nobody could catch him. With a bit more work on his skills, he could become a real 
champion.

Thomas Bloxsome Gave it a real good crack this year. He was an absolute ball magnet, and used his skill well 
to help his team. Would run all day and would take big marks, and would always look for 
his team mates. Didn’t mind kicking a goal either, if he listened to his Dad more often he 
probably could have added to that goal tally.

Bryn Crawford Another one of my quiet achievers, always giving 100% for the team, coming along very 
nicely in the skill department. Was very good across the backline, and has a nice long 
kick that adds to his game.

Joel Crowley Tall fella with a mop of hair and a bucket full of ability. Long kick and could take a huge 
pack mark. Very quiet on and off the field, but lets his football do the talking. Will only get 
better with age and some more hard work.

Beau Dowen This kid was what I like to call the quiet achiever. He wasn’t the loudest or the best in the 
team, but always had the ability to get the job done. Massive improvement over the past 
year in skill level and ability to get the ball and do something with it.

Ada Duncan This young lady was is a hard-working player with a passion for the game. Loved playing 
against the boys and could match it with the best of them. she was always looking to use 
her teammates, shows a lot of promise for the future. #thebeast

Riley Easton Young fella with a cheeky smile, and a big heart. 100% goer and gives it his all, and 
sometimes surprises himself I think. took some great marks towards the end of the 
season which testament to his hard work at training.

Mathys Edery The little Frenchman whom plays with aggression and passion. Great improvement in 
his game over the season. A little bit of a comedian, and always would have a funny story 
or joke that would crack me up.

Jack Glamuzina Has all the attributes to be a very, very good footballer. Strong and bold, and doesn’t 
mind kicking a goal either. takes a strong mark, has a long kick and always listens when 
he is spoken to, and showed with his overall game this year. Also has a bright future in 
the world of umpiring (LOL).

Ethan Gray Liked to have a bit of a chat during the game and always kept me on my toes, but his 
second half of the year was fantastic, with his toughness in the clinches and ability to get 
the ball, he has come a long way and look forward to having him and his antics next year.

Jai Hutchings This kid decided to go and break his arm before we started, and missed pretty much 
the first half of the season. But I like to call him my little pest, because he is always there. 
Wherever the ball is he was in and under, and annoying the opposition. He has worked 
really hard on his skill over the past year and it has shown with a vast improvement in 
kicking.
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Tom Blower Tom is developing into a great little tagger enjoying laying the hard tackles and prides 

himself on trying to take the best players out of the game. Hopefully a little more focus 
on the ball and a little less on fortnite dances will help Tom get more kicks next season.

Matthew Cartner Matty’s improvement throughout the year was great to watch. Matty played an 
outstanding game against Carine earning himself plenty of touches of the ball however 
the highlight included getting a hard ball crawling through an opponent’s legs to be 
able clear the ball from the pack. 

Joseph DeCicco As a new player, Joseph was a great addition to the team. Despite having a break 
midseason with a family holiday, Joseph continued to improve proving to be an 
important part of the team. I am looking forward to having Joseph back next season to 
see him learn to get the ball more, so he can show the skills that we see at training. 

Hayden Francis I cannot speak highly enough of Hayden. Hayden is the template for the team player 
who will run his guts out all day and use every last drop of energy he has. Hayden’s 
constant focus and willingness to do exactly what is asked of him rather than go for glory 
has made him one of the Lions greatest assets.

Tyler Gaunt Tyler was another great improver throughout the season as he developed into a great 
tagger. It was great to see Tyler improvement as his tackling bought him more into the 
game earning a number of free kicks with holding the ball decisions.

Xavier Geneve I could never doubt Xavier’s enthusiasm, as he always played his role and did what was 
asked of him. In the latter part of the season we could really see X’s improvement which 
nearly resulted in a number of goals. 

Leon Martino A tall strong boy who was able to win his own ball, Leon was always a big part of any win. 
With a booming kick and always looking to be better, Leon will continue to be a valuable 
part of the team. With some focus on improving his position for the team, Leon has the 
skill to become the Lions best player.

Daniel Mratovich Daniel struggled early in the season as he had no problem getting the ball but would 
get caught holding the ball most times. It was great to see Daniel learn from this and 
develop his skills to avoid being caught. Daniel was the Lions most improved.

Molly Nolan An absolute gem to have in our team, Molly will do anything the team asked of her. Molly 
never took a backwards step against the boys earning plenty of the ball and always kept 
the teams morale up with an absolute fantastic attitude.

Jordi Nosow Jordi was my problem solver. If I ever had a position that needed filling Jordi’s pace, 
commitment and kicking skills were able to help the team out. Jordi was always a key 
component to our wins.

Luca Orifici Muscles is that kid who just loves sports and I’m sure he is fantastic at everything he 
attempts. Luca always did what I asked of him especially bringing other players into the 
game for the benefit of the team. Kicking plenty of goals with his JK run up, Muscles was 
always a crowd favourite.

Year 3 Lions

Coach:  Mark Blower
Manager: Dannielle Orifici

It was great to see most of our kids return from last year with some fantastic new additions. It took a 
few games for the kids to get use to the changes of moving from Auskick to the mods competition but 
showed great skills once they adapted to the concept.
As we moved into mods this year we focused on the players learning to play different positions and 
working into space, so it was a highlight to watch a piece of play in the last game where the ball didn’t 
hit the ground while travelling the length of the ground resulting in a shot on goal. I couldn’t haven’t 
been prouder of the kids as they developed their skills throughout the season. 
A big shout out to Luke and Dannielle for all your help throughout the year. I couldn’t have done it 
without you and I hope you enjoyed being part of the team as much as I did.
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Zach Richardson Richo started the season like he knew exactly what he needed to do. As a new player 

to the Lions it was great to have someone with his skill join the team. An absolute 
champion at running the ball out of defence as well as kicking plenty himself, Richo 
proved to be a great player.

Jaysean Simon Another great addition, Jaysean started very quiet being a little unsure of where to play, 
however his development with his natural skill was unbelievable to watch. Jaysean 
wasn’t afraid to sell a bit of candy and his ability to hit others on a lead provided some 
great highlights.

Samuel Smith Samuel always tried his hardest and did what was asked of him. Samuel was one of 
the kids who didn’t get a lot of the ball but made it count when he got it, including a 
sensational diving rushed behind in the last game.

Stephen Terlecki Stephen’s last four games were unbelievable and played very valuable role in defence, 
including one time staying back to play his part when everyone else ran forward. 
Stephen made his possession count with an accurate kick and always doing his one 
percenter’s.

Rhys Wheadon Rhys is a strong player with booming kick that always held his ground. Watching Rhys 
take a kick while having 3 kids hanging off him shows the strength he has and was 
always important member of the team showing great skills by foot or hand.

Louis von Bergheim Louis is a little star showing great skills in all aspects of football including his kicking, 
handballing and tackling. Louis always tried his heart out with a great attitude and earnt 
plenty of his own ball with his best games coming in the last three. 

Year 3 Tigers

Coach:  Todd Doepel 
Manager: Melanie Devins

This was our team’s first year playing modified rules; away games and against opposition teams. It was a big step up 
for all our players and one that I am so proud to say they accomplished so well. It was also the joining of two teams 
together to create our beloved Tigers. It was also great to see Max join us from another club and play with Kingsley. 
I am so pleased with how quickly our team gelled and became a cohesive unit. There was a real mix of weather 
across our season which made for a lot of fun. We have a great group of boys who love playing together and love 
having a go. It has been encouraging to see how far the boys’ have come throughout the season and is exciting to 
think where they could go next season. 
Thank you to the dads that came down regularly to help out with training each week, special thanks to our Aaron, 
Leeroy, Andrew and Daniel, who assisted with training, coaching and umpiring.
A huge thank you to Mel for a superb job managing our team. Mel had the largest load to carry for our team, the 
paperwork and organisation that the Subiaco District requires is massive. Our team has run so smoothly solely 
through her efforts.
Thanks also to all our parents, we have a great supportive and easy-going parent group which is a real pleasure to 
be a part of. Hope to see all our Tigers back in 2019!
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James Pizzey James produced my highlight of the season! After working at training on releasing the 

ball in congestion, James did exactly that on the half back line, with a hand pass off 
which resulted in quick ball movement up to the forwards for a goal. Outstanding James, 
you continue to develop into a great footballer.

Cayle Smith If Cayle is at the bottom of a pack, I just know the ball will come out in our favour. 
Cayle is Mr. Hard Ball gets! He knows how to find the ball and give his team mates the 
best opportunity. He is always reliable in any position on the ground. Cayle has had an 
outstanding season!

Max Stirling Max has had a fantastic season, with his last game of the season being the standout. His 
all-round skills, especially kicking and marking are ‘silky’ smooth. Max took on advice to 
attack the football in the contest which has improved his game and contributed to his 
fantastic season. 

Darcy Tomlinson Darcy should be very proud of his season this year, he has worked hard at training with 
learning the skills and game play.  At times can be a little reserved but has shown he can 
give a strong contest when the ball is there to be won and support your team mates. 
Well done Darcy this season.  

Seton Walker A speedster across the ground when he wants the ball. Seton has shown great bursts of 
football during the season. He is developing his skills to make for a great little footballer. 
I’m proud of his efforts and I look forward to his return next season where I think he will 
have a big impact.

Montgomery Weston Without a doubt has the most passion when he plays. Monty has always been keen to 
listen and learn which has seen him play a great season. He has been reliable across 
every position and a strong team contributor. Great season Monty.

Dane Connick Started out the season quietly and a little unsure on his ability but has proven to himself 
that he can play the game. A standout for his season has been his willingness to have a 
go and tackling players. Dane improved each week of the season and should be proud 
of his effort for season 2018.

Zachary Devins A quiet achiever, Zach has had a stand out season this year, always reliable with his 
kicking and marking every week. Zach continues to improve his skills and understanding 
of the game. An outstanding season in every position he played around the ground.

Cooper Doepel Cooper has a passion for the game which is clearly seen in the way he plays the game. 
He has a great sense of the play and is able to find a lot of the football across the ground. 
He shows amazing tenacity in every contest and is a pleasure to watch play. Cooper has 
been a strong leader and has had a standout season.

Joshua Du Toit Josh has shown huge improvement throughout the season. He is super coachable and 
his kicking has been a highlight for me this season. His last few games of the season were 
standouts and I see a bright future ahead. I’d love to see him back himself on the ground 
more, as he has the ability to excel.

Miller Fitzpatrick Loves a quick dance before training and the game, Miller is always super keen to get 
the ball in every contest. Miller can always be relied on to give a strong contest. He has 
continued to focus on improving his skills and has been a strong contributor to the team 
and every game. Well done Miller.

Wesley Kogiopoulos Can be quiet and a little reserved at times but has let the tiger out more than a few times 
this season. Wesley has tackled as hard as anyone on the ground and worked hard on his 
skills at training. I’m super proud of Wesley’s effort this season and look forward to what 
next season will bring.

Jarod Lamont Jarod has been a pleasure to coach, always keen to listen and learn. He has been a solid 
contributor in every game and has shown big improvements in his skills. Jarod has been 
a strong tackler in our games with oppositions finding it hard to get away.

Joel Lothian A booming kick and little bit of a jokester, Joel has the ability to take the ball from a 
contest and move it up the ground with ease. He has shown he has the ability to control 
the play and place the Tigers in a strong position on the ground. He has a big future next 
season.

Oliver McIntyre Oliver is always keen to listen and learn, this has seen a big improvement from his first 
game to the end of season. He has shown during games that he is a willing team mate 
to get in and help his team mates. He can be proud of his 2018 season.

James Morris A very reliable player in any position, James has come a long way from his pre-primary 
days in Auskick! He is very strong at the ball, his skills and ability to work with his team 
mates has been outstanding this season. James has a very promising future ahead.

Logan Oliver Logan has shown moments of greatness on the ground during the season. When Logan 
wants to take control of the play, he can definitely do so. He had a number of standout 
games during the season which he should be very proud of. I look forward to Logan 
developing next season.
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Ruby Clements Ruby was another one of our first timers.  This girl even though small would chase down 

any players and happily get in there and tackle. I loved seeing the pride on her face when 
she kicked a goal and by the end of the season was taking some great marks. Great job 
this season Ruby.

Ada Duncan This girl is a great allrounder. She is able to hold her own all over the field and scored 
some fantastic goals for the team. She gives her all every week and is a talented football 
player. Well done this season Ada.

Lucy Dunham This was Lucy’s first-time playing football and she was straight in there. She was never 
afraid to get in and tackle and she held her own, getting in there and getting the ball.  
Great first season Lucy.

Scarlet Gallo Scarlet was our team pocket rocket. Over the season her goal kicking improved 
immensely, she took some outstanding marks and was a strong tackler. She was always 
there with a smile and a popular team member. Great job this season Scarlet.

Rubi Higgins Rubi started off in the team quite shy, by the end of the season even though short by 
statue she was as tough as they come in chasing the opposition down. She is a tough 
little cookie in defence. Awesome season Rubi.

Molly Nolan Molly is a determined player and great in defence, she also had a great kick on her and 
always shared the ball around with her team mates. Great season Molly.

Paige O’Connor Paige joined the team as a first-time player and proved herself straight away. She was fast 
and her speed and determination made her indispensable in the middle. Wonderful first 
season Paige.

Aliera Reimers Aliera gave her all during training and on game day and was always eager to improve her 
skills. During the season her confidence grew and she made some fantastic marks and 
scored numerous goals. Great job this season Aliera.

Ella Shaw Ella showed significant improvement through the season and her determination was 
rewarded by some excellent tackling. She always tried at training and was a pleasure to 
have on the team. Great work this season Ella.

Year 3/4 Cats - Girls

Coach:  Clare Nolan
Manager: Leah Shaw

This year we were excited to have our first Year 3 - 4 girls’ team and I was very privileged to coach this wonderful 
group of up and coming Female Football superstars.
Most of these girls had never met before but within minutes you could see they were going to gel as a team and 
that they did. Watching the talent of the girls grow week by week as they became more confident in themselves 
and each other as a team was wonderful. Towards the end of the season some passages of play that they were 
putting together were awesome, and they always played in the true spirit of the game and were great sports to 
the other teams.
I would like to thank all the parents for getting their girls to the games and to the training sessions and helping me 
out in my first year of coaching.
I would also like to thank the Team Manager Leah Shaw, interchange app guru Lee-Ann Clements and Tania Strike 
who helped me out at every training session.  
It has been a great season with a group of wonderfully talented girls and I am looking forward to watching their 
success in the future.
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night, and to all of the parents who popped down on training nights. Also thank you to Mark Wild and 
John Daniels for taking turns doing the interchange each week. A BIG thank you goes to Kristy Paap, 
our Team Manager, your attention to detail, doing the Manager’s role to perfection and organising 
everything week in and week out really made my job easier as Coach.

It was an absolute pleasure to coach these boys again and I have had a lot of fun this year watching 
them develop their skills further.

Samuel Alabaster Sammy A has improved out of sight. It’s great to see him transfer his kicking and handball 
skills that he practices at training into the games. Next year I would love Sam to get more 
in and under the packs during the game and not to panic. Great stuff Sammy!

Luke Brentnall A little quiet achiever who was doing his best to be involved and doing his best at 
training all of the time. Luke was a nice young man to coach and it was a shame he had 
to leave mid-season.

William Carter It was a pity to lose Big Will mid-year as he seemed to be getting the hang of the game 
and started to get involved and get the footy. Good Luck Will!

Ruben Daniels Ruben loves his hair and is our most cheeky player. He tries his hardest every game and 
his kicking and marking has improved even more this year. By the last round Ruben was 
making leads to his team mates which was great for a coach to watch. Top work Ruben!

Jaxon Figliomeni Jaxon is our No.1 tackler. He has managed to tackle correctly and is a great team player 
who loves a goal. Jaxon loves to play footy anywhere and when he puts his mind to it he 
can be a very versatile player. Awesome season Jako!

Benjamin Fourie Ben is always a pleasure to coach. Whatever the task Ben was given he would always give 
100% effort to achieve it. By the end of the season Ben was kicking and hand balling on 
his opposite side. Awesome season Benny!

Joshua Grose A tall player who is getting better every season. When demonstrating his kicking skills 
Josh can be a very dangerous player getting the ball forward. His overhead marking 
was also improving towards the end of the season. Josh is a great listener who takes on 
feedback and advice and applies it to his footy. Top stuff Josh!

Dylan Hinwood Dylan has always loved his footy. When he trains well he plays well and that has been the 
case a number of times this season.  Dylan just needs to work on his running but overall 
an awesome team player. Well Done D-Man!

William Holloway Will has improved as the year rolled on. Always one of the first at training and a friendly 
team mate. Will’s kicking by the last game was satisfying to watch which resulted in him 
booting a goal. Looking forward to 2019 Will. Great stuff mate!

Ty Jones It’s very hard to believe that this was Ty’s first season of AFL. From the first training session 
Ty was accepted into our team and he loved being involved. He was never scared to go 
in for the ball and always did what the coach asked.  A great team player and a great first 
season Ty!

Brayden Langhorn A little chatter box who loves to learn about the game every week. Brayden gets along 
with everyone and is very much a team player. Brayden loves being involved and when 
he gets the ball he normally does something good with it. Good season Brayden!

Year 4 Cats

Coach:   Kurt Figliomeni                          Assistant Coach:              Scott Robins
Manager: Kristy Paap

An excellent first season of Mods for the Cats saw the boys thriving while playing on the bigger 
grounds giving them more space to move.
Starting off with 17 willing footballers soon turned to 14 but that never stopped the boys from 
competing to their fullest potential and being a very competitive team. Some excellent team play and 
some individual efforts made the footy a pleasure to watch and coach.
Through training and hard work, the boys soon adapted to the bigger grounds and rule changes easily 
and loved the fact that tackling was involved. Although results aren’t important at this age, it was great 
to see the CATS being competitive in almost every game they played.
Thank you to all of the parents in fulfilling the weekly duties, either on the BBQ roster, ground set up, 
oranges, washing jumpers etc. We really appreciate you doing this.
Special thanks go to Scott Robins and Matt Holloway for being at training each and every Thursday 
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Year 4 Leopards

Coach:   Nathan Lake  Assistant Coaches:          Bevan A’Vard and Craig Johnson
Manager: Lehna McLean

Year 4 Leopards gained some new faces this year and they all gelled straight away which created a 
great team atmosphere. Many dads were at training to lend a hand which made my job a lot easier.

We had some good games, each game there was always a few passages of play which suggest a 
very bright future for this team. Big thanks to all the parents and relatives for being so supportive and 
encouraging for all the players.

We could never have run as smoothly as we did without our Manager Lehna who did a fantastic job.

Also, to my Assistant Coaches Bevan who always had positive input no matter the situation and Craig 
for putting his hand up and helping out whenever we needed it, thank you.

And to all the players, be proud of yourselves for what you achieved as a team this year.

Louis Ovens Louis loves getting in and under a pack and when he runs out with the ball it is very 
hard to catch him. Louie’s improvement this year has been great to watch and I hope he 
keeps playing next year. Nice work Louis!

Jake Paap Jake is a player who loves to be involved every minute of the game. He puts in 100% 
every match and loves to challenge himself every week. Seeing Jake kicking with his left 
foot at seasons end was a coach’s dream. Great season Jakey!

Samuel Robins Sammy loves to use his trusty left foot. His confidence to play anywhere on the ground 
has improved as too has his overhead marking. Sammy always puts in 100% and is a 
pleasure to coach. Great work Sammy!

Charlie Slack Charlie is a kid I loved seeing develop. When he listens, he can do anything. His 
improvement from round one to the last was huge. A great team player but just needs 
to develop more confidence in his ability to get in and get the ball more. It’s been a 
pleasure to coach Charlie.

Madox West A very dangerous player and has been for the last five years. He loves his footy and it was 
a shame to lose him mid-season.

Blake Wild Blakey is another player that when he listens he can do anything. He has been such a 
reliable back man and an awesome tackler. He knows when to attack the footy in the 
back line and when to defend. He has stopped a number of goals deep in defence. Great 
year Blakey!
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Thomas Mathews The ultimate team player, rarely gets beaten in one on one contests and would have a 

number of goals of the year contenders, a very consistent player who has all the skills, 
very, very, impressive.

Luke McGhie Really started to develop a game sense and knew when to attack and when to run back 
and help the defence. Can really break the lines with his pace and he is really developing 
into a top-quality player, a pleasure to have in the team.

Brody McLean the tackling machine, but you have more strings to your bow with a great pair of hands 
and a real determination to get the job done. Our most improved player this year, well 
done Brody.

Cormac O’Conner Cormac reads the play better than anyone and his kicking skills have really improved. A 
very strong mark and never lets his teammates down, great season Cormac

Sebastian Pope Sebastian’s first year for the Leopards and proved to be a very valuable player for our 
team. A very reliable kick, you always tried your hardest, kicked a few good goals and 
showed solid improvement throughout the year, good work.

Luke Sarullo Luke is a pleasure to have in the team, he possesses all the skills to play any position on 
the ground, he has great goal sense and is a deadly kick at goal, keep up the good work.

Evan Anderson Had a good season and finished with his best game ever in the last game. Really started 
to read the play well as the season went on, very versatile player who doesn’t mind a 
goal and can defend against the oppositions best.

Jaylen A’Vard Jaylen had another great season with his marking one of the highlights. He constantly 
wins contests even when well outnumbered and his long-range kicking for goal was a 
great weapon for our team, well done Jaylen.

Ryan Barwick very reliable player with very strong hands who always seems to be in the right spot 
to intercept and send the ball back our way. His defensive work and manning up were 
probably the best in our team. 

Bryce Bisland Had an interrupted season with injury but always tried his hardest no matter the 
situation. An absolute pleasure to have in the team, well done Bryce.

Daniel Burgess Daniel returned after a year off and gradually gained confidence as the year went on. The 
speedster showed great evasive skills and as he develops kicking at pace he will take his 
football to the next level.

Aiden Harpley Aiden was new to our team but was instantly well liked by his teammates. He really 
worked on his kicking throughout the year and got rewarded with a bag of goals at 
the end of the season. When he attacks the ball, he breaks the pack open. Great season 
Aiden.

Noah Hay Noah is a very popular team member and improved all aspects of his football, has terrific 
goal sense and kicked a couple of rippers this year. Shows fierce determination and 
rarely beaten in a contest. Good work Noah.

Finley Hegan Finley has a genuine passion for football which makes him a pleasure to coach. Always 
gives his all and has all the skills to go a long way great season Finley

George Hemmingway The most lethal kick in our team had a great season from start to finish, always gives his 
all, constantly improving, trains his hardest, a real leader in our team, a natural footballer, 
great work.

Logan Johnson Logan had some great games this year and really started to use his pace and evasive 
skills with great effect. Logan is steadily developing into a quality player who is a real 
asset to the team, good work Logan.

Zander Jupp One of our most valuable team members and very well-liked by his peers, his kicking 
improved greatly and his confidence really started to lift, looking forward to seeing 
Zander develop into a very capable footballer. Thanks Zander.

Jack Lake Took his football to a new level this year and really started to show great leadership. It 
was great to watch some of the runs you pulled off, you were always trying to bring 
teammates into the play. Very impressive season.

Finn Maguire I challenged him to take the game on and he really delivered. Took on the oppositions 
best and often won. His kicking improved remarkably and a couple of long shots on goal 
sailed through, well done Finn.
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It would remiss of me, not to say a special and sincere thankyou to our ever-reliable Managers, Justine and Garth 
Brightwell. To say they went above and beyond each week to ensure to the team ran smoothly would be an 
understatement…. I cannot thankyou enough. 

To the Boys…, I’m very proud of you for the resilience and commitment you showed throughout the season.

I look forward to following on next season.

Daniel Brightwell One of our versatile players who could be heavily relied on in pressure circumstances. 
His work rate each game was unbelievable. He could be put anywhere on the field 
and take control of that position. He has a natural ability to read the play as well as 
incorporate tactics and plays we had developed. He displayed a strong leadership 
presence throughout the year which filtered down to others.

Kai Collins A creative small forward who knows how to get the footy, do some magic with it, weave 
in and out of opposition players before putting boot to ball and kicking unbelievable 
goals from a distance away.  He has an unwavering passion and love of the game and it 
shows when he is on the field and it rubs off on his team mates.

Xavier De Haas He was one of the stalwarts of the backline this season and really developed into a 
natural leader back there. His ability to read the play and get others of his team mates to 
mark up or keep the defensive structure allowed the team to perform well each week. 

Aiden Dunn A great defensive player for our side, He never complained and ensured our goal line 
was always protected. The amount of goal saving possessions he took as the last line of 
defence cannot not be overlook and then the ability to rebound it out was ultimately 
game changing.

Oliver Fawcett The improvement and confidence during the season from Ollie was unbelievable. He 
continued to always be able to find space in the forward line and provide options to 
his team mates. His attitude to go in and win the ball when he didn’t have it and cause 
unwavering pressure on the opposition caused many a turn over resulting in many a 
turn over allowing goals to his teammates from his efforts.

Nash Firebrace A utility player who could be utilised anywhere on the field and make a difference to the 
outcome of the game. Loved to run and carry the football through the midfield/centre 
half forward line and provide link ups. Displayed on numerous occasions sportsmanship 
and maturity above his years.

James George A strong intuitive and polite player who displayed a fairness and teamwork in each 
game he played which was commented on by opposition coaches on several occasions 
throughout the season.  His marking, ability to hit targets and accurate kicking at goal 
allowed us to score numerous goals throughout the season and be such a strong team.

Tyson Gilmore A great reader of the play and will just sit off the pack and get ready to intercept the 
football with his marking skills. Really enjoyed getting into the contest looking for the 
hard ball especially when he would go into beast mode. Would look to develop, tactics 
and a plan with others in the team if we weren’t following our game plan.

Ben Hannan He has super quick moves and foot speed while also coupled with the determination 
and passion to get to the footy resulted in our team gathering possession and allowing 
us to move the ball forward quickly on the counter attack. He seemed to have an endless 
amount of energy and grit and will only get better each season.

Year 4 Lions

Coach:   Terry Gilmore
Manager: Garth and Justine Brightwell

Given this was my first year involved in a coaching capacity at the Kingsley Junior Football club, I was both 
apprehensive and excited at the same time. From the first time working with the boys, I could tell that I was in a 
fortunate position to be their coach.
The enthusiasm and passion they displayed in their first season in Modified rules, is not only a credit to themselves 
but also to their previous coaches, mentors and parents. The group had a natural level of skill and talent which I 
looked at to not only enhance but to also encourage and foster a team orientated culture of fairness, respect and 
genuine enjoyment for the game.
Needless to say, the year was a resounding success. 
The boys embraced the structure and concepts of our playing systems, but also had the self-belief and confidence 
to play to their own individual strengths.
This year wouldn’t have been possible without the assistance of the many volunteers, not only on match day but 
also at training.
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Liam Jones Continued to improve and grow as a player all season. He showed endurance and 

tenacity to get involved in the play as well as giving the coach tactical advice during the 
game. He was always providing pressure to the opposition’s ball carriers no matter what 
position he was in and continued to work on marking his man.

Phoenix Kajmakoski His never give up attitude, commitment to the team and supporting his team mates 
was inspiring to watch. Phoenix would run half the field to get a tackle on. He grasped 
keeping on his man and ensuring he laid a tackle if they got past him. He loved playing 
and would always look to get involved in the contest.

Blair Lindorff A running machine. It would be great to see how far each game Blair had run. Once he 
got the ball, his run and carry skills were unbelievable. He has the agility and speed to 
break lines and transition the ball to his team mates without fuss and the fitness to get 
back in defence and help out.

Jake McCord His growth and confidence in himself through the season clearly showed and inspired 
his teammates. With this being his first season of footy he really showed enthusiasm and 
no fear when going into the contest. He even took this into the end of season game 
against parents where he was in the contest with 

Rauri Morris Was great to see his improvement in confidence as the season progressed. He was a 
great defensive forward by creating pressure in the opposition defence allowing turn 
overs to occur. He continued to try and improve on his skills each game to better himself.

Brayden Miller A true power forward. Brayden had the ability to use his strength to wheel around, break 
a tackle and kick a goal nearly every game. He knows to lead into space and use his 
strength to get the ball off the defender as well as get into hard contests and win the 
ball back.

Oliver Newham A go to target in the forward line, who’s ability to take marks, crumb off the pack and 
score goals from anywhere. He provided leadership when asked and showed regular 
intuitiveness push back into defence when the team was under forward pressure. He 
was definitely missed when he went away on holidays.

Jake Smith Brought his skill, strength and speed and teamwork from his experience in Rugby and 
adapted them seamlessly to the game of AFL. He was unstoppable like a mini Dusty 
Martin when he got the ball and was on the run. He has a natural talent for sport in 
general which showed in the way he played. He had awesome tackling pressure and 
fundamental ball skills and was always looking to improve, learn and try new things on 
each game to better himself. 

Ryan Vladich Was great to see him out there each week, trying different things to improve on his skills 
throughout the season resulting some solid marks which resulted in goals. He was one 
of our strong tacklers and you would always see him going in hard to tackle the man and 
supporting his mates in the contest.

Year 4 Tigers

Coach:   Jeff Robinson                                                   Assistant Coach:              Stephen Daly
Manager: Melissa and Quinton Hall

This year coaching the Year 4 Tigers was by far my most enjoyable year since I started in Pre-Primary’s. It 
has been an absolute delight to watch the boys develop into football players and every boy has had their 
strength and weakness, which ultimately made us the team we were. Although I believe the boys developed 
significantly throughout the season it was a pleasure to watch the boys interact and become formidable team.
I would like to thank all of the parents, grandparents, family and friends that sacrificed their time to come 
down to the footy on a Sunday morning (In a wet season) and support us. Your attendance did not go 
unnoticed.
A huge thankyou to Steve Daly my Assistant Coach who never missed a training session or game and a 
special thankyou to Quinton and Mel Hall for completing the Managers role this year which was a little more 
complicated than previous. I’m so proud to be a part of our team on the field and off the field.
I hope that everyone will join me back at the club in 2019 for another enjoyable year.

See you in the pre-season!!
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Finn  Barrett Finn was one of the hardest working players on our team. He rarely tired and I knew I 

could always rely on him tackle and run all day. Amazing effort all year Finn.

Archie  Brown Archie was by far the fastest and one of the toughest kids in our team. I have coached 
Archie since Pre-Primary days and he is becoming a real weapon on the field that other 
teams will fear in the future. Go get’em Arch!!

Kane Carrigy Kane had a great year overall and when he really fired up, he was best on ground many 
times. Keep up the great work Kane.

Jacob  Daly Well everyone would agree with me including the players, if there was a club champion 
award, Jacob would receive it. Unbelievable player for his age, (and a great effort from 
Matt his younger brother who trained every week with the bigger boys). Remember the 
name Jacob DALY, it will be on your TV at home one day when he’s playing for the Eagles.

Zac D’Olimpio        Zac was a delightful member of our team. His skills and running really went to a new 
level this year. He is such a happy team member who nearly played every second week 
for the other team, at his request!! He loved playing against his mates!!

Xavier Hall Xavier Hall with encouragement has all the skills to be awesome player. I saw some really 
great things from Xavier this year. Keep working hard little buddy.

Lucas James Lucas’s improvement this year were outstanding. Definitely the MOST improved of all. He 
was our ruckman and was very diverse with his roving as well. Lucas was a pleasure to 
coach because he just loved being there. Awesome effort mate.

Riley Larner Riley is the nicest boy I have ever coached. Just a lovely boy who always did what I 
asked of him without complaint. I wished I had more Riley’s sometimes. Always there 
supporting his team mates. Great stuff.

Dante Latouche Dante is a big strong boy who loves to crash the pack. Nothing will stop Dante when he 
gets the ball and I mean nothing. You can see his rugby skills coming out in his football 
games and it is a real treat to watch. Great work mate.

Noah McGavigan Noah had a great year. Put a football under Noah’s arm and watch him run. Noah is a 
good all-rounder who can kick, run and tackle. Great work Noah.

Cooper Rimmer Cooper’s enthusiasm was contagious. He will definitely be playing the role of forward 
in years to come because he loves kicking goals. We have a better team when Cooper 
comes to play!!

Xavier Robinson Xavier Robinson was one of my biggest and strongest players. Also, with encouragement 
he could do anything he wants on the footy field. I know because I saw it!! A big pre-
season for Xavier and watch out!!

Harley Saunders Harley was my football rugby player, when he got the ball he didn’t stop, even with fie 
people trying to tackle him. Harley loves kicking goals and is good at it. A big strong boy, 
keep at it mate.

Joel Sensenberger Joels strength in his game significantly improved with his focus and hunger for the ball. 
Joel became a very good “on baller” this year and was a real threat to our opposing 
teams. Well done.

John Terlecki John was our most focused player. He followed every instruction to the tee and has one 
of the most beautiful kicks you would ever see. His tagging ability is outstanding. Well 
done this year John.

Christian  Tomkinson Christian is just a real hard worker. Unbelievable tackling ability and spent most of 
the year running on the ball because I could always rely on him to create clearances. 
Awesome work.

Year 5 Cats
Coach:  Mark Fitt and Bryan Miller
Manager: Alana Cavanough and Belinda Fitzpatrick

A tough year where the standards had lifted to another level at this age group. With a core group of 
players continuing on from the previous season we were optimistic of improvement in team play. A 
handful of new players brought excitement and challenges. The first round of games saw the Cats 
challenge for the best parts of games, however weren’t unable to capitalise and lacked control in 
crucial moments.
After grading rounds the Cats looked better and started to use each other in passages of play which 
excited Coaches and players and were able finish games strongly. The last few games we seemed to 
run out of puff and left it up to too few players to stand up and win the contest. Some really good 
individual efforts and next year with some more training could see the Cats perform well.
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Hayden Fitt Hayden has a thirst for the game and the contest. A great improver all year and become 

our main target moving the ball forwards with great leading into space. Didn’t mind 
a goal and was our leading goal kicker for the year. Running both ways and reading 
the play knowing when to defend and then attack will assist becoming an even better 
player.

Jackson Gosmonski Jack battled hard this year, enjoyed a run in the midfield. Work on training and focus will 
help Jack improve.

Lewis Laden-Wearne Lewy had a big year, stood out in many games, has a great turn of speed and a strong 
mark. He probably admits needs to improve his kicking to take his game to the next 
level. Loved a few goals and was great to coach.

Jackson Miller Jacko the running last man out of defence enjoyed a good start to the year. A great 
kick, red the play well when coming off his player and enjoyed a run forward. Needs to 
commit to the contest and improve his overhead marking will help him get the most 
out of next year.

Jason Minaides Has had another solid year, battled with injuries but his strength of character in many 
games to come back on was a credit to him. He is a natural athlete with plenty of 
strength, if he works on his aerobic fitness look out. Kicked some great goals during the 
year, even some for the opposition. Taking the next step in reading the play and using 
your teammates will see another great year. 

Riley Verna Riley loves his footy and is might hawks and lets us know about this transcends to a 
committed player to play well. Took his opportunities this year and kicks ripping goals 
especially on the run.

Jamie Woodward Jamie had a good year unfortunately troubled with a few injuries. Really improved 
his skills in particular his kicking. More games we’ll help Jamie understand the game 
better. Incredibly strong and should be proud of himself with his determination to push 
through adversity.

William Austin-Crowe Will had a great start to the year, his powerful marking and “Dusty” fend offs saw some 
great goals scored by Will. Hampered with injury in the second half and lack of training 
took its toll. Get fit, train hard will see big Will take it to next level.

Alex Blackley Alex, Mr silky skills had a pretty consistent year. Alex was the reliable linchpin in keeping 
the Cats in the contest. His ability to not only win the ball keep his balance then to find 
a teammate in space was a pleasure to watch. A great tackler just needs to work on not 
trying to duck back out of a contest and running straight through.

Harrison Borthen Harry is a natural footballer and showed why with a stellar year. His ability to win the 
contested ball and take the play on helped the Cats compete all year. Needs to work on 
bringing teammates into the game to promote team play which will be very rewarding 
for Harry. Some highlighted games when chips were down and game on, Harry lifted, 
signs of future senior footballer.

Tenzin Cantwell Tenzin had some fantastic games and stood out above the rest when he played a 
4-quarter effort. Has a strong overhead mark and showed courage backing into packs. 
Loved a run during the wing and uses the hand pass well. Improve on his kicking and 
focus on committing to the contest every week will see Tenzin grow in statue and evolve 
as a footy player.

Riley Cavannah Cavas showed some glimpses of his potential when he is committed to the contest, 
listens to instructs well and always wants to improve. Working on removing distractions 
and concentrating on the football as the main focus will help Riley improve his play.

Eli Clarke Eli was a pleasure to coach in first year for Kingsley, always had a suggestion and was 
focused on teamwork. Fantastic down back stopping plenty of certain goals from the 
opposition. Understanding of the game will come with practice and Eli if committed will 
become a senior player.

Kyle Connick Kyle was great to coach, loves the game always makes positive contributions with voice 
and spirit. Played the most consistently throughout the year and for whole games. His 
attack on the ball, multiple efforts to win and tackling makes good foundation to be a 
top footballer in the future. Kicking needs to be a focus next year.

Edward Dingle Eddy is a strong team-oriented player and had a standout year with a great start, giving 
instructions to teammates and great talks during games and tackling pressure, Eddy is a 
future leader and if he improves his consistency and strength of mind will become a very 
handy football. Love the way he lets everyone once he’s taken a mark. Good work Eddy.

Oscar Dingle Oscar entertained the group this year with his character and fun-loving spirit. Played 
games in parts and when focused can play a mean game.

Finton Fitzpatrick Fitzy was one of the most improved players this year, his courage to find the ball in a 
contest and look for teammates was awesome to see. A great drop punt saw Fitzy find 
teammates and even taking a few marks. Looking forward to seeing next year.

Hunter Fitzpatrick Hunter was a little warrior although carrying niggling injuries, played a pretty good 
year. Accurate lefty and worked well late in the year bringing teammates into the game 
choosing the right options resulting in team goals. Keeping focus will help Hunter enjoy 
and improve a player
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Year 5 Leopards

Coach:   Anthony Detata      Assistant Coaches:     David Hay, Coby Hewitt, Todd Hunt
Manager:  Nicholas Cadd

This season, our second year in Modifieds was one of growth and development which saw us take on 
the mantra of “Team first football”. Everything we did this season, we did as a team. This isn’t something 
that happens overnight but as the year progressed, the boy’s started to understand just how important 
working together as a team is and how it contributes to the enjoyment of playing alongside your 
team mates. The skill level as a whole increased throughout the year however there is still a massive 
amount of improvement ahead of us particularly in our kicking and defensive pressure, in particular 
our “manning up”. It has been very pleasing to see the “one percenter’s” become the norm each week. 
Similar to last season we had a core group of five to six players that we relied heavily on and to watch 
them go about their footy each week was awesome but to also see the improvement in the next tier 
of players was just as pleasing.
We were extremely fortunate to have three Assistant Coaches this year in David Hay, Coby Hewitt and 
Todd Hunt, each one with a huge amount of football knowledge and the boys really benefited from 

this. Thanks for all your time and effort lads, it was really appreciated. To our parent (grandparent/
siblings) group, thank you for your dedication to your boys throughout the season. We are very lucky 
to have such a great bunch of people cheering us on every week.

I would like to say a massive thanks to our Manager Nick Cadd who took care of pretty much everything, 
outstanding job mate. Also, to Jen Sharpe and Carol Symes for sharing the role as First Aid Officers, 
thank you for all your efforts.  

Last but not least, to the committee, you are the sole reason our kids get to play this great game……
thank you so much for the time and effort you put into the Kingsley Junior Football Club.

Lachlan Anderson Came back this year fitter and faster which had a big impact on the team. Had a breakout 
game during the season which showed him his capabilities. Well done Lachie.

Levi Cadd Consistently played well all year. Excellent in defence continually doing the team things 
and especially loves his time running through the middle. Great season Levi.

Joshua Detata Josh had another excellent season. His tackling was outstanding week in week out and 
his contested marking improved significantly. Loves doing the “one percenters”. Great 
season buddy, love ya mate.

Lachlan Doepel Lachie’s game improved again this season and each week did exactly what was asked of 
him, rarely got beaten one on one. Keep up the great work mate.

Jake Durham A new addition to the team this year. Jake started the season a bit hesitant to the footy 
however as the season progressed so did his confidence which resulted in him playing 
some good footy. Good work Jake.

Liam Ferreira Big improvements to his game from last year. Really started to like the physical aspect 
of the game. Just needs to work on the consistency of his efforts each week. Well done 
Liam.

Jack Griffiths A new member to the team this year. Took a while to find his feet but when he did his 
defensive pressure and ability to “man up” was awesome to see. Well done Jack.

Riley Hay Riley has a big tank and runs all day, worked really hard on bringing his teammates 
into the game and the team benefited from it every week. Huge improvement in his 
leadership skills. Great season Hayzy.

Jack Hewitt Jacko’s ability to kick a goal from all angles is outstanding. He is at his best when he is 
getting his knees dirty and applying constant pressure which resulted in plenty of goals. 
Great season Jacko.

Joshua Hunt Hunty’s greatest strength is his attack on the footy. When the ball is in congestion, he 
bursts the pack open and more often than not, comes out with it. Huge improvement 
on his kicking this season. Great year Hunty.

Oliver Kogiopoulos Ollie had a breakout season which included embracing the physical aspect of the game 
which gave him real confidence. Well done Ollie.

Riley McBride Huge improvement on his kicking this year. Plays his best footy when his confidence is 
up and he goes and attacks the footy and contest. Great effort Riley.
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Year 5 Lions

Coach:  Robert Hunt                                                        Assistant Coach:        John Franchina
Manager: Jodie Fitzsimmons

The Year 5 Lions are mostly (except 1) returning players from the same group last year and so were a cohesive 
unit coming into the 2018 season. A mixed start to the season included some solid performances which saw 
the group qualifying in the upper grade this year which saw us face some very high-quality opposition. While 
it took some time for our team to believe in themselves and approach games with confidence, it was clearly 
evident that when the boys put their best performance in on the weekend they are able to match it with the 
best in the competition. The Lions have had another good year of growth as footballers and as a team and it 
has been a pleasure to see them develop into a group of friends who enjoy each other’s company and look 
out for each other during games and at training. I’d again like to thank all of the parents for their support of 
Jodie and myself during the year and would also like to say a special thanks to John Franchina for stepping 
in to coach for a couple of weeks this year while I was travelling. To our team manager, Jodie Fitzsimmons, 
thanks for all your efforts in keeping us organised and on track all year – you’ve done a stellar job. I hope to 
see everyone again in 2019. 

Lucas Morrison Another new addition to the team this year and gave 100% effort every week. Good 
improvement on his skills throughout the year. A pleasure to coach. Well done Lucas.

Liam Mundy Liam turned up this season with a real enthusiasm about him. When Liam’s confidence 
is up, he is chasing and tackling which resulted in some good footy. Just needs to work 
on the consistency of his efforts. Good work Liam.

Alex Puca Alex really surprised me this year with his defensive abilities and towards the end of the 
season really shone at full back. Loves to run through a pack and use his long kick to get 
his team out of trouble. Good job Alex.

Matthew Russell Matty’s season has been really consistent. His improvement between last season and 
this season is awesome to see. Loves kicking a goal and always has a smile on his face. 
Well done mate.

Harvey Sharpe Harvs really stepped up in defence for us this year. Another player who had a breakout 
game which will hopefully give him the confidence to continue to improve. Good stuff 
Harvs.

Sean Symes New to the team this season and fitted in really well. Has a very good skill set coupled 
with his understanding of the game enables him to be used all over the ground. Great 
work Seano. 

Mark Tobin Another newcomer to the team, Mark’s improvement throughout the year as his 
confidence grew was great to see. Was loving the physicality by the end of the year. Well 
done mate.

Jaxon Visser Another solid year from Jaxon. His improvement in the ruck is very pleasing to watch. 
Became a very reliable defender towards the end of the season. Good job Jaxon.
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Luca Boczar Luca is a very talented player who has a bright footballing future ahead of him and is 

able to influence games with his pace and skills. I’ve worked him pretty hard this season 
and he has shown he is up for the challenge.  Keep pushing the barriers Luca and you’ll 
be amazed at what you can do. Great work.

Aiden D’Amico Aiden gives 100% every week which is great to watch as a coach. He goes hard at every 
contest and loves to wheel around onto his left foot which has been highly effective for 
us this year. Aiden’s work rate and pressure on the ball have been an absolute stand out 
this year and an inspiration for the team.

Tony Franchina Tony has a great ability to find the ball and what was pleasing to see over the course of 
the year was his confidence starting to grow in terms of carrying the ball and delivering 
it to team mates down-field. Tony’s work around stoppages was fantastic and I look 
forward to seeing his game progress next year.

Mitchell Hunt Mitchell has a natural roving instinct and is able to break the lines with his attack on the 
loose ball. His tackling early in the season was a hallmark of his game and he is generally 
a safe pair of hands. Learning to work into space and get to more contests will see his 
game move the next level.

Harrison Jones Harry’s impact on games has lifted this year as his confidence is tackling and getting the 
ball improved throughout the season. His strength has been a huge asset to the team, 
particularly in congested play where he is able to assert himself on the contest and win 
the ball our way. Great work Harry.

Luca L’Abbate The team Romeo, Luca is the only player this season to have his girlfriend attend most 
matches! Luca loves to run into space and is highly dangerous if left to run onto a loose 
ball in the forward line, often damaging the opposition on the scoreboard. Luca’s work 
at training and during game has been awesome.

Riley Lancaster-Smith Riley is one of our team “big men” and started to realise this season he has got some 
size and strength advantages over his opponents with some stellar performances in key 
positions. Riley starred at full-back and full-forward with his ability to take a contested 
mark and quell bigger opponents.

Mason Lyons Mason was new to our line-up this year but fitted in well with the team and impressed 
early with his attack on the ball and determination at every contest. Mason reads the 
play well and finds the ball but importantly is able to break away from congestion and 
propel the ball forward. 

Zayne May Zayne has had another fantastic season and has performed well in a variety of roles for 
the team this year. His hard running and ability to evade opponents has been fantastic to 
watch this season. Zayne plays well from behind the ball and is able to win the ball back 
for the team as well as use it going forward.

Luke Mitchell Luke has had another solid season and has impressed with his ability to listen to and 
deliver on instructions. He’s always paying attention and delivering on game plans which 
is fantastic from a coach’s perspective. Luke has a natural ability to get into dangerous 
positions and has had a great year.

Hayden Morris Hayden has a natural defensive mindset and has saved many a goal going against 
us this year by putting himself in the right place to take a mark or spoil deep in our 
backline. Hayden is a good user of the ball and has had good success this year in winning 
defensive contests and rebounding the ball.

Jett Morrow Jett is the only kid I know who wears a Peel Thunder jumper on purpose and obviously 
brings an interesting perspective on footy to the team. I’ve enjoyed our conversations at 
training and Jett’s game has improved immensely this year. We’ve loved watching those 
torpedos from the kick outs!

Kristian Pugh Pughy is our team’s spiritual leader and always gives his all to training and games alike. 
His hard-at-it approach sets the tone for how the team plays and he always leads by 
example by applying maximum effort. His work in defence and through the mid-field 
was outstanding this season – great work mate.

George Scoble George has an interesting philosophy on life and it’s always great to have a chat with 
him as we warm up at training each week. His application of pressure on the contest has 
picked up this season and it’s been good to see his tackling improve as the season has 
gone on. Keep it up George.

Lachlan Swinbourne Swinny has had another great season and can always be relied upon to put in a solid 
performance. His ability to shut down key opponents and extract the ball from contested 
situations has seen him have a positive impact for the team. Well done on a great season 
Swinny, see you next year.

Jayden Wilcocks Jayden’s size and speed make him a valuable asset for the team, and combined with his 
ability to kick over distance his efforts can be game changing. As his confidence in his 
own abilities grow we’ll see some great footy out of Jayden in years to come. Keep your 
hands on a footy over the off-season!

Logan Wilson Logan is an unstoppable force when he’s made his mind up about something and when 
he comes to play the opposition are in for a long day at the office. It’s been a pleasure to 
coach Logan this season and watch his determination inspire his team mates. Well done 
on a fantastic year Logan.
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I would like to say a special thankyou to Steve Chapman who passed on his knowledge and provided 
invaluable support to me each week as the assistant coach.  You have no idea how much this helped. 
Also, thanks to Steve for fulfilling the role as Manager and keeping us up to date and always being 
ahead of the game from week to week. To Graham Sanders and Lee Dorney, thanks for your assistance 
and taking the role of Runner and managing the Interchange App. First Aiders, Kylie Nolan and Helen 
Rae, thankyou your time this year it has been greatly appreciated. Lastly, to all of the parents who 
showed up each week encouraging your boys and fulfilling your duties when called on at the canteen, 
goals bbq etc. If not for all your support, the year would not have been the success it was.

Go Tigers!  

Phoenix Alaban Phoenix started the season well but due to missing a lot of games through illness and 
injury was limited in his game play opportunities. When he is on fire Phoenix attacks 
the ball well and has a thumping kick when he gets onto it. Hopefully we will get to see 
Phoenix in full form next year and show off what he really can do.

Kurtis Angage Kurtis has warmed into the team well since joining us this year. He is a quiet kid whose 
confidence builds the more he gets hold of the ball which has been particularly evident 
in the last half of the season.  Kurtis’s growth as a player will continue to build as his 
confidence increases.

Blake Atkinson Blake’s attack on the footy was his real strong point this year, matched with a pace to 
burn. I look forward to watching the development of Blake’s kicking as he continues 
with his football.  Blake has shown great leadership qualities in encouraging his team, in 
particular when he was captain.

Tyson Chapman Ty’s never gave up all season seeing him find plenty of the ball. His hard run at the footy 
regularly saw him rewarded with some great contested marks and kicks on goal. He was 
a good team player making great contributions both on and off the field.

Harrison Doran-Bryce Hazza plays a good brand of football and has no problem applying pressure on the 
opposition when needed. His slick handballs to his mates under pressure and spinning 
out of the packs is a real highlight to watch. He is always encouraging and supportive of 
his team mates.

Jordan Dorney Jordan is a fighter who has confidence in his own ability which is a credit to him. This was 
evident when he would leave his opposition player to provide a contest and most times 
win. Jordan is a great team player and I hope he continues to play next season.

Jack Downey Jack’s confidence really began to grow after about Round 3. His attack at ground level 
was great and if the ball wasn’t far away neither was Jack. It was encouraging to see Jack 
take on board instruction about his kicking and use this to improve further at home 
which was reflected in his overall improvement for the season. 

Kodi Dunn Kodi is a pleasure to have on the team and gives his all each week regardless of what 
position he plays. He always tries his best, working hard to improve his skills at training 
which really showed on game days. Kodi is a great team player. 

Michael Figliomeni Michael is a player who is prepared to take the game on and burst through the packs or 
attack hard at the footy. He always had his eye for the ball and gave his all each week. 
Michael has a great mark and kick which were regularly shown on game days.

Year 5 Tigers

Coach:  Phil Doran-Bryce                                        Assistant Coach:        Steven Chapman
Manager: Steve Figliomeni

This year was my first year back coaching after 12 months away and it didn’t take long to realise how 
much I missed it. The Year 5 Tigers team warmly welcomed a number of players who made the journey 
across from the Kingsway precinct and it wasn’t long before they were settling in and getting to know 
each other. It soon became evident that a strong relationship and respect for one another was forming 
and this continued to gain momentum throughout the season. 
They boys continued to grow, developing their skills at training sessions which would become our 
focus on game day and, although there were no premiership points up for grabs, their eagerness and 
enthusiasm would see them play each game with a ‘Don’t Give Up’ attitude. Their ball skills, tackling 
pressure, attack at the ball and reading the play improved leaps and bounds through the season and it 
was refreshing to see them working well as a ‘Team’ from week to week. It’s also important to mention 
that we had a lot of laughs along the way which developed a real bond. They are an amazing bunch of 
boys and have progressed well and as their coach I couldn’t be prouder.
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Jacob Gordon JJ was a highlight to have in the team. He stood tall when it counted providing great 

run as well as saving some certain goals with strong marking on the goal line. He always 
turned up and gave 100%. His constructive feedback to the group was another highlight 
at the interchange breaks. 

Harrison Harrup-Gregory Harry was another player who continued to build on his confidence and take the game 
on when in possession. His break away strength from tackles was a highlight generating 
good run all over the oval. Harry seemed to really enjoy his year and hopefully he will be 
back next year to build on his skills.

Tait Higgs Tait had an incredible ability and pace which helped him dodge and spin out of tackles 
and burst through packs. His overhead marking was another real strength which saw 
him bag seven goals in a game. Tait will continue to develop as a good player and we 
hope to see him back next year.

Max Laver Taxi was always focussed on trying his hardest. His commitment and team spirit each 
week should be acknowledged and he played his role well in whatever position he 
was in. His ability to provide instruction and strategy to the others when playing British 
Bulldog was just another credit to Taxi. Well done!

Lockie Nolan Lockie had an outstanding season. His ability to find himself in the open space was a 
credit to him and he really knew how to read the play. He has a great level of skill which 
was highlighted in his kicking and hand balling as well as tackling pressure. I hope to see 
Lockie back next year to continue his good form. 

Cooper Prideaux Coops is as strong as an ox and is a player who never gives up. His hardness at the ball 
is a credit to him and regardless of his opponent’s size Coops was in there bringing 
them down. He is well respected amongst his playing group and peers and I hope he 
continues next year. 

Scott Rae Scotty had a great year. His ability to read the play and take on the opposition was 
outstanding to watch. His kicking and vision to be able to provide good options was 
another highlight of Scotty’s game. I look forward to watching Scotty develop and if he 
continues to work hard he will be able to achieve anything. 

Luke Sanders Luke was always standing tall in the packs, taking strong overhead marks where it really 
counted. His inner confidence really began to stand out seeing him take the game on 
and provide plenty of run. He is a great player and I hope he is back next year.

Dylan Sindall I have been really impressed with Dylan, seeing how much he has improved with his 
kicking and handballing skills over the season. His tackling pressure has gone to another 
level and he is always striving to ensure that his use of the ball is to the teams’ advantage. 
Well Done Dylan!

Sean Smiles Sean is always smiling and gives his all at training and on game day. Sean is a pleasure to 
have on the team and never hesitates to go in hard for the ball getting a quick handball 
out to a mate. He plays an unselfish brand of footy and I hope to see Sean back next year 
to develop his skills further.  

Year 5/6 Cats - Girls

Coach:  David Hay                                                 Assistant Coach:        Colin Vardy
Manager: Melanie Hay

At the start of the season we were unsure if the Year 5-6 girls would be able to kick off due to a lack 
of numbers. With my daughter in my ear we were determined to make this work and started actively 
recruiting and were fortunate enough to gather nine young girls willing to run out on a Friday night in 
Kingsley colours. Of the nine girls, only four had previous experience and five new willing participants 
willing to give Girl’s footy a go. 
I had two main objectives for the season, firstly that the girls learnt a bit more about footy and made 
some improvements and secondly, to ensure they all enjoyed their footy, both at the game and in 
training. After coaching senior football, I knew it was important for the girls to gains as much football 
experience as possible. For some of the girls that had never picked up a football, I was blown away by 
their collective improvement by the end of the season. Week by week I saw noted improvement and 
enjoyed watching how close the girls became as team mates and friends. Now a little bit on each of 
my superstars;
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Year 6 Cats

Coach:  Robert Turkovic               Assistant Coach:        Scott Curtis
Manager: Jay Larham

It was so good to see a big squad of 22 players at the start and end of the season. The retention was 
one indication the boys had a fun year. The other was the laughter and smiles on their faces. This team 
was a blend of two Year 6 sides from last year that got on really well and they were all good mates 
by the end of the year. Too bad their singing never improved, although they did love belting out the 
club song! Training hard once a week, we improved well throughout the year but at times realised 
that some other well practiced and drilled sides were training twice a week.  This made quite a big 
difference and we look forward to doing that next year.
The boys trained well throughout the year doing a wide variety of exercises, drills and even beep tests. 
In fact, they improved on average over 4 points in their beep test results from being measured at the 
halfway point in the season and again at the end, it was a wonderful achievement. The boys were 
managed well in their on-field time and positional rotations to allow them all approximately 75% game 
time and a shot in almost positions.

A big thank you to Helen Rae for being our First Aid Officer and Col Vardy for his Assistant Coaching 
support. Our parent group was always reliable and encouraging and made the season stress free and 
enjoyable. Well done on a terrific 2018 Girls Footy Season.

Imogen Collinge A late but welcome addition to the team, it was soon evident that Imogen bought a 
natural athleticism to the team having played various other sports. Once her kicking 
improved her confidence soon followed and it was not long before she was a force to be 
reckoned with. I was pleased when Imogen advised me that she would continue with 
football next year, she is a positive contributor to any team.

Addison Davis The smallest in statue on the team but certainly not the smallest personality. Addy, was unable 
to kick further than a metre when she first started but by season end could consistently kick 
15 metres and was tackling girls twice her size. She made an amazing improvement.

Jazmyn Hay In her fifth season of football, Jazmyn was our most experienced player and showed 
her leadership on and off the field. In Jazmyn’s best games, she was able to strongly 
influence an outcome and in her quieter games she was still a reliable player. Even 
though she is the Coaches daughter, I would still be instructing her to put her head over 
the footy and grab it first time, every week she turned up and gave her best.

Zoe Heath Zoe was another new addition to our team. Having never played football, she embraced 
the skills needed and her kicking improved dramatically. Once teaching her the art of 
tackling, Zoe became a reliable defender. I hope Zoe continues with her football next 
year as she has made an amazing improvement during the season so far, well done Zoe.

Jaya Kirkwood Jaya was one of our experienced players, recruited from the Kingsway JFC. She started 
as one of our quieter players but it wasn’t long before she came out of her shell which 
is a testament to our team. Jaya, is a gifted footballer who can play, forward, back and in 
the midfield with consistent results. With the most reliable kick in our side, she was often 
called upon to take kick outs in our matches. We are glad she joined the Kingsley Cats 
JFC and look forward to seeing her in the blue and red next year.

Eden Maishman One of our first year players who arguably showed the most significant improvement. 
Five weeks into the season, she earned a best on Ground and continued from strength to 
strength demonstrating sound decision making, second and third efforts and her exit speed 
from a contest became her strongest attribute. Congratulations on an amazing season.

Jessie Rae Another of our experienced players, watching her growth in skill, confidence and 
courage was a highlight of my coaching season. Her tackling and endeavour at the footy 
was fantastic and her improvement from last year was amazing. She is an obvious leader 
for next years 5-6 girls.

Ava Tavolaro One of our most experienced players, I expected big things from Ava and she delivered 
consistently every week. She demonstrated an ability to step opponents, read the play and 
set up dangerous inside 50 entries. This often resulted in scoring opportunities when we 
were against the ropes. Her ability to impact a game, even in difficult conditions, became 
one of the strengths of our team and she should be congratulated on another stellar 
season. As our leading goal kicker for the season, she is one to watch out for in the future. 

Maya Vardy Having played football with her Dad, it was soon very obvious that the apple doesn’t fall 
far from the tree. Apart from being much louder than Dad, it was evident her similarities 
laid in her marking, tackling and her chase and pressure. She was one of our leading 
goal kickers. Always smiling and keeping the team upbeat we knew she meant business 
when she put her body on the line for the team. Her courage is second to none, great 
season Maya.
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Speaking of Management, I need to thank the following people. Along with the committee, without 
these unsung heroes there would have been no team:
•	 Scott	Curtis	–	Assistant	Coach,	the	voice	of	reason,	strategy	and	great	game	knowledge
•	 Jay	Larham	-	Manager,	works	his	bum	off	to	make	sure	that	everyone	else	has	it	easy,	kids,	parents	

and coaches 
•	 Ben	Burgess	–	First	Aid,	worked	his	magic	all	year	in	some	tough	situations	
•	 Justin	Burt	–	Interchange,	made	sure	all	the	kids	got	their	fair	share	of	game	time	they	needed	for	

their development 
•	 Dean	 Thompson	 –	 Assistant,	 a	 champion	 bloke	 that	 helped	 out	 with	 training,	 coaching	 and	

anywhere we needed assistance 
And to all the parents, thank you for being a great, supportive bunch and for allowing myself and Scott 
to coach and develop your boys in this great game.

Adam Batchem “Batchy” is a very strong tackler with a good kick.  A handy player in any position, he 
always gives his best.  In fact, because of his talent he was occasionally targeted by some 
of the opposition players as they tried to stop his penetrating run.

Ryan Burgess “Ry” kicked a wonderful goal late in the season to polish off what was a year full of 
growth and development.  Can’t wait to see you develop further next year.

Hayden Burt “Haydos” boxed well above his size and weight.  One of those players that seems equally 
valuable in any position, yes even the ruck! He lacks nothing in skill, determination and 
courage. He even came back into the team after a broken ankle in only a couple of 
weeks. Tough!

Sam Curtis “Sammy” went to another level this year.  He was already a good player but with his extra 
practice and effort was one of the main improvers for the year.  Sam was a very strong 
mark for us and his kicking was fantastic.  He always provided a contest at either end of 
the ground.  

James Downe “Bob” was a real asset to our team that last year was lacking a bit of height.  James came 
to life in the forward line a kicked some nice goals for us this year. Unfortunately, James 
suffered a broken thumb early in the year but he fought back well to be a real help for 
his team-mates.  

Daniel Evans “Dan” grew into his role on the field and within the team.  He did well and developed to 
perform well in the mid-field later in the year as well as kicking some critical goals for us 
when we needed them.

Louis Hunter “Lulu” the flying ballerina can take some massive grabs.  He looks fantastic when he fly’s, 
marks and then delivers the footy.  Not known for his defensive side, Louis loves to get 
forward and set up goals for his team-mates when he’s not putting them through the 
big sticks himself.

Mathew Larham “Mad Dog” really grew into his role as the season went on.  With the ability to take on 
three or four players at a time he did the hard work and opened up the field for his team-
mates to take the glory and kicked the goals.  Late in the season he took some top marks 
and got plenty of kicks.

Blake Lothian “Blakey” – His nickname should be “get it and go” because that what Blakey became known 
for. His ability to scoop up the loose ball, sprint forward and deliver it to his team-mates was 
fantastic; a real pocket rocket. I look forward to watching Blake develop over the next few years. 

Darcy Metcalf “The Sweeper” – A bit like Sam, Darcy was one of the biggest and best improvers of 
the year. A deadly sharp and accurate kick, he repelled attack after attack from the 
opposition.  Darcy was like a clamp on the opposition’s best forwards and never left a 
loose man in defence. It was always hard to rotate this fellow when he swept everything 
in his path.  Great year Darcy

Ewan Miller “Ewey” is one of the headband brigade along with Ethan, Aussie and Luca came in late.  
It always made him easy to notice as he took some excellent defensive and offensive 
marks throughout the year.  Ewan is also one of the best kicks in the team and it was 
often used to devastating effect to slice through the opposition.

Luke Motteram “The Stopper” nothing got past Luke.  He marked everything that came his way. When 
in the midfield he ran deep into defence to help out and just knew where to position 
himself around the ground.  A great year.

Leon Morris “Neon Leon” can tackle at least two guys at the same time. He was so tough and never 
gave in. Leon has excellent skills by both hand and foot and was a pleasure to coach.

Blake Mundy “Tuesdy” definitely got better as the year went on. Starting a little slowly he progressed 
the more he put into his training. Late in the year he was tacking like a champion and 
became a valuable member of our forward line and team in general.  

Ethan O’Brien “Windscreens” is a very skilled player.  Reads the ball so well off the pack or when it is 
coming his way in defence.  His mum would love him to read books as well as he plays 
footy! Our biggest problem will be keeping him playing Aussie Rules as he is equally 
skilled in hockey and cricket.  

Austyn Smith “Aussie” is a brilliant footballer that is one of the best I’ve seen below the knees. He never 
leaves the ball behind. A wonderful kick and accumulator of goals.  Great year Aussie.

Jake Thompson “Thommo” has come a long way this year.  Started as a key defender but demonstrated 
some great pace later in the year to really assist us with goal kicking power and midfield 
depth. I look forward to seeing you develop even further next year.

Luca Turkovic “Lucky” has a tough job being the coach’s son and sometimes gets marked a little harder 
than others. He is an integral player in our side and is very handy in any position. A great 
mark and booming left foot kick.  Well done Lucky.

Keiran Webb “Spider” – was having a wonderful year until late in the season where he tore his hammy 
but did well to get back and contribute. A good player at either ends of the ground, he 
seemed to enjoy and thrive most when he was stopping the best forwards from the 
opposition. A possible CHB or FB of the future.

Ben Weston “Muscles” – showed great voice and leadership throughout the year and is a possible 
captain in the making.  Ben’s skills and fitness have increased exponentially this year with 
competitive marks and kicking a real standout.  Well done Benno!

Aden Wild “The Flash” – Another with a slow start to the year that came good late. In fact, Aden’s 
tackling, marking and excellent kicking were really important to us in a few of the late 
games which saw him winning a few late coaches’ awards. 

Seth Wilkin “Cartwheels” – is another of our boys that is skilled in various sports.  Unfortunately, Seth 
missed quite a few training sessions as he participated in other sports but his natural skill 
and efforts saw him rise to the top late in the year as he got some footy miles into his 
legs.  Seth really listened to some coaching tips and which saw him star in a couple of 
the later games.  Good work Seth. 
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stepping in as coach as well. And Heath, the water carrier for re-hydrating the boys and helping with 
all he could and also to Dhana the medico who looked after the team with all the injuries, thankfully 
nothing serious happened to the boys on the field. 

All the boys have improved themselves, in all different aspects of their game, learning from the coaches 
and each other. They came together as a team this season and had fun along the way.

Thank you to all the parent/families for the help and support throughout this season. Thank you to all 
involved at the Kinsley Junior Football Club for everything you have done for us as a team and as whole 
club. Well done boys! Hope to see you back next season.

Samuel Angell A tall player that runs like a rover, Sam consistently works hard in all aspects of his game. 
Not afraid to take the game on for the advantage of the team.

Denver Antulov A player who loves winning the ball and runs out of the packs, delivering the ball with 
good disposal to his team mates Denver can play any position, a consistent player all 
season.

Hudson Burns Hudson had a slow start to the season but worked hard at training to get back on track, 
improved throughout the season with his kicking and marking which benefited himself 
and the team.

Benjamin Carrigy One of many new players to the Lions, Ben was one looking to improve and willing to 
learn. Ben was always in the action making tackles and winning the ball for the team.

Reahn Centis Rearhn continued to improve from last season, working hard on and off the field. He 
has come a long way with his kicking, marking and hand balling. Always a team player 
getting all involved.

Stephanus du Toit A great marker of the ball using his body and height to get in the right position Stephan 
has improved his kicking to help benefit the team, can play any position asked of him.

Noah Edmunds Good solid player that can play many positions and adjust his game to where he plays. 
Noah delivers the ball with precision by hand or foot giving opportunity to teammates.

Benjamin Fawcett Has an eye for the game, reading the play well and gets in a good position to win the 
ball. Ben displayed what he is capable of throughout the season, especially on halfback.

Khian Firebrace A consistent season, using his small body to his advantage in packs and on the outside. 
Khi uses his speed all around the ground, can be a goal sneak or a quick defender.

Liam Hewitt Liam is a player that gives it his all using his body to win the ball and help his teammates 
anyway he can. A great kick of the ball giving his teammates an advantage to move 
forward in play.

Callum Hutchinson Callum unfortunately had a disrupted season, sidelined for a period. When playing he 
constantly worked hard to win, mark, ruck the ball and could go forward to present to 
be a target and score goals when needed.

Brooklyn Marsiglia Brooklyn would thrust himself into a contest with eyes for only the ball. He has improved 
his skills to benefit himself and the team. Loves getting out on the field with his 
teammates and gives 100%.

Year 6 Lions

Coach:  Daniel Marsiglia           Assistant Coach:        Michael Perry
Manager: Joanne Perry

This season saw a mix of new and old team mates coming together for the Year 6 Lions. Throughout 
the season we had our challenges to work, learn and develop as a team. Through the season the boys 
played some great football, working well together.  Unfortunately, we could not carry that throughout 
the four quarters of every game. They did however show what they can achieve together as a team. 
The boys never gave up and as a coach that is all we can ask of them and be proud of their efforts.
A great group of boys, if they can stay together, improve and develop as a team. It was a privilege to 
coach and be involved in the development of the team and the club.
Joanne Perry once again a big thank you for all the hard work you have done throughout the season 
as Manager, making our job easier as coaches and parents. We all appreciate all you have done and are 
doing for the Year 6 Lions and the Kingsley Junior Football Club.
Thank you to Mike for assisting with the coaching duties and taking charge at games and training when 
I was unavailable. Thanks to Brad, our Runner for getting the messages to the boys on game day and 
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James Neal A player that has developed throughout the season, using his height and athleticism 

to his advantage, especially going up forward, taking marks and kicking goals and can 
convert when placed all around the ground.

Mitchell Perry A running player that never quits, consistent all season with good skills. Mitchell uses his 
skills to advance the team and assist fellow teammates. He loves to play on the ball and 
can play any position.

Ashton Phillips A new player to join the team this season, with good kicking, hand balling and pace. 
Ashton slotted in well with the team. He worked hard on tackling which showed 
throughout the season.

Tyler Roberts Tyler is a quite achiever. He learned to grow as a footballer through the season, working 
hard on all aspects of the game, getting better game by game. Always gave it his all.

Charlie Sawyer Most improved player this season, Charlie was always willing to learn as much as possible 
in training and game day. He improved on his kicking, marking and hand balling all 
season.

Finnlay Watson A hard body player that tackled strongly and played to his strengths. Never one to back 
down in a contest, used his height to take grabs and strength to advantage the team.

Jayden Young A player that played bigger than his size, not afraid to get in and contest the ball. Jayden 
loves to score a goal but can go back and do a job. He improved his kicking and tackling 
through the season.

Open Rules Report

The opens competition was welcomed into 2018 season with some hard weeks of pre-season prior to 
round one. Most players were excited to be back playing and training after a long offseason.
The overall numbers in 2018 tallied 140, down from previous years, due to no teams in year 11 and year 
12. Kingsley entered two Year 7 teams, one girl’s 7/8 team, one Year 8, one Year 9 and one Year 10 team.
Excess number in Year 10 eventuated with a second merge team with Joondalup Kinross Football club. 
Ten Year 11 and 12 players played for Sorrento Duncraig under a permit system for the 2018 as no 
Kingsley teams registered.
In 2018 for the first time our Year 7 competition had new rules allowing 15 players on the field. This new 
structure will follow the group through until the year 11/12 competition.
Our year 7/8 girls entered the Opens competition for the first time. The team gelled exceptionally and 
had been very competitive in their division.

Aven Drewett U12’s  
State Schoolboys team
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Steve Elliott continued his great work as coach’s coordinator in 2018. Steve has stepped down after 
many years in the role. We would like to thank Steve for all his hard work, commitment, influence and 
leadership he has provided to our coaches and club. 
A new initiative in 2018 implemented by the WAFC was to allocate 4 points for a win and 4 e-points for 
no negative outcomes from a game. The e-points system would deduct points, max 4 per game, for 
on field player behaviour, coaching box behaviour, parents, supporters or crowd behaviour. Our club 
did experience some e-point deduction and would welcome all players, supporters and parents to act 
within the code of conducted and spirit of the game.
After a very competitive home and away season we managed to have both Year 7 teams in the finals. 
Unfortunately, the Year 9 and 10 Cats missed out. The Year 10 Cats had an exceptional year and were 
unlucky to miss finals.
Both the Year 7 Cats and Year 7 Lions made Grand Finals. The Year 7 Cats played with passion and great 
intent, however they unfortunately missed out on the win. The Cats should be very proud of making 
the Grand Final and for the season they had.
The Year 7 Lions played a great game of football to beat their good rivals Scarborough, the score was 
64-35. Well done to all the players, coaching staff, volunteers and supporters for a well-deserved Grand 
Final win and great year.
I’d like to thanks all the players, coaches, parents, supporters and committee for an exceptional year.  In 
review we look at the year as being highly successful. Have a great summer and look forward to seeing 
everyone in 2019.

Ben Simpson

Year 7 Cats

Coach:  Brendon Bidwell       Assistant Coaches:   Jarrod Gillespie and Christopher McHenry
Manager: Melinda Pandos

At the start of the season, the coaches set out with the aim of developing the group as both individuals 
and a team. There was no aim set on finals or wins/losses ratios but more emphasises on skill 
development and game understanding. The season started with the boys undertaking a few weeks 
of pre-season as one large group with the Year 7 Lions as all coaches took the view that at some point 
many of the boys will play together later in their junior footy journey. The pre-season training proved 
invaluable from the point of view of developing a real camaraderie between all players. 
After winning our first 5 games we promoted to the Blue Division. We then experienced ups and 
downs as well as some tough meetings with parents and players to ensure that everyone understood 
the challenges of having 24 players in a squad and only 15 players allowed on the field at any one 
time. Rotations and asking players to miss games were unavoidable. The boys came together and 
recommitted to each other and decided that they wanted to play finals, it was going to be an uphill 
battle as we sat seventh and needed to win the last two games and other results to go our way to 
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make it. Winning our last two games resulted in a fourth-place finish and the chance to play finals, the 
boys relished the opportunity and managed to secure a first semi-final win against West Coast by 5 
points and move to a Prelim. Prelim final game was an absolute thriller securing a memorable 3-point 
win, the boys achieved an amazing result to make the Grand Final, unfortunately Wembley Downs 
proved to be too strong on the day and we went down by 5 goals.
Fantastic season for the boys to come up a division and finish runners up. They should all be proud 
of their achievements. Thanks to all the parents and supporters all season but special thanks to Mel 
Pandos who worked super hard all year to engage parents and her communication about games and 
parent rosters was outstanding.
Special thanks also to Chris McHenry who took on the thankless task of Runner and wore a double that 
of Assistant Coach at training. The boys loved having Chris around and competing with him in drills 
at and he also provided a chop out to the coaches as parents were able to approach him in situations 
where they weren’t comfortable in approaching Jarrod or I. Thanks For your help and support Macca.
Hope to see everyone back next season. Go CATS!!

Hayden Arrah “Smithy” developed again this year and found his niche as a high forward / midfielder 
who was able to take advantage of his pace on the outside of packs. Continues to 
develop his non-dominant side.  Shows great talent and as he puts on a bit more weight 
and muscle he will find breaking tackles that much easier.

Jacob Bell New member to the club, “Belly” was welcomed with open arms and was a real pleasure 
to coach. He attended almost every training session and worked hard on improving 
his skills.  Jacob is a wonderful young man and found that support of his teammates 
invaluable when he really needed them after heartbreaking personal tragedy. Jacob you 
are an absolute inspiration to all your teammates.

Kaiden Bidwell Talented big man who provided a target in attack or a was a rock in defence. Continues 
to work on his disposal but when “Knuckles” is on he is unbeatable. He can get under the 
skin of the opposition players but also needs to remember to control his own aggression 
in a positive manner. Will continue to grow into his body and start to dominate games in 
years to come.

Bailey Bruce-Smith “Bones” really had a stand out performance in the Grand Final. Laid an important strong tackle 
that resulted in a goal for the Cats to give us some hope. As a lightly framed kid he always 
battles outside of his weight division and thrives on the challenge.  Good season Bailey.

Myles Clarke “Squishy” is solid player who has a crack at anything. Will stand up for teammates, 
fight for the ball or take overhead grabs, Myles is looked up to by a lot of the boys. 
An entertaining character who lightens the mood. Continues to develop his game and 
work on his skills. Can’t wait for next year!!

Tyler Ebersberger “Ebs” was another new member to the club and had never played before. He slotted 
straight in and his direct attack on the footy provided the team with some much-needed 
flexibility as he was equally capable from Full back to the midfield or as a target in the 
forward line.  His first game was a standout and it was exciting to watch him develop his 
skills during the year. We look forward to seeing how far you can go with your footy as 
you continue to develop that game awareness.

Dylan Edwards “Dyl”is a quiet unassuming kid who delivers week in and week out. He takes his aggression 
out on the footy and is always the player on the bottom of the pack. A capable on baller 
or defender who will win 90% of his one on one contests he is an absolute beast on the 
field and a pleasure to coach.

Riley Gillespie “Chips” quiet achiever that has great closing speed. Capable of running all day but 
developed as a reliable defender who was able to perform shut down roles on small 
damaging forwards. A strong talker at training who just wants to get everyone involved 
and working together.

Blake Glover “Gloves” or “Scabs” was able to perform in any position he played in. An honest footballer 
who has good skills and provides run. Once he realised he own ability and wasn’t 
concerned about what was coming at him, he played some great games that helped 
secure the team solid victories. 

Eoin Haynes “Big O” missed a large chunk of the season due to a fractured foot and we really missed 
his grunt work either in the ruck or down back.  His return to the team at start of finals 
was invaluable and his Grand Final was outstanding and well deserved of the teams 
Player of the Grand Final tag.  Eoin you are an absolute star and our attack on the footy is 
first class. Can’t wait for a full season next year.

Noah Johnson “Johno” is unpredictable. When he is switched on he could win a game of his own boot. 
Needs to understand his ability and have confidence that he can compete with the 
stronger players.  When Noah comes ready to play, the teams lifts around his attitude 
and has confidence in directing the ball to him. A strong overhead mark and an accurate 
shot at goal are his real strengths. Hope to see you improve further next season.

Sebastian Letts “Gums” loves to talk!! If you need noise, Seb will deliver!!  Had a great year and really 
improved in all aspects of his game. Started to take the game on and showed glimpses 
of improved pace and skills. Reflected his improvement and growth in confidence with 
some strong marks and running shots on goal. If you continue to hit targets with your 
kicking, you will develop in to a versatile player who can swing to both ends of the 
ground.

Zade Matta “Whats-a” or “Whippet” struggled a fair bit of confidence this year due to potentially his 
size versus his opponents. Needs to understand that as a smaller player he needs to back 
in his ability to evade the big opponents with his quickness of the mark and his agility. 
Kicked a great goal early in the grand final where he roved a ball and evaded a tackle to 
kick truly. Well done Zade, will see you back next year.

Alex McHenry “Mo” is the ultimate in and under player. Loves to put his body on the line for the benefit 
of the team. Alex provided run in the midfield or shut down opponents in defence.  
Good on both sides of the body, it was important as Alex struggled with a right adductor 
problem late in the season and had to rely on his non-preferred left to hit targets. Great 
season Alex and awesome finals series.

Cameron McHenry “Scooter” is an outside player who loves to run. Another high forward/outside midfielder 
who provides options for his teammates. Game of the year was his semi-final appearance 
where he kicked three goals from limited opportunities to be the most influential 
forward on the ground.  Cam, continue to back your speed and run as your skills are neat 
and tidy.

Mitchell  Morris “Mitch” our other key ruckman who started the season on fire. Came close to the 
Meritorious award for the team which showed his value across the season.   Mitch rucks 
well and attacks the footy in straight lines. Needs to back himself against similar sized 
opponents and not be afraid to ‘hurt’ opposition players with strong bone crunching 
tackles. Your three-repeat effort in the second quarter in Grand Final was memorable! 
Well done.
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Marcos Pandos “Dosy” was elected Captain by the team and led well. Consistent effort across the year 

secured the Best & Fairest for the team. He is easy to coach and loves the contest. At 
training and during games, Marcos was always the trying to get the boys to gel and 
set the example of what he expected of others. Will go a long way with his footy if he 
continues the way he performed this year.

Domenic Puca “JK” our number 17 like his idol! Smart player who loves to kick a goal. Skilful on both 
sides of the body and knows exactly where the goals are. His best game of the season 
was a four-goal effort coming off a serious operation and no training.  Led the team to 
a victory when other key players were injured or missing. Work on your fitness in the off 
season and you could be anything.  

Riley Rae “Tank” had a late start due to playing both Rugby and footy. Early games reflected that 
he struggled a bit but Riley showed small glimpses of his capacity. In about Round 4 he 
broke his thumb playing Rugby and later decided not to return. You will be welcome 
back anytime you want!

Henry Reeves “Chook” had a fantastic year. Doubted himself a little early and found the team didn’t 
seem to be gelling like previous years. Once things settled as the season progressed 
Henry provided strong key position target and loved taking on his opponent at Centre 
Half back and winning most contests. Would run through a brick wall if you asked him 
to but also loves a cuddle from the coaches at training when he is trying to outdo them. 
Fantastic kid and leader in the team who WILL be back next year to dominate again.

Cooper Sherman “Coops” another new player to the team and the club. Has excellent skills for his age 
on both sides of the body and probably went a little unnoticed for some of his efforts 
during the year. The third quarter in Round 15 when you were playing in the middle and 
running forward with multiple efforts and deliver lace out to a leading target sticks in the 
memory bank. An absolute pleasure to coach!

Thomas Smiles “The Gov” like his nickname can play anywhere and is the ultimate swing man. Strong 
pair of hands when leading out of full forward or confident with his spoiling in defence, 
Tom belies his size. Kicked some bags of goals and no more crucial than the two goals 
in the Semi Final against West Coast. You are a true leader and continue to grow your 
football knowledge. Great season Tom.

Samuel Turnock “Sammy” came to the team from Edgewater after a year off. Started the year with the 
fumbles and couldn’t quite clunk those marks. As the season progressed his confidence 
grew and his Prelim and grand final games were good quality. The Prelim final he clunked 
a mark and kicked a goal as well as kicking another goal on the run later the match, he 
proved to be an unlikely hero. Will continue to grow and needs to back his ability more 
but more importantly needs to talk more on the field so his teammate know where to 
find him.

Benjamin Vose “Vosey” developed into a solid defender. His talk, run and attack on the ball were first 
rate. Needs to work on his hand to foot speed when getting tackled to get the ball out 
quicker. Had a good year but really excelled in the last 5 games as he found his niche in 
defence. Looking forward to seeing what he can produce next season.

Jacob Waylen “Fish” started the season really slowly due to lack of training. As the season progressed 
he showed what he was capable of. His Semi Final against West Coast he dominated his 
opponent and rebounded the ball effectively from defence trying to set up goal scoring 
opportunities for his teammates. A talented player who could be anything if he applies 
himself just needs to ensure he gets to more trainings.

Year 7 Lions

Coach:  Mitchell Drewett and Fletcher Newbury
Manager: David Higginson

2018 was an exciting year for the Year 7 Lions with it being the first year the boys would be playing 
each game for points and a finals position.  The season started in a positive fashion with an extended 
preseason involving all Year 7’s from the club training together for about a month a great initiative that 
can only benefit the club going forward we had good numbers return from 2017 as well as adding 
some great new players from within the club and surrounding areas.
The team gelled together well and every new player fitted in and played a role in the team this led to 
a very successful season that saw us only lose 2 games in the regular season and secure second spot 
on the ladder at season’s end.
A tough, 4-point loss to Scarborough in the second semi-final was followed by a mostly comfortable 
30-point win in the preliminary final allowing us another crack at Scarborough in the Grand Final.
The Grand final was a fantastic day for this team with the boys playing their best football of the season 
never surrendering the lead and run out 29-point winners, almost doubling the opposition score.
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I can’t say enough about his group and the commitment that the majority of these players have to the 
club and their footy the reward of a premiership is well deserved and congratulations on being the first 
year 7 team for Kingsley to achieve this.
Congratulations to our captain Aven on his selection as vice-captain of the Western Australian AFL 
Under 12’s team that competed in the national carnival in August, a great honour for you mate.
Finally I’d like to thank the parents of the boys for supporting us through the year and filling roles such 
as first aid, water runners and interchange  I thank David for all his hard work as Manager we really 
appreciate it and to Fletch your support as a coach and runner has been something that I’ve really 
appreciated you stepped up when I couldn’t make training listened to my grumbles and enforced and 
enhanced our team ideals I know at times it’s been tough mate but you really are an asset to the team 
so thanks again. 
Hope to see you all in 2019 to defend the premiership Go Lions.

Bailey Alp Break out year from Bailey, I can’t congratulate you enough on what we’ve seen from you 
this year. Your voice at training and games was exceptional and your footy this year went 
to another level be very proud of your season it has been your best year yet.

Joshua Alp Skilled player who also stepped up a notch this year worked as hard as anyone on the 
track and did all that we could ask in the game have confidence in yourself Josh because 
we do and look forward to seeing you develop going forward.

Isaac Angage Isaac, we need to find a way to transfer your intent and effort at training into your 
gameplay always at training working your hardest going forward I hope the confidence 
and belief in your ability develops as well as your skills have over the past two seasons.

Rhys Austin-Crowe Had his season cruelled by injury and illness which put you behind team mates battled 
to get back to your best footy that we’ve seen you play in previous seasons but it’s tough 
to do after missing so much footy and training.

Bailey Brown The quiet achiever of the team, you’re a young man of few words Bailey but your 
actions more than make up for the lack of noise. Your line breaking runs off half back 
and willingness to help team mates are fantastic traits a pleasure to coach you’re always 
willing to learn well done.

Austin Chapman  A new arrival and great addition fiercely determined ball winner who always strives to 
get the best out of himself provided so much drive and run early and as the season went 
on began to add another level to his game with defence to match his natural attacking 
flare, super season Austin.

Zavier Dickson A new addition to the team who provided some laughs at training but missed a lot of 
footy and training over the course of the year for various reasons but when we did see 
him provided some pace and run.

Aven Drewett Our Captain who leads on the field and off it one of our hardest workers who’s had 
a huge season kicking 60 plus goals in the year, pacey, hard at it, a great tackler and 
dominant either in the goal square or out of the middle keep doing what you do Av.

Joel Dunn Joel, you are your own toughest critic at times mate and you shouldn’t be, you’ve all the 
skills available to you need to play and when you’re on you are one tough player to match 
up on. Going forward, focus on the many things you do right and you’ll be rewarded. 

Patrick Fisher Pat, what an amazing season, you’ve basically carried our ruck duties all year and regular 
beat larger and heavier opponents easily, your work ethic and love for footy is matched 
by how highly you’re regarded by your team be very proud of your efforts.

Joseph Franchina Jo, you’ve fitted so well into the team this season and been a pleasure to coach, you read 
the play as good as anyone I’ve coached strong and determined you’re rarely beaten one 
on one and have held our back six together all season. A popular and funny team mate, 
you’ve had an awesome season.

Jackson Goodwin Jackson, you’ve had a great season mate and improved so much since the start of the 
season, thanks for always being willing to learn and being respectful, to see you try to 
get the best out of yourself is something to be proud of.

Nathan Green Nath battled glandular fever over the season and we know it was tough for you but you’ve 
got through it played good footy late in the season and more than held your own. Get some 
confidence back in your health and body and expect you to play a bigger role in 2019.

Xavier Hickey Great season Xav, you were asked to play roles that at times saw you outsized in height 
and weight and you took every challenge we gave you and gave it your best always 
willing to sacrifice your own game for the betterment of the team that makes you the 
ultimate team player.

Max Higginson Another asked to play out of size and weight division and gave it his best shot each 
week, have confidence Max going forward, back yourself to take those marks. Your 
Grand Final was outstanding mate and that is something to be very proud of.

Alex McGhie  Solid season from you Alex, you worked hard on your skills and it was awesome to see 
you busting a few packs using your strength and firing out your handballs. A fine young 
man who if he sticks at it could develop into a fine footballer too.

Marek Moss Maz, one of the toughest in the team, you’ll find him on the bottom of most packs going 
about his work who doesn’t let bigger players intimidate him. Always makes the ball his 
focus and stops at nothing to get it another quality season Marek.

Hunter Newbury H is so reliable wherever you ask him to play you know he’ll listen and do whatever is 
needed for the team your instruction and leadership on the ground is almost as good as 
your joke telling and laughter inducing ways at training.

Riley Prowse Another small quick player who played a variety of positions but excelled when playing 
in the back line where he backed his pace to win the footy and broke lines, pleasing to 
see you get back from a broken arm to play a part in the Grand Final.

Ty Stewart Ty, massive improvement from you over the season, learnt to use your weapons which 
is pace and size to crash those packs. Another popular player who never failed to lighten 
the mood at training giving us some very funny moments, keep working hard mate.  

Joshua Timbrell Another great season by you JT and a brilliant game in the Grand Final. When available 
you add so much to the team, keep working hard mate not only on your footy but 
everything we spoke about this season, our side is better with you in it and playing.

Ky Vardy  Solid season from Ky playing out of a variety positions learning to give run off half back, 
crumb the packs and lead out of the goal square was pleasing to see you step out of 
your comfort zone and embrace the challenges we set you well done.

Tyler Visser Great team mate well-liked by everyone, an Achilles injury cost you half a season and the 
sacrifice you made for your mates in regards to finals is to be commended. When up and going, 
puts everything into this team and we look forward to an injury free season for you next year.

Jordan Young Brilliant season Jordan to see you cop the early season incident on the chin and take 
on board the lessons that needed be learnt from that has been a highlight for us. The 
disciplined way you approached the season from then on is a credit to you, young man 
and will only help your footy going forward
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Year 7/8 Cats - Girls

Coach:  Kim Clift                                                                  Assistant Coach:        Frank Tavolaro
Manager: Linda Johnson

This year saw the return of many of our team members from last season. These girls, in conjunction 
with new and eager players, formed what would turn out to be quite the formidable team consisting 
of 18 players. Supported and guided along the way by our dynamic and passionate coaching duo, the 
girls quickly improved their fitness, game tactics and general skills and understanding of the game. 
The onus was to push the girls to realise their potential as players, and to remind them of the positive 
sportsmanship qualities expected from them, for which they delivered each and every training session 
and game. The girls dominated in their first game of the season, however, our following game proved to 
be tough, rough and rattled most members of the team. But, the competitive spirit and determination 
of our players meant that they used this experience to motivate themselves to refine their skills and 
tactics, and when we met this team again we made sure they knew just how good we had become. 
The girls really pushed themselves to work towards individual and team goals, with the biggest goal 
being making finals. They enthusiastically participated in two training sessions per week after the 

midyear school holiday break to give themselves the best opportunity to make their finals dream a 
reality. A coach of an opposition team commented that our girls were the most improved team this 
season. Winning our final game in a nail biter against Claremont, who were second on the ladder, was 
the icing on the cake for our season, and we only just missed out on a fourth position on the ladder.
Our girls’ team was supported each and every week by parents, grandparents and other family and 
friends. We consistently had the biggest group of supporters each week, regardless of the weather. 
The generosity of parents to donate their time and support with parent roster duties meant that our 
games ran smoothly. 
Special thanks must go to our First Aid officer, Paula, who was kept quite busy in the first half of the 
season, strapping swollen fingers, monitoring possible concussions and generally providing comfort 
and support to our girls. Thanks also to Karla, our interchange person, who supported the coaches to 
ensure our 18 players got their time on the field. Thanks also to Mark, who stepped up when Frank was 
away and continued to support the girls running water and also helping out at training. Last but not 
least, Kelvin, who organised a sponsorship to provide our team with the big, coaching whiteboard that, 
was used to organise player positions and record game tactics and feedback to the girls. Kelvin also 
provided support to our coaches during game time. 
One of the girl’s biggest supporters is our Manager, Linda, whose voice could often be heard cracking 
under the pressure of cheering loudly for our team. Thanks Linda for making sure your weekly emails 
kept everyone informed of what was going on. Thanks also for your professionalism and organisation 
which was the catalyst in bringing the team together and making sure all the T’s were crossed and I’s 
dotted. We are so proud of our girls and what they achieved this season and we can’t wait to see all of 
them back next year!

Amber Allardice Amber, you have great knowledge of tactics and applying those to game situations 
to stay on your player and win the ball. You have consistently listened to and taken 
on feedback from the coaches to develop your understanding of the game. You are 
developing into an excellent player. 

Mia Brown Mia has been a consistent contributor to training and game day. Her determination to 
win contests, her skills and kicking over short distances, and pressuring the opposition 
to cause turn over’s, has improved greatly this season. Thanks for your dedication Mia.

Matesse Clift Matesse’s positive attitude towards the game and team members was a contributing 
factor to building team spirit. Strong in defence, Matesse consistently battled hard to 
win position and kick out to our advantage. Looking forward to watching you play again 
next season Matesse. 

Holly Dunn Holly worked hard to develop her football skills and by the end of the season her 
confidence and contributions to the team were impressive. Holly listened to feedback 
from her coaches and team mates to apply those on the field; in particular, sticking to 
her player. 

Grace Fitzpatrick Grace continued to improve her skills and ability, and with her growing confidence 
was an important contributing member of the team. Playing half forward, Grace  
often tapped the ball out to our advantage. Keep working hard on developing your 
skills Grace.
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Ava Gheradi Ava stepped up enormously this year and was an integral part of the team. She 

consistently listened to feedback and sought feedback to improve her skills; always 
battled hard for the ball, coming back stronger when knocked to the ground.  Ava, you 
are a warhorse! We have loved watching you play.

Leah Graham Leah’s dominance in full forward position contributed towards team success. Despite 
battling injury at times throughout the season, she always persevered, listening to 
instructions and feedback. Growing accuracy with kicking and technique will make you 
an unstoppable, key position player. 

Madison Halliday Madison came back strong after an early season injury. Helping as water runner even 
when injured, reflects her dedication to supporting her team mates. Madison, we have 
been impressed with your ability to win the contested ball and are looking forward to 
working with you again next year.

Arna Johnson Arna’s speed and ability to break the lines on the wing were an important factor in 
getting the ball into the forward line. Arna listened to feedback and advice from her 
coaches and displayed excellent tactical knowledge to find space on the field. Your 
consistency and range of kicking improved greatly. 

Jasmine Kolodynski Jasmine displayed the skills of an experienced football player. Her natural ability, speed 
and agility were an asset to our team. Jasmine was able to break tackles, often leaving 
her defence bewildered and in her wake. Her tackling pressure improved dramatically 
adding to her impressive athleticism. 

Katrina Martin Katrina, your confidence grew with the season and your competitiveness and pace 
made you an asset to the team. You played an integral part in our defensive structure 
by continuously pressuring the opposition with your second and third efforts. We have 
enjoyed watching you grow and develop. 

Claire Sedlarczuk Claire, you are a role model and natural leader who inspires other players to achieve their 
best. Your dedication to training and assistance on game night whilst injured is to be 
commended. It was great to see you regain your confidence after injury, contributing to 
team success in the final rounds. 

Ellie Simpson Ellie continued to work hard to improve her skills and contribute to team success. 
Playing in the forward position Ellie tried hard to keep the ball within scoring distance. 
With continued effort and dedication to training your skills will continue to improve. 
Great season Ellie, see you next year.

Phebie Spencer Phebie, your marking skills and pressure around the contest allowed the team to 
maintain possession, contributing to our overall success. You played hard when required, 
and your pace enabled us to gain distance towards to the forward line, many times 
resulting in goals. 

Jorja Tavolaro  Jorja, your understanding of team tactics and game strategy made you an integral part 
of the team’s success throughout the year. You consistently won the contested ball and 
inspired your team mates to keep possession. Jorja worked tirelessly at training and 
displayed drive and determination always.

Leah True Leah, your willingness to listen to feedback and consistently work hard to improve your 
skills and ability resulted in you developing your skills in a short period of time. Deadly 
in the ruck and accuracy in front of goals meant the difference between winning and 
losing games. Well done Leah!

Emily Walker Emily, your season was unfortunately cut short by injury. However, the first half of the 
season, your kicking accuracy and ability to win possession contributed to the team’s 
overall success. We hope to see you next year and continue to enjoy and develop your 
love of the game.

Lily Yuswak Lily, your dedication to get back up and play hard was an inspiration to your team and 
showed great sportsmanship. Your skills enabled you to win the ball in tight situations 
and you were often able to kick the ball to our advantage. You were courageous and 
tough, no matter what position you played. 
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Year 9 Cats

Coach:  Justin Burt           Assistant Coaches: Brett Gillmore, Mark Gray and Murray Reid
Manager: Sharlene Holmes

The Year 9 Cats had an earlier start this year as there was a chance we would be combining two teams 
from the previous season. The boys got to know each other early and went into the first game having a 
good understanding of each other’s game. We were up against it early, playing teams that were clearly 
stronger, suggesting we were in the wrong division. When the regrading occurred, we found ourselves 
in a division more suitable to our level. All players found areas of their game to improve and set about 
working on that during training sessions and games. The improvement was clear throughout the 
middle part of the season as we started to challenge some of the better teams. Thank you to players 
who went to fill in for the Sorrento/Duncraig Dolphins throughout the season and the players that 
played for the opposition teams when they were short.

A special thanks to Murray Reid, Brett Gillmore and Mark Gray for their assistance throughout the 
season. These three men were a huge help to me all year, taking sessions when I was unavailable and 

helping to keep the players level headed during games. The feedback they were able to provide before 
games, during breaks and after games helped players understand the good things they were doing 
and areas of improvement. I would also like to thank Sharlene who did a great job as manager and also 
our parents who gave great support to our team throughout the year.

Adrian Allia Adrian had a mixed year struggling for most of it with a shoulder injury. This limited the 
amount of games he played. When he was available he was a he asset to the team often 
finding space, and using the ball well. He is deadly in front of goal and we hope he is able 
to get a full season in next year.

Sam Bartlett Sam had a solid season playing some good football in a variety of positions. His better 
games were when he played as a forward being able to be a presence and often finding 
the goals. He is a strong player who is not afraid to take on his opponents in the air or 
with ball in hand. Lots of improvements made from last season.

Beau Bennison Beau has had a great season even though he is playing up a year level. He has learnt from 
the older players and taken on new challenges. He was asked to play key positions and 
often had a run in the ruck. His attack on the ball and use of his body has been a feature 
of his game this year. He never backs down.

Daniel Buis Daniels run and carry was the highlight of his game this year. When he was given 
space, he used it and often sent the ball into attack. Daniel improved the defensive side 
to his game this year and even spent some time in the ruck, playing on some of the 
opposition’s better players. He played his best games on the bigger fields.

Harrison Burt Harrison was asked to play a variety of positions this year and worked hard on improving 
his ability to contribute to the scoreboard. He is a very competitive player who leads the 
team in tackling pressure and is able to attack the ball and run away from contests. Was 
named Vice Captain for the 2018 season.

Travis Butterfield Travis had a great year returning from a season ending injury half way through last 
season. He attacks the ball at pace and takes care in using his possession to benefit the 
team. He also adds a light-hearted approach to training enjoying all aspects. Lots of 
improvement shown this year.

Cameron Carr A super season from a super player. Made huge improvements to his game this year 
making the step up to be a key position player all year. Cameron was our most important 
player this year often having to help move the ball forward and be a target in the forward 
line. A very consistent year and a big step up from previous seasons.

Benjamin Chaseling Ben made huge improvements in 2018. Coming off a restricted season due to injury, he 
was able to play in a variety of positions. He loves the contest and carrying the ball, often 
breaking tackles to get clear. He has worked on his kicking and makes sure he gives his 
team mates the best chance to win it for themselves.

James Clarke In just his second season at Kingsley, James has established himself as an important 
member of the team. He runs hard and attacks the ball when it is required. Played a 
lot on the wing using his speed to burst away from opponents. He has worked on his 
kicking and accuracy and made huge improvements towards the end of the year.

Kaleb Duncan A reliable defender who spent some time on the wing and forward. Kaleb is a team first 
player, making sure the opposition players have a contest on their hands. Spoils well and 
can take an important mark when needed.
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Quinn Elliot Quinn had another great season, finding his best form in the middle of the year, when he 

was taking pack marks and kicking goals. He has become a reliable forward who spent 
a bit of time in the midfield. He made improvements in his attack on the ball and often 
won free kicks when he was hungrier than his opponent.

Trent Foote Trent had a great start to the year, dominating several games with his contested marking 
and goal kicking. He found it hard through the middle of the year, often playing on the 
opposition’s best players. Found his form again towards the end of the year helping his 
team to a few big wins.

Kylan Gillmore Kylan had an interrupted year with injury. An important player to the team who was 
missed. He reads the play well puts himself in a position to win the ball back for his team. 
He is clean in the air and on the ground and always using his possessions wisely. Hoping 
he can get a full season in next year.

Adam Gray Adam followed his great season in 2017 with another one. He has established himself 
as one of the best defenders in the team and was given opportunities to play forward 
and through the midfield. He continues to work hard on his game and continues to be 
a reliable, consistent player.

Jack Green Jack had a great season often spending lots of time playing in the midfield. It was in the 
forward line where Jack played his best football, enjoying the freedom and space. He is 
a goalkicker, takes plenty of marks and always takes care with his kicking. A quiet player 
who works hard on his game.

Samuel Holmes Sam had a great season often named best player on the ground. His run and attack on 
the ball is a feature. He loves a contest and rarely loses one. He has worked hard on his 
kicking and was able to snag a few goals throughout the year. He played in a variety of 
positions and never took a backward step.

Jacob Lockhart Jacob showed much improvement from last year and was required to play in positions 
unfamiliar to him. He spent lots of time the ruck, often playing against the opposition’s 
better players. He has worked on attacking the ball with a clean pick and his kicking. This 
was on display late in the year when he played some of his better games.

Benjamin Ludemann Ben had an unfortunate run with injuries once again and finished the season early with a 
broken thumb. Earlier in the year he showed signs of improvement and continues to be 
a reliable defender, defending his player first before taking on the game.

Rueban Maishman Rueban had a great season despite playing up a year group. He attacks the ball in the air 
and on the ground. He found his spot on the half forward line where he was able to lose 
his opponent up the ground before attacking. He was involved in many goals, kicking 
plenty himself.

Lachlan Morris Lachie is a very clever football player. He sets the standard for the team with his kicking 
efficiency but is also prepared to put his body on the line to win the ball for the team. He 
is a strong mark and reads the play well, playing his best football on the half back line.

Keaton Murphy A really tough year for Keaton, injuring himself early in the year and returning for just 
the last few games. When he returned it did not take long for him to find the ball and 
contribute. A team player who loves to play his roll when required.

Ayden Nolan 2018 was another super season for Ayden who added a defensive element to his game. 
His run-down tackling was a feature. He can be deadly in front of goal and teams quickly 
learnt that you can’t give him a sniff near the big sticks because he will kick a bag every 
time you do. Took some super marks also. Was named Co-Captain for the 2018 season.

Jack Prideaux Tough as nails and plays his best when we play the better teams. Loves playing in wet or 
windy conditions. His attack on the ball is a feature of his game and he provided many 
highlights throughout the season. He has worked on his overhead marking and kicking 
and he continues to improve in these areas.

Fletcher Reid Fletcher had a great start to the season with excellent games against much better teams. 
Unfortunately, he sustained a season ending injury to his knee and did not play in the 
second half of the season. We hope he is able to get a full season in next year.

Alex Sedlarczuk Alex was forced to miss many games in the first half of the season with a broken collar 
bone. He returned with a bang and reminded us all just how important he is to the team. 
A reliable defender and ball winner in the midfield. We hope Alex is able to get a full 
season in next year.

Jack Spencer Jack is already a very balanced footballer. Respected by his team mates, he works hard at 
training and never backs down on the field. He always hit targets and is strong overhead. 
Played all over the ground this year and contributes in every game. He is a natural leader 
and was named Co-Captain in 2018.

Thomas Spencer It was a pleasure watching Tom play this year. A solid defender who was asked to play in 
a variety of unfamiliar positions when the team needed it. He showed us that he is more 
than capable through the midfield and a handy forward also, kicking a few sneaky goals. 
A very consistent year in 2018.

Samuel Spyvee Sam had a great season with break out games playing as a midfielder. He takes pride in 
his kicking and has worked on his attack on the ball, clean pick and goal kicking. Named 
as the best on ground for several games, Sam dominated teams with the amount of 
possessions he had and the quality of disposal.

Cody Voss Cody re-joined the team this year after a few years off. Even though he had an excellent 
level of fitness, he found it hard early. He worked hard on his kicking and overhead 
marking and made improvements every game. The last 3 games of the season were his 
best making his mark as a defensive midfielder.

Ayden Nolan 
 - Life Members Trophy
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Year 10 Cats

Coach:  Steven Elliott              Assistant Coaches:        Rodney Baxter and Oliver Morris
Manager: Paul Dijkstra

Another great year of development for this group of boys. Once again, we played in the Maroon 
Division in the Northern Conference which pitted us against the best Year 10 teams from the Subiaco, 
West Perth and Claremont Districts.

Although we didn’t make the finals (we missed out by one win) and finished with 5 wins and 10 losses, 
it was a successful year from a development, behaviour and enjoyment perspective. As I mentioned to 
the boy’s numerous times during the season, when we played our best football, we were as good as 
any other team in our competition, which was highlighted by the fact that we beat two of the top four 
sides and lost to one other by only 1 goal.

One of the other great highlights from this year was our Victorian Trip. All the boys and the 
accompanying parents had a great time and the two games we played against the Victorian teams 
were a great learning experience.  

Thanks to all the parents for volunteering during the year. Special thanks to my Assistant Coaches, 
Oliver Morris and Rod Baxter. To Paul Dijkstra, who did a great job as our Manager, and his wife Jacqui 
for her assistance. I certainly don’t take for granted the very special bunch of boys and families that we 
have in this team – thank you all. 

Andre Amonini Amo had another great year with his biggest asset being his pace. He played mostly in 
the midfield and linked up really well with our backs to deliver the ball forward. There 
were many instances where he read the ball well out of the ruck at the centre bounce 
and kicked long and deep into attack. Well done on another fantastic year mate, and 
congratulations for being involved with the Subiaco 16’s Development program.  

Joel Andreou Joel contributed well in his role as a small forward or small defender. We will continue to 
work on his decision making when he takes possession of the ball, especially to assess 
all options before disposal. As a predominant small forward, we would love to see Joel 
hitting the scoreboard.   

Harrison Baxter Harry had another very good year, and his skills, especially his kicking just seem to get 
better and better. This year, apart from his midfield role we also played him an isolating 
forward which worked particularly well in a few games. Consequently, Harry was leading 
goal scorer with 18 majors for the year. Well done mate and congrats on being part of 
the West Perth 15’s Development program.

Josh Blackwell Josh played another very good year in the role of back up ruckman and creating a tall 
target in the forward line. There were a number of games where Josh really stepped 
up when required and was rewarded with a couple of bags of goals, kicking 5 for the 
season. Well done mate.

Harrison Brown Another tough year for Browny, with continuing knee issues, then just after that seemed 
to be coming good, breaking his wrist which ended his season with 2 games to go. I 
know how frustrating it must’ve been, as I really noticed him starting move a lot more 
freely before his wrist injury. Thanks for still being so supportive to your team mates 
Harry, and look forward to an injury free season in 2019. 

Josh Clements Josh joined us as a new player this year, and what a great year he had. He is a hard ball 
midfielder who is at the bottom of all the packs, but when finds open space is very 
damaging with his run and carry, and for his size, he is an extraordinary mark. Josh polled 
very well in our B&F as Runner Up, and was involved in the East Perth 16’s Development 
program, whilst training with their Colts in the later part of the season. Thanks for joining 
our team this year Josh.  

Sam Cook Without doubt, Spud is by far, our most disciplined player and hardest worker. He trains 
and plays hard and never takes a backward step. Again, this year we played him in a 
number of positions, but I felt he settled into the small defender role really well in the 
later part of the year. Well done on your involvement with the Subiaco 15’s Development 
program and keep working hard mate. 

Luke De Filippis Luke was another who had an early end to his season after breaking his arm on the 
snow board in Victoria! Prior to that, Luke continued his skill development and played 
some good games mainly as a small forward, kicking some great goals at crucial stages 
of games. 
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Isaac DeMarte Isaac was our Captain again this year, and again showed great leadership throughout 

the season. Unfortunately, this year was interrupted with a couple of injuries, namely a 
broken nose and torn ankle ligaments which caused an early end to the season. This year 
we played him mainly through the midfield and as a target up forward and filled these 
roles extremely well. Well done on another great year mate and congratulations for your 
involvement with the West Perth 15’s Development program.

Jack DeMarte Jack had a great year, which was relatively injury free. He played mainly as an outside 
midfielder on the wing, but also played as a small forward at times. His silky skills were 
on display once again, and was very creative with his ball use. Jack finished fifth in our 
B&F voting, and hit the scoreboard often with 11 goals for the season. Well done on your 
involvement with the West Perth 15’s Development program.

Oliver Dijkstra This year Olly played in a number of positions, pretty much all over the ground, which 
is very valuable for me as the coach to have someone with his versatility. However, I still 
think his best games were played across half back, as a sweeping defender, who still 
manages to shut out his opponent. Olly provides so much humour and character to the 
team, and took out our Best Clubman award this year. Congratulations on being part of 
the Subiaco 15’s Development program.  

Thomas Elliott Tom had a very good year playing mainly as an outside midfielder, and at times as a small 
forward. His use of the ball by foot or hand, is as effective as anyone’s in the competition, 
and used these skills to hit up our forwards, or bring other midfielders into the game. 
Tom was another of our mids to hit the scoreboard often with 10 goals for the season. 
Well done on being included in the Subiaco 15’s Development program.  

Daniel Fazari Like last year, I was very impressed with Faz and his willingness to continue to work so 
hard on his fitness and his skills. Playing mainly as a high half forward he presented well 
and linked up with our backs and mids to get the ball deep into our forward line. Dan is 
very popular with his team mates and is great to coach due to his willingness to listen 
and take in the team instructions. Well done on another good year mate. 

Saxon Gates Saxon had a great year and was rewarded by finishing third in our B&F count. Although 
initially playing mainly through the midfield, his best games came toward the back half 
of the season when he settled into a running half back role, peeling off his opponents 
and attacking the ball. Another who was involved with the Subiaco 16’s and 15’s 
Development programs – well done mate.   

Daniel Gibbs This year was a break out year for Gibbo, and he was rewarded with our Most Improved 
player award. He played mostly as a key forward, but when required was thrown into the 
midfield and provided some real hard inside grunt work. As a target in the forward line, 
Gibbo pulled in some great marks and kicked some great goals in his season tally of 13. 
Well done on a great year mate.      

Ross Hutchinson Hutchy once again, took on the role as our main ruckman, and often, rucked for the 
entire game. In a lot of games, he absolutely dominated the hit outs, and continued to 
develop his around the ground marking. In my opinion, he was the stand out ruckman 
in the competition. He polled very well in our B&F, finishing fourth. Trains hard, and great 
for the group, and won the Coaches trophy award, whilst also being involved in the 
Subiaco 16’s Development program. Well done on a big year mate. 

Jackson Lamb Lamby had another good season, mainly as a marking target in our forward line. He 
kicked some freaky goals and pulled in some athletic marks using his great leap to 
advantage. He worked hard on his goal kicking at training and was rewarded with 9 
goals for the season. Well done mate. 

Connor Mann Although Connor still had some leg problems this year, he seemed to be moving much 
better and consequently had a great year. His best position is running off half back 
where he backs himself in with his pace and run and carry. His tackling this year was 
outstanding. Well done on a great year Manny.

Blake Morris Blake had another brilliant year, earning the B&F award. Although playing across a 
number of different positions, he mainly played at CHB, totally dominating his opponent, 
and running off to create opportunities for us. Whilst being our best this year, he still 
continues to work hard on his game, doing additional kicking sessions and training in 
the gym. Well done mate, and congratulations for being involved with the Subiaco 16’s 
Development program and being part of the Lions Pride talent academy.

Connor Ougan Connor’s game continued to develop this year and he played his best football as an 
inside midfielder. He is very hard at the contested ball, and is not afraid to use his body 
around the contests to look after his team mates. Connor knows he needs to continue 
to work on his kicking to go to the next level. He is another that has been involved in the 
15’s Development program at West Perth.   

Finlay Pyke Pykey is very dependable and always plays an unselfish team role. He is not afraid to 
go in for the hard ball, mostly against bigger and heavier opponents. He settled in well 
towards the second half of the season as part of our very dependable back six which 
worked extremely well together to keep opposition scoring in check. Well done mate.  

Jesse Reid Jesse was our dependable full back all season. He is extremely strong in one on one 
contests, and is quick enough to keep up with fast leading forwards. Jesse was our 
general down back, and the leader of our back six players, constantly communicating 
with his team mates. Keep working on your kicking and also your spoiling mate. Thanks 
for a great season. 

Ashley Simpson Ash again battled with his knee injury for a lot of the year, and was finally forced to have 
an operation which finished his season early. In the games he played early on, he gave 
good deep forward contests, which gave our small forwards crumbing opportunities. 
When injured, Ash played a great team role with lots of assistance on game day. Well 
done Ash and hopefully you can get your body right over summer.   

Jack Tomkinson Jack again played a variety of roles, as an outside mid, small forward and as a running 
defender. Jack gives his best, week in and week out, and is a great young man to have in 
the team with his humour and character. Jack as a small forward, I’d like to see you hitting 
the scoreboard more often and that can be something we work on next year. Well  
done mate.
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Year 11 Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley

Coach:  Peter Donaldson                                                   Assistant Coach:        Luke Smith 
Manager: Michelle Richards
What a solid year of enjoyable football. The Hawks started out with an undermanned squad which 
increased during the preseason and as late as mid-year to achieve a squad of 30 players including a 
player coach. With basic fundamentals and key teaching points the squad learnt the value of doing 
the simple things in football well. We had a good start to the year beating everybody except for 
Scarborough. Re-grading came which added Swanbourne Tigers to our division. We struggled to 

achieve a 3 win 3 loss following the regrade, and scrapped into the finals winning against Swanbourne 
and Ocean Ridge in the last 2 games. 
We came from 4th on the ladder beating Swanbourne and Quinns in the Semi and Prelim respectively 
and were on our way to play the Grand Final against Whitfords at HBF Arena. Wasn’t to be on the day 
and through the disappointment our boys still shone with an awesome attitude which they had all 
year. I might say as a coach, I remember saying “This is a really good bunch of kids” and I wasn’t talking 
entirely because of their football ability but of the way they bonded as a team that learnt a lot about 
the game in a very short amount of time. A real pleasure to coach!
I would like to thank my son Joshua for his attentiveness and assistant coaching knowledge, Luke Smith, 
assistant coach and all-round good guy, our manager Michelle Richards for her outstanding attention 
to detail throughout the season, our stat keepers, Mike Celenza and gang and Nick Beaman who was 
unlucky injured. Dave Beaman for all his enthusiastic support, Pete and Supes for running, Brett Arnold 

our exceptional photos, and to all the mothers….your undying support this year was outstanding 
down to little Sarah’s ability to keep me on my toes. The parent support group was incredible. Last but 
not least I would like to thank my wife for her support and thoughtfulness.

To the players, thank you so much for your ability to listen and put into play what you have learnt. To 
our leadership group, I thank you again. Nearly got there!!

Dean Alexander Solid last line of defence player. Played well one on one this year and took the game on 
when he could. Will train, rain hail shine.

Anton Allia * Improved as the season went on with his kicking being his weapon. Started to believe in 
himself and win his own ball to which his confidence grew. 

Jeremy Arnold Started the year off very well and seemed to enjoy his footy. His ability to lead out to the 
contest was probably the best and most consistent in the team. Like seeing you in front 
of the sticks as anything can happen.

Nick Beaman The unluckiest player in the team with a broken wrist which finished his season 
prematurely. Very good outside player with ability in the air. His assistance around the 
group for the rest of the year was well valued.

Zeke Butko Poor in basic skills at the start of the year, however his ability to grasp new training drills 
and his uncanny knack of producing kicks on the off side of his body really added value 
to the team. Definitely in the short list of most improved.

Mitchell Carroll Very underrated small backman this year. Learnt a lot about his football in a short time. 
Went into the contest without any thought for himself and in most cases won them. 
Unfortunately injured his wrist late in the season. Didn’t stop his good attitude.

James Celenza The good thing about Jim is he will never shy from a contest. His ability to hit the contest 
even if the oppo is bigger is a real plus for a coach who wants to win the contested ball. 
Good work was carried out by Jim and seen mainly by the coaching staff that doesn’t 
miss the use of the ball inside the contest. Jim’s kicking improved during the year.

Matthew Chaseling * Matt showed us some extraordinary ability in some games this year by running through 
the lines and taking the game on. I feel when Matt’s confidence is up he plays astounding 
football.

Aiden Coleman * Started slow with a couple of niggling injuries. Improved out of sight once he realised 
that he was better than he thought he was. Confidence is a great thing and he won the 
respect of his teammates from a couple of real good games. Skills are improving.

Kye Elliott * Kye improved as the season went on with one home game where he played out of his 
skin and blew me away with some of his skills. Can’t wait to see you improve on that. A 
lead out forward who constantly presented and great to see that rewarded.
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Zach Farrell Another player with the ability to change the game. Has an uncanny knack in getting 

under an opposition’s skin, leads strongly in the forward line. Kicked a few bags this year 
and led the forward line well when introduced into the leadership group. Great year.

Jacob Frediani Jacob had an awesome season with the ability to play back in a number of roles. Plays 
extra tall for his size and ended up with some pretty hard tasks/opposition during the 
course of the year. Won those tasks with his head held high.

Alex Halley-Wright Really enjoyed Alex’s teammanship this year. He is honest player who gives 100% but is 
very hard on himself. Kept me on my toes at training and was on my shortlist for best 
clubman. His kicking and man on man contests improved during the year.

Kye Heelan Didn’t find his feet till into the season a bit…..then lookout…..played exceptionally well 
in the ruck and around the ground mid. 2nd efforts at the contest were exceptionally 
good. Doesn’t whinge and always looking to play better as personified by Kye who 
ended up playing the whole season with a broken wrist.

Jordan Huggett Jordan is a classy player who has the ability of being able to “have time” to use the ball. He 
has good skills and played a vital role as the six in the early days and a valued member of 
our midfield.

Zane Lamb * Hard nut to crack and showed this every game. Never shied away from the contest and 
learnt valuable lessons on bringing his mates into the contest. Showed impressive skills 
in the forward line kicking goals at crucial times during the year.

Cody Lapthorne * Played back all year and seemed to enjoy the contest. He always attempted to create a 
contest and found himself occasionally playing on a much bigger oppo. Cody’s basic 
fundamentals improved during the year. Good work.

Sol Mcilduff Our captain and a real lead from the front footballer. Believe this….Sol showed how he 
improved in his running patterns this year which gave him more opportunity to win 
more ball.

George Mortimer George has an uncanny knack of winning the fallen ball. Strong in the air with good basic 
skills and speed/agility. He found himself in multiple roles and carried them out with 
confidence. Above average year.

Joshua Murphy Played Ruck and went forward this year with outstanding results. Learnt a lot from Josh 
D this year and put it into practice. Great effort.

Brendan Naylor Brendan arrived late from another sport but that didn’t mean he wasn’t fit. He played 
a number of roles during the season. It was pleasing to see him get his running game 
happening and he has a sweeping left foot. Improved dramatically late in the season.

Alex Quinn Probably the best above the head mark in the team. Took some outstanding marks to 
which I would say to myself “Wow did he mark that?” Basic skills improved also.

Justin Ranson Justin worked out this year that his footy prowess is better than he thought and he 
turned games around for us this year with his ability to win the contest in the air and on 
the ground. Kept improving and worked hard at training. Deserved most improved.

Cameron Richards Solid key defender who uses the ball extremely well. Took on a number of tough roles on 
oppo and shut them down. Certainly enjoyed his season and that stood out. Terrific year.

Levi Riegner Tough, well-mannered player with an attitude of “look out I’m coming”. Played all over 
the ground this year ending his season down back. A good pinch hitter any position on 
the park. Missed games due to a niggling injury. Came back with fire in the belly.

Luke Saunders Highly underrated player with the ability of breaking lines. Skilful and improved his 
kicking as the season went on. Nice to have at Half Back and reads the ball well.

Luke Smith Assistant Coach in the backline who joined the playing list late in the year. Is an excellent 
player who learnt the ability to guide young players this year and the back six responded 
well to instructions.

Daniel Sudano One of, if not the toughest, players in the side. Earnt the name “Terrier” for his 2nd and 
3rd efforts at the contest. Although poorly skilled at the start of the year, seeing him kick 
consistently on his non-preferred as the season progressed was very pleasing. Daniel 
could always do “that role” for you.

Christian Supanz Very unassuming, always my quiet achiever. Smallish in stature but a brute on the field. 
Used the ball well and busted a gut in the midfield. Funnily enough, how Supes was 
playing was a barometer for the team. Great year.

Blair Wilson Has the ability to win a game off his own foot. Strong in the air and enjoyed running 
through the midfield. Very good season.

* Indicates Kingsley JFC players
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Pos Team W L D For Against % Points

1 Wembley Downs White 8 2 0 510 238 214.29 32
2 North Beach Black 7 3 0 548 364 150.55 28
3 West Coast 7 3 0 519 362 143.37 28
4 Kingsley Cats 5 5 0 509 441 115.42 20
5 Subiaco Maroon 4 6 0 328 505 64.95 16
6 Kingsway Black 3 7 0 382 454 84.14 12
7 North Beach Red 3 7 0 314 500 62.80   12*
8 Wembley White 3 7 0 315 441 71.43 12

Pos Team W L D For Against % Points

1 Scarborough Sea Eagles 9 1 0 684 367 186.38 36
2 Kingsley Lions 8 2 0 598 387 154.52 32
3 Swanbourne Blue Sea Eagles 7 3 0 621 432 143.75 28
4 Stirling Saints 6 4 0 508 488 104.10 24
5 Subiaco Gold 5 5 0 484 437 110.76 20
6 Carine Cats 4 5 1 539 479 112.53 16
7 Swanbourne Gold 4 5 1 425 472 90.04 16
8 Sorrento Duncraig Dolphins 3 7 0 412 456 90.35 12
9 Wembley Downs Blue 3 7 0 427 527 81.02 12

10 North Beach Gold 0 10 0 201 794 25.31 0

Year 7 Maroon

Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth – 2018 League Ladders

Pos Team W L D For Against % Points

1 North Beach Yellow 11 2 0 799 212 376.89 44
2 Claremont 9 2 1 516 236 218.64   38*
3 Wembley 11 2 0 630 178 353.93   44*
4 North Beach Red 7 4 1 482 313 153.99 30
5 Kingsley Cats 7 6 0 506 416 121.63 28
6 Warwick Greenwood Knights 5 7 0 548 459 119.39 20
7 Kingsway Rockets 4 9 0 367 602 60.96 16
8 Stirling Saints 2 10 0 151 672 22.47 8
9 Carine Cats 0 13 0 64 795 8.05 0

* Position adjustment based on e-points

Year 7-8 Girls

Year 7 Blue
Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth – 2018 League Ladders

Pos Team W L D For Against % Points

1 Quinns District Bulls 9 1 0 641 393 163.10 36
2 Whitford Wildcats 6 4 0 724 452 160.18 24
3 Sorrento Duncraig/ 

Kingsley Hawks 5 5 0 606 531 114.12   20*

4 Swanbourne Tigers 5 5 0 557 592 94.09   20*
5 Wanneroo Roos 6 4 0 605 524 115.46   24*
6 Brighton Seahawks 6 4 0 594 589 100.85   24*
7 Oceanridge Sharks 2 8 0 388 658 58.97 8
8 North Beach Gold 1 9 0 299 675 44.30 4

Year 11 Red

Pos Team W L D For Against % Points

1 Carine Cats 9 1 0 722 337 214.24 36
2 Claremont Swanbourne 8 2 0 762 379 201.06 32
3 Ocean Ridge Sharks 7 3 0 645 414 155.80 28
4 Kingsway Black 6 4 0 685 488 140.37 24
5 Quinns Bulls 5 5 0 578 541 106.84 20
6 Kingsway Teal 4 6 0 464 675 68.74 16
7 Brighton Seahawks 1 9 0 258 677 38.11 4
8 Scarborough Sea Eagles 0 10 0 177 780 22.69 0

Year 9 Maroon

Pos Team W L D For Against % Points

1 Western Tigers 8 2 0 807 484 166.74 32
2 Whitford Wildcats 7 2 1 761 545 139.63 28
3 North Beach Gold 5 4 1 573 622 92.12 20
4 Ocean Ridge Sharks 5 5 0 543 553 98.19   20*
5 Kingsley Cats 3 7 0 578 664 87.05 12
6 Sorrento Duncraig Hawks 1 9 0 397 791 50.19 4

Year 10 Maroon

* Position adjustment based on e-points
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Club Trophy Winners 2018

Year 7 Cats
Fairest and Best 152  Marcos Pandos
Runner Up Fairest and Best 129  Henry Reeves
Meritorious Award  85  Thomas Smiles
Coach’s Trophy   Cooper Sherman
Most Improved   Jacob Bell

Thomas Smiles 85, Mitchell Morris 81, Dylan Edwards 74, Tyler Ebersberger 64, Eion Haynes 41, Jacob Waylen 31, 
Domenic Puca 29, Benjamin Vose 29, Hayden Arrah 28, Alexander McHenry 28, Cooper Sherman 26, Blake Glover 
21, Riley Gillespie 20, Cameron McHenry 20, Zade Matta 16, Samuel Turnock 15, Sebastian Letts 14, Noah Johnson 
13, Jacob Bell 10, Kaiden Bidwell 8, Bailey Bruce-Smith 8, Myles Clarke 6, Riley Rae 2
    

     

Year 7 Lions
Fairest and Best 220  Austin Chapman
Runner Up Fairest and Best 178  Aven Drewett
Meritorious Award  88  Joshua Timbrell
Coach’s Trophy   Patrick Fisher
Most Improved   Joseph Franchina

Joseph Franchina 76, Xavier Hickey 70, Max Higginson 59, Patrick Fisher 48, Bailey Brown 41, Riley Prowse 37, Jordan 
Young 21, Ky Vardy 20, Alex McGhie 19,Marek Moss 19, Nathan Green 15, Hunter Newbury 13, Jackson Goodwin-
Anearn 7, Zavier Dickson 4, Ty Stewart 3, Tyler Visser 3, Bailey Alp 2, Isaac Angage 2,Joshua Alp 1, Rhys Austin-Crowe 
1, Joel Dunn 1

Year 7-8 Cats Girls
Fairest and Best 141  Jorja Tavolaro
Runner Up Fairest and Best 119  Jasmine Kolodynski
Meritorious Award  81  Ava Gheradi
Coach’s Trophy   Claire Sedlarczuk
Most Improved   Leah True

Katrina Martin 59, Arna Johnson 57, Leah True 53, Leah Graham 40, Lily Yuswak 39, Amber Allardice 33, Claire 
Sedlarczuk 30, Phebie Spencer 27, Madison Halliday 23, Mia Brown 12, Matesse Clift 11, Emily Walker 2, Holly Dunn 
1, Grace Fitzpatrick 1, Elle Simpson 1

   

Club Trophy Winners 2018

Year 7 Cats

Year 7-8 Cats Girls

Year 7 Lions
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Club Trophy Winners 2018

Year 9 Cats
Fairest and Best 124  Cameron Carr
Runner Up Fairest and Best 116  Harrison Burt
Meritorious Award 100  Ayden Nolan
Coach’s Trophy   Jack Spencer
Most Improved   Thomas Spencer

Samuel Holmes 93, Jack Spencer 81, Lachlan Morris 64, Benjamin Chaseling 57, Jack Prideaux 54, Alex Sedlarczuk 
47, Trent Foote 32, Kylan Gillmore 27, Samuel Spyvee 24, Sam Bartlett 16, Reuben Maishman 16, Thomas Spencer 
16, Quinn Elliott 12, Daniel Buis 11, Jacob Lockhart 11, Cody Voss 10, Adam Gray 8,Jack Green 6, Fletcher Reid 6, 
Adrian Allia 5, Beau Bennison 4, James Clarke 4, Kaleb Duncan 1, Travis Butterfield 1, Benjamin Ludemann 1, Keaton 
Murphy 1

Year 10 Cats
Fairest and Best 185  Blake Morris
Runner Up Fairest and Best 171  Joshua Clements
Meritorious Award  83  Saxon Gates
Coach’s Trophy   Ross Hutchinson
Most Improved   Daniel Gibbs

Ross Hutchinson 82, Jack De Marte 73, Andre Amonini 63, Harrison Baxter 60, Isaac D Marte 50, Daniel Gibbs 36, 
Connor Ougan 35, Connor Mann 34, Oliver Dijkstra 23, Thomas Elliott 14, Daniel Fazari 8, Finlay Pyke 8, Joshua 
Blackwell 6, Jesse Reid 6, Samuel Cook 4, Joel Andreou 1, Jackson Lamb 1, Harrison Brown 1, Luke De Fillips 1, Ashley 
Simpson 1, Jack Tomkinson 1, Niklas Wolf 1

Club Trophy Winners 2018

Year 9 Cats

Year 10 Cats
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Subiaco, Claremont, West Perth District Junior Football Competition

2018 League - Fairest & Best Votes

Above and Beyond

The following players are past and present Kingsley players who  
have achieved at a higher level during the 2018 season.

East Perth Football Club Development Squad – Year 11

Joshua Clements

Subiaco Football Club Development Squad – Year 9

Harrison Burt          Cameron Carr

Subiaco Football Club Development Squad – Year 10

Andre Amonini             Samuel Cook             Oliver Dijkstra             Thomas Elliott             Saxon Gates
Connor Mann             Ayden Nolan             Jack Spencer             Thomas Spencer

 Subiaco Football Club Development Squad – Year 11

Ross Hutchinson          Blake Morris

West Perth Football Club Development Squad – Year 9

Lachlan Morris          Samuel Spyvee

West Perth Football Club Development Squad – Year 10

Harrison Baxter             Isaac De Marte             Jack De Marte             Connor Ougan

State Schoolboys – Under 12’s

Aven Drewett

Ayden Nolan 27 votes

Jack Spencer   6 votes

Cameron Carr   5 votes

Jack Prideaux   5 votes

Trent Foote   4 votes

Reuben Maishman   1 vote

Samuel Spyvee   1 vote

Blake Morris 17 votes 

Josh Clements   9 votes

Ross Hutchinson   6 votes

Andre Amonini   6 votes

Thomas Elliott   2 votes

Saxon Gates   1 vote

Sol McIlduff 10 votes

Zach Farrell   8 votes

Joshua Murphy   5 votes

Mitchell Carroll   3 votes

Kye Heelan   3 votes

Brendan Naylor   3 votes

Alex Quinn   3 votes

Luke Smith   3 votes

Blair Wilson   3 votes

Zeke Butko   2 votes

James Celenza   2 votes

Kye Elliott   2 votes *

Zane Lamb   2 votes *

Christian Supanz   2 votes

Levi Riegner   1 vote

Cameron Richards   1 vote

Year 11 Sorrento Duncraig/KingsleyYear 9 Cats

Year 10 Cats

*   Indicates Kingsley JFC players
#   Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC - League Fairest & Best

WAFL – Interstate Representatives

Aaron Black 
Luke Meadows 

Christopher Phelan

WAFL – Grand Final Umpires

Justin Power – Field Umpire – League
Trent McPhee – Field Umpire – Reserves

WAFL – League Debut

Thomas Edwards-Baldwin – Subiaco 
Liam Tedesco – West Perth

WAFL – Premiership Players

Christopher Phelan – League 
Max Walters – League 

Thomas Edwards-Baldwin – Reserves 
Luke Norriss – Reserves 
Ryan Wade – Reserves

Blake Morris 
 League F&B
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Club Awards and Achievements

Kim Williamson Trophy
Kingsley Junior Football Club Champion Team for 2018

Year 9 Cats
Coach: Justin Burt

Manager: Sharlene Holmes

Life Members Trophy
Awarded to the Kingsley Junior Football Club player/s who polled the highest number of votes in the  

Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth District Junior Football Competition – Fairest and Best count.

Ayden Nolan        Year 9 Cats

Clubperson of the Year
Jarrod Gillespie

Kingsley Amateur Football Club - Encouragement Award

Not awarded this season due to the club being unable to field a Year 12 team

Subiaco Football Club - Encouragement Award
This award is presented by the Subiaco Football Club to a player  

of the Kingsley Junior Football Club of their choice

Not awarded this season due to the club being unable to field a Year 11 or Year 12 team

Players of the Finals
Year 7 Cats          Marcos Pandos
Year 7 Lions          Even Drewett

Player of the Grand Final
Year 8 Cats       Harrison Burt

Game Milestones – 100 Games
Anton Allia               Harrison Baxter               Samuel Cook               Daniel Gibbs 

Jackson Lamb               Connor Mann               Blake Morris

Office Bearers - Established 1982

1982 Steering Committee: G Fischer, R Goodwin, E Herold, W Jefferies, D Levy, A Powell, L Standish

Year President Vice President Vice President Treasurer Secretary Registrar

1983 E Herold W Jefferies G Fischer L Standish L Powell J Anza

1984 E Herold W Jefferies G Fischer L Standish L Powell J Anza

1985 E Herold W Boucher J Anza K Williamson M Burton J Van De Werve

1986 E Herold W Jefferies A Powell K Williamson M O’Connor J Van De Werve

1987 W Jefferies A Powell J Sawyer K Williamson H Gould G Stewart

1988 W Jefferies A Powell J Sawyer K Williamson H Gould G Stewart

1989 W Jefferies J Sawyer R Hocart K Williamson H Gould G Stewart

1990 J Sawyer R Hocart L Boylan K Williamson C Harris N Bazzo

1991 J Sawyer D Trew D Blair K Williamson C Harris N Bazzo

1992 D Blair D Trew G Richards K Williamson C Harris S Boylan

1993 D Blair D Trew G Richards K Williamson A Robotham S Boylan

1994 D Blair M Collins S Gabrovec T von Bergheim A Robotham S Boylan

1995 M Collins S Gabrovec D Heller T von Bergheim I Whitehurst S Boylan

1996 M Collins S Gabrovec D Heller R Searle I Whitehurst G Farmer

1997 M Collins S Gabrovec D Secomb R Searle T Meyrick K Kirkwood

1998 M Collins C Smith G Farmer R Searle T Meyrick K Kirkwood

1999 G Farmer C Smith M Lasscock T Leighton T Meyrick K Kirkwood

2000 G Farmer B Lomas M Lasscock T Leighton T Meyrick M Graham

2001 G Farmer B Lomas M Lasscock T Leighton D Dearle D MacKinnon

2002 M Lasscock B Lomas M Smith T Leighton D Dearle D MacKinnon

2003 M Lasscock B Lomas M Smith T Leighton D Dearle D MacKinnon

2004 M Lasscock M Smith D Moore B Bowker D Carville D MacKinnon

2005 W Hardman D Moore D Dearle B Dorney D Carville D MacKinnon

2006 W Hardman D Moore D Dearle B Dorney D Carville D MacKinnon

2007 W Hardman D Payne D Dearle B Dorney D Carville D MacKinnon

2008 W Hardman D Payne R Quinn D Spratt A Davies D MacKinnon

2009 W Hardman A Millar S Hawkins D Spratt A Davies P Nicholson

2010 W Hardman A Millar S Hawkins M Savigni T Calder A Supanz

2011 S Hawkins A Millar T Pooley M Savigni A Hynes A Supanz

2012 M Savigni A Watson M Del Casale A Hynes M Lothian A Supanz

2013 M Savigni T Pooley M Del Casale S Penney A Pegoraro D MacKinnon

2014 M. Savigni M. Cockburn C. Reid N. Hills A. Pegoraro D. Mackinnon

2015 M Savigni A Detata C Reid B Simpson M O’Loughlin D MacKinnon

2016 M Savigni H Borthen T Doepel B Simpson M O'Loughlin D MacKinnon

2017 H Borthen T Doepel B Simpson M O'Loughlin J Gillespie

2018 H Borthen B Simpson T Doepel A Richards D Higginson J Gillespie
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Year 7 Cats – 1st Semi Final

A.S. Luketina Reserve         2 September 2018

West Coast Saints 06.04.40   

Kingsley Cats 07.03.45

Coach: Jarrod Gillespie
Manager: Melinda Pandos   

Best Players: Henry Reeves, Marcos Pandos, Thomas Smiles, Alex McHenry,  
 Jacob Waylen, Tyler Ebersberger, Mitchell Morris, Myles Clarke,  
 Cameron McHenry

Goal Kickers: Cameron Mc Henry 3, Thomas Smiles 2, Hayden Arrah 1,  
 Macros Pandos 1
   
Team  Player of the Finals Votes

Hayden Arrah 5 Henry Reeves 17
Jacob Bell 13 Marcos Pandos 14
Kaiden Bidwell 16 Thomas Smiles 13
Bailey Bruce-Smith 11 Alex McHenry 8
Myles Clarke 19 Jacob Waylen 4
Tyler Ebersberger 24 Tyler Ebersberger   3
Dylan Edwards   8 Mitchell Morris 2
Blake Glover  9 Myles Clarke 1
Eoin Haynes 30 Cameron McHenry   1
Noah Johnson 26
Sebastian Letts 22
Cameron McHenry  3
Mitchell Morris 29
Marcos Pandos 15
Domenic Puca 17
Riley Rae 10
Henry Reeves 27
Cooper Sherman 6
Thomas Smiles 12
Samuel Turnock 18
Benjamin Vose 7
Jacob Waylen 14

Year 7 Cats – Preliminary Final

A.S. Luketina Reserve 9 September 2018

North Beach Black 05.05.35   

Kingsley Cats 06.02.38

Coach: Jarrod Gillespie
Manager: Melinda Pandos  

Best Players: Eoin Haynes, Marcos Pandos, Henry Reeves, Benjamin Vose, Jacob Bell,
 Samuel Turnock, Tyler Ebersberger, Noah Johnson, Mitchell Morris

Goal Kickers: Marcos Pandos 3, Samuel Turnock 2, Noah Johnson 1
    
Team  Player of the Finals Votes

Hayden Arrah 5  Eoin Haynes 16
Jacob Bell 13  Marcos Pandos 16
Kaiden Bidwell 16  Henry Reeves 13
Myles Clarke 19  Benjamin Vose   8
Tyler Ebersberger 24  Jacob Bell   3
Dylan Edwards 8  Samuel Turnock   3
Riley Gillespie   4  Tyler Ebersberger   2
Blake Glover   9  Noah Johnson   1
Eoin Haynes 30  Mitchell Morris   1
Noah Johnson 26
Zade Matta  1
Alexander McHenry 2
Cameron McHenry 3
Mitchell Morris 29
Marcos Pandos 15
Domenic Puca 17
Henry Reeves 27
Cooper Sherman  6
Thomas Smiles 12
Samuel Turnock 18
Benjamin Vose  7
Jacob Waylen 14
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Year 7’s Grand Final - 16 September 2018

Wembley Downs White v Kingsley Cats – Seacrest Reserve West
The Year 7 Kingsley Cats went to Seacrest Reserve for their Grand Final on Sunday 16th September to 
take on Wembley Downs Football Club after a disappointing loss to them earlier in the season. The 
boys lined up against the opposition while the national anthem played which made the occasion 
even more special.

The first quarter started off with Wembley Downs controlling the ball in their forward line for the 5 
minutes however they were unable to capitalise only scoring a quick behind. Eventually the Cats were 
able to force the ball forward through some hard work and kick the first goal through some good 
roving by Zade Matta to put the Cats on the ball. The next 7 minutes of the quarter belonged to the 
Cats as they out tackled and muscled the ball forward from the centre to set up Eoin Haynes and Sam 
Turnock to kick the next two goals as the Cats stretched their lead. The final few minutes of the quarter 
were dominated by Wembley but some great defensive work by Kaiden Bidwell, Ben Vose and Riley 
Gillespie restricted Wembley Downs to just one more point for the quarter. At the first break the Cats 
led 3.0.18 to 0.2.2. 

The 2nd quarter saw Wembley Downs ruckman take control from the bounce and kick a goal in the 
opening minute to reduce the margin. The resultant bounce saw the Cats run forward looking for 
the quick reply however a flying shot on goal by Marcos missed the mark scoring only a behind.  
Unfortunately, it would be the only score the quarter by the Cats as the Wembley Downs ruckman 
and midfield began to get their hands on the ball and move the ball cleanly. Kingsley were unable to 
hold tackles and were getting to the ball second a complete contrast from the first quarter. Wembley 
Downs continued to pile on the pressure and following two missed shots but some solid defence from 
Dylan Edwards and Mitchell Morris helped keep them out for a period before the flood gates opened 
and they kicked 3 consecutive goals to hit the lead. The Cats looked were relying on too few to the hard 
work and turned at half time behind. Kingsley 3.1, Wembley Downs 5.5 

During the half time break the boys were reminded how far they had come and the Coaches reminded 
them that 2 goals was nothing and all we needed was effort. The additional benefit was the boys were 
kicking to the scoring end in the third.  As the third quarter started Eoin Haynes was asked to ruck again 
take on the number 22 who had dominated the second quarter. Unfortunately, however two early 
goals in the third quarter put Wembley up by 4 goals and the Cats began to lose confidence. Wembley 
continued to be able to lock the ball in their forward line as the Cats defence worked tirelessly to repel 
the attacks and when they did manage to push forward the ball was quickly rebounded back to the 
Wembley Downs attack. Another goal from Wembley at the 9-minute mark put them 5 goals in front 
and was their twelfth scoring shot in a row whereas the Cats hadn’t scored. The Cats were under siege!!  
Finally, after the resultant bounce, the ball pushed forward and Myles Clarke took a strong grab and 
went back and slotted the Cats first goal for the quarter to try and steady the ship however Wembley 
were able to get a quick reply and the number 22 racked up his fourth goal to three quarter time as the 
Cats trailed significantly at three quarter time. Cats 4.2 Wembley Downs 9.8.

The three-quarter time address pleaded to the boys to remember how far they had come and their 
commitment that they had made to each other and the boys who unfortunately had to sit out for the 
Grand Final. It was our chance to bring some pride back in to the game and just aim to win the quarter. 
Some minor positional changes from the Coaches aimed to get some more boys involved who had 
been a little quieter than normal. As the fourth quarter started the intent from the Cats was much 
stronger and the boys dominated early position before some solid play from Wembley saw the ball in 
their attack only for the ball to be rushed for a behind by Mitchell Morris. The kick saw some solid ball 
movement from the Cats and the hardest tackle of the game to date laid by one of the smallest boys on 
the ground, Bailey Bruce-Smith and Cats started to play the type of football we saw in the first quarter.  
A point for the Cats resulted in a poor kick in that saw Eoin intercept, break two tackles and kick a nice 
running goal. Eoin then proceeded to the next ruck knock where number 22 was absolutely crunched 
by Eoin which saw him have little to no more impact on the game despite his earlier dominance. 
Wembley then managed the next two scores of the game before the Cats finished the last 5 minutes 
super strongly with Marcos kicking a running behind before Eoin finished the scoring for the match 
with his third goal of the game.  Final scores Cats 6.4 lost to Wembley Downs 10.10.
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Year 7 Cats – Grand Final

Seacrest Reserve West 16 September 2018

Wembley Downs White 10.10.70   

Kingsley Cats 06.04.40

Coach: Jarrod Gillespie
Manager: Melinda Pandos   
Best Players: Eoin Haynes, Alex McHenry, Bailey Bruce-Smith, Mitchell Morris,  
 Kaiden Bidwell, Dylan Edwards, Marcos Pandos, Benjamin Vose,  
 Riley Gillespie
Goal Kickers: Eoin Haynes 3, Myles Clarke 1, Zade Matta 1, Samuel Turnock 1
    
Team  Player of the Finals Votes

Hayden Arrah  5 Eoin Haynes 18
Jacob Bell 13 Alex McHenry 10
Kaiden Bidwell 16 Bailey Bruce-Smith 10
Bailey Bruce-Smith 11 Mitchell Morris 7
Myles Clarke 19 Kaiden Bidwell  5
Tyler Ebersberger 24 Dylan Edwards   5
Dylan Edwards   8 Marcos Pandos   5
Riley Gillespie 4 Benjamin Vose   2
Blake Glover   9 Riley Gillespie   1
Eoin Haynes 30
Noah Johnson 26
Sebastian Letts 22
Zade Matta 1
Alexander McHenry  2
Cameron McHenry  3
Mitchell Morris 29
Marcos Pandos 15
Henry Reeves 27
Cooper Sherman  6
Thomas Smiles 12
Samuel Turnock 18
Benjamin Vose 7

The final margin of 5 goals was by no means a disgrace. The boys fought through two previous finals 
games winning by a combined total of 8 points just to make the Grand Final. Coming from 7th with 
3 rounds in the season remaining and making the finals was a true test of the boy’s characters and 
they should all be proud of what they achieved for the season. A special mention to Domenic Puca 
and Jakob Waylen who unfortunately were told that they couldn’t play in the Grand Final due to the 
number of boys (24 players in the team and only 22 allowed to play). These boys continued to support 
their teammates on the day but were still a big part of the team achieving the Grand Final berth in 
the place. Thank you to all the supporters who came down on the day and supported the boys. The 
number of parents, grandparents, siblings, committee members and other general members at the 
game was phenomenal and we thank you for coming down.

To the boys, we will come back bigger and better next year. Bring on the Kingsley Cats Year 8 
Premiership!!!!
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Year 7 Lions – Preliminary Final

Seacrest Reserve West 9 September 2018

Kingsley Lions 12.12.84   

Stirling Saints 08.06.54

Coach: Mitchell Drewett & Fletcher Newbury
Manager: David Higginson

Best Players: Aven Drewett, Joseph Franchina, Austin Chapman, Patrick Fisher,  
 Xavier Hickey, Hunter Newbury
Goal Kickers: Aven Drewett 6, Austin Chapman 4, Joshua Timbrell 2
    
Team  Player of the Finals Votes

Bailey Alp 9 Aven Drewett 18
Joshua Alp 11 Joseph Franchina 15
Isaac Angage 18 Austin Chapman 12
Rhys Austin-Crowe 23 Patrick Fisher 9
Bailey Brown 21 Xavier Hickey 6
Austin Chapman  5 Hunter Newbury   3
Aven Drewett 1
Joel Dunn 19
Patrick Fisher 22
Joseph Franchina 20
Jackson Goodwin-Anearn 13
Nathan Green 25
Xavier Hickey 16
Max Higginson 17
Alex McGhie 15
Marek Moss 2
Hunter Newbury  7
Ty Stewart 27
Joshua Timbrell  8
Ky Vardy  4
Jordan Young 14
 

Year 7 Lions – 2nd Semi Final

Beach Oval Lower 2 September 2018

Scarborough Sea Eagles 09.15.69   

Kingsley Lions 10.05.65

Coach: Mitchell Drewett & Fletcher Newbury
Manager: David Higginson   

Best Players: Aven Drewett, Austin Chapman, Patrick Fisher, Xavier Hickey,  
 Joseph Franchina, Joshua Timbrell
Goal Kickers: Austin Chapman 3, Aven Drewett 3, Ky Vardy 2, Joshua Timbrell 1,   
 Xavier Hickey 1
    
Team  Player of the Finals Votes

Bailey Alp  9 Aven Drewett 18
Joshua Alp 11 Austin Chapman 15
Isaac Angage 18 Patrick Fisher 12
Bailey Brown 21 Xavier Hickey  9
Austin Chapman    5 Joseph Franchina   6
Aven Drewett  1 Joshua Timbrell  3
Joel Dunn 19
Patrick Fisher 22
Joseph Franchina 20
Jackson Goodwin-Anearn 13
Nathan Green 25
Xavier Hickey 16
Max Higginson 17
Alex McGhie 15
Marek Moss 2
Hunter Newbury  7
Ty Stewart 27
Joshua Timbrell  8
Ky Vardy 4
Jordan Young 14
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Year 11 Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley – 1st Semi Final

Beach Oval 2 September 2018

Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley 12.04.76    
Swanborne Tigers 02.04.16

Coach: Peter Donaldson
Assistant Coach: Luke Smith
Manager: Michelle Richards

Team

Dean Alexander 21
Anton Allia 14
Zeke Butko 2
Mitchell Carroll 3
James Celenza 4
Matthew Chaseling 17
Aiden Coleman 9
Kye Elliott 29
Zach Farrell 27
Jacob Frediani 25
Alex Halley-Wright 5
Kye Heelan 23
Zane Lamb 32
Cody Lapthorne 15
Sol McIlduff 1
George Mortimer 8
Brendan Naylor 24
Alex Quinn 13
Justin Ranson 10
Cameron Richards 19
Luke Saunders 6
Luke Smith 38
Daniel Sudano 11
Christian Supanz 7
Blair Wilson 18

Year 7 Lions – Grand Final

Seacrest Reserve West 16 September 2018

Scarborough Sea Eagles 05.05.35   

Kingsley Lions 10.04.64

Coach: Mitchell Drewett & Fletcher Newbury
Manager: David Higginson

Best Players: Joshua Timbrell, Aven Drewett, Austin Chapman,  
 Max Higginson, Riley Prowse, Patrick Fisher
Goal Kickers: Joshua Timbrell 5, Aven Drewett 4, Joshua Alp 1
    
Team  Player of the Finals Votes

Bailey Alp 9 Joshua Timbrell 18
Joshua Alp 11 Aven Drewett 15
Isaac Angage 18 Austin Chapman 12
Bailey Brown 21 Max Higginson 9
Austin Chapman     5 Riley Prowse 6
Aven Drewett 1 Patrick Fisher  3
Joel Dunn 19
Patrick Fisher 22
Joseph Franchina 20
Jackson Goodwin-Anearn 13
Nathan Green 25
Xavier Hickey 16
Max Higginson 17
Alex McGhie 15
Marek Moss 2
Hunter Newbury   7
Riley Prowse 6
Ty Stewart 27
Joshua Timbrell 8
Ky Vardy 4
Jordan Young 14
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Year 11 Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley – Preliminary Final

Windemere Park 9 September 2018

Quinns District Bulls 06.08.44    
Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley 08.10.58

Coach: Peter Donaldson
Assistant Coach: Luke Smith
Manager: Michelle Richards

Team

Dean Alexander 21
Anton Allia 14
Jeremy Arnold 22
Zeke Butko 12
Matthew Chaseling 17
Aiden Coleman 9
Kye Elliott 29
Zach Farrell 27
Jacob Frediani 25
Alex Halley-Wright 5
Kye Heelan 23
Jordan Huggett 28
Zane Lamb 32
Cody Lapthorne 15
Sol McIlduff 1
George Mortimer 8
Joshua Murphy 20
Brendan Naylor 24
Alex Quinn 13
Justin Ranson 10
Cameron Richards 19
Luke Smith 38
Daniel Sudano 11
Christian Supanz 7

Blair Wilson 18

Year 11 Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley – Grand Final
HBF Arena 16 September 2018

Whitford Wildcats 06.11.47   
Sorrento Duncraig/Kingsley 02.09.21

Coach: Peter Donaldson
Assistant Coach: Luke Smith
Manager: Michelle Richards

Team

Dean Alexander 21
Jeremy Arnold 22
Zeke Butko 12
James Celenza  4
Matthew Chaseling 17
Aiden Coleman 9
Zach Farrell 27
Jacob Frediani 25
Alex Halley-Wright 5
Kye Heelan 23
Jordan Huggett 28
Zane Lamb 32
Sol McIlduff 1
George Mortimer 8
Joshua Murphy 20
Brendan Naylor 24
Alex Quinn 13
Justin Ranson 10
Levi Riegner 16
Cameron Richards 19
Luke Saunders 6
Luke Smith 38
Daniel Sudano 11
Christian Supanz 7
Blair Wilson 18
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YEAR 12 YEAR 11 YEAR 10 YEAR 9 YEAR 8 YEAR 7

2018   CATS CATS  CATS

Blake Morris Cameron Carr Marcos Pandos

LIONS

Austin Chapman

CATS - Girls

Jorja Tavolaro

2017 CATS CATS CATS CATS

Galen Savigni Peter Coles Ayden Nolan James Evans

LIONS

Jack Spencer

2016 CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS

Adam Warren Nicholas Carter Luke A. Smith Callum Johnson Peter Coles Jayden Tassell

LIONS LIONS

Blake Morris Hunter Thomas

2015   CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS

Brayden Cook Jacob Nock Luke A. Smith Callum Johnson Saxon Gates

LIONS

Blake Morris

Fairest and Best Awards Winners Fairest and Best Awards Winners

2005 CATS BOBCATS BOBCATS CATS CATS
Anthony DiCandilo Paul Easey Sam Brown Jeffery Waldock Blake Wilhelm

CATS CATS LIONS LIONS
Alex Carere Sebastian Dearle Anthony Berich Matthew Dohmen

LEOPARDS WILDCATS LYNX WILDCATS
Matthew Green Aaron O'Loughlin-Eames James Delborrello Ryan Maldenis

2004 CATS CATS BOBCATS BOBCATS CATS
Brock Billing Ryan Clark Peter Mondello Nicholas Arnold Ryan Wade

WILDCATS LIONS CATS CATS LIONS
Adam McKnight David Green Tom Munyard Sebastian Dearle Michael Roglich

LEOPARDS LIONS LYNX
Joshua Schmook Jason Sewell James Delborrello

WILDCATS
Matthew McGrath

2003 CATS CATS CATS BOBCATS BOBCATS
Steven Hooson Brock Billing Reece Leuzzi Peter Mondello Nicholas Arnold

LIONS WILDCATS LIONS CATS CATS
Leigh Meyrick Troy Gibbs James Newnham Robert Willmott Sebastian Dearle

LEOPARDS LIONS
Joshua Schmook Jason Sewell

WILDCATS
Matthew McGrath

2002 CATS CATS BOBCATS CATS BOBCATS
Kris Thompson Rowen McDonnell Bradley Pimlott Cale Symons Michael Snart

LIONS CATS LIONS CATS
Leigh Meyrick Richard Covich Christopher Phelan Robert Willmott

WILDCATS WILDCATS LEOPARDS
Jamie Blab Patrick Wilson Joshua Schmook

2001 CATS CATS CATS BOBCATS CATS
Ryan Christoffelsz Kepler Bradley Rowen McDonnell Daniel La Bianca Mitchell O'Reilly

LIONS LEOPARDS CATS LIONS
Alex Jenkins Scott D. Ward Chad Djulbic Matthew Mondello

LIONS LIONS WILDCATS
Adam Rowles John Ferguson Scott P. Ward

WILDCATS
Shane MacKenzie

YEAR 12 YEAR 11 YEAR 10 YEAR 9 YEAR 8

2007 CATS CATS CATS BOBCATS CATS

Beau Millar Ryan Wade Aaron Black James Coe Jacson Walton

WILDCATS LYNX LIONS CATS LIONS

Paul O'Neill Kyle Millar Luke Symonds Luke Norriss Declan Fast

LIONS

Joel Ashman

2006 CATS CATS CATS CATS BOBCATS

Tom Munyard Cody Enders Ryan Wade Blake Wilhelm Luke Graham

LEOPARDS WILDCATS LIONS LIONS CATS

Rohan Bewick Christopher Tom Casey Vanden Bergh Todd Holden Luke Norriss

LYNX LIONS

Brendan Chaplin Joel Ashman

2014 CATS   CATS CATS CATS
Mathew Sargeant Michael Lapthorne Bailey Heath Luke A. Smith

2013 CATS CATS   CATS CATS
Joshua D'Agostino Jake Loader Riley Mason Lewis Crowford

LIONS
Alec Johnson

2012   CATS CATS   CATS
Alexander Handcock Thomas Lowndes Nicholas Barker

LIONS LIONS
Thomas Hopes Liam Tedesco

2011 CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS
Luke Meadows Max Covich Alexander Handcock Thomas Hopes Ryley D'Agostino

TIGERS LIONS LIONS
Max Walters Brayden Keizer Jackson Flematti

Liam Tedesco

2010 CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS
Jesse Armitage Tory Djulbic Max Covich Michael Ashfield Mathew Sargeant

TIGERS
James Booth

2009 CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS
Jamie King Ayden Gibson Jack Symes Thomas Flematti Wesley Maxfield

LIONS TIGERS
Tory Djulbic Max Walters

WILDCATS
Zak Cockburn

2008 CATS CATS BOBCATS CATS CATS
Steven Griffiths-Davis Andrew Diamond Ayden Gibson Jacson Walton Thomas Flematti

LYNX CATS LIONS
Casey Vanden Bergh Luke Haywood James Ellen
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Fairest and Best Awards Winners Fairest and Best Awards Winners

YEAR 12 YEAR 11 YEAR 10 YEAR 9 YEAR 8

2000   RED RED CATS BOBCATS
Damian Lane Kepler Bradley Rowen McDonnell James Samson

WHITE WHITE LIONS CATS
Bryn Dixon Luke Burger Adam Rowles Matthew Gough

LEOPARDS LIONS
Scott D. Ward Joshua Riganello

WILDCATS
Shane MacKenzie

1999 CATS CATS BLUE BLUE CATS
Matthew Lyons Michael Browne Luke Ferraloro Kris Thompson Rowen McDonnell

GREEN RED LEOPARDS
Daniel Taylor Neil Hooson Robert Fairchild

WHITE WHITE LIONS
Joel Egan Dylan Eiffler Adam Rowles

WILDCATS
Jamie Blab

1998 CATS BLUE BLUE BLUE BLUE
Michael Mofflin Mathew Lyons Aaron Earl-Peacock George Rebeiro Kris Thompson

RED RED GREEN RED
Jason Kirkwood Trent McKenna Daniel Taylor Neil Hooson

RED WHITE
Dean Gallagher Kepler Bradley

WHITE
Benjamin Taylor

1997 CATS CATS BLUE BLUE BLUE
Jay Radici Benjamin Heap Scott Lituri John Betti Marco Lopresti

RED RED GREEN
David Secomb Ross Gabrovec Blake Kappler

RED
Damian Lane

WHITE
Joel Egan

1996 CATS BLUE BLUE BLUE BLUE
Clayton Lasscock Simon Meyrick Blake Norton Ryan Tozer Joshua Abbott

RED RED RED RED
Wayne Cornell Liam Casson David Secomb Ross Gabrovec

WHITE
Bradley Joss

1995 CATS CATS BLUE BLUE BLUE
Leon Spiccia Clayton Lasscock Simon Meyrick Anthony Hynam Shaun Searle

RED RED RED
Jonathon Lituri Bernard Kilgallon Jason Kirkwood

WHITE
Ryan Tozer

1994 CATS CATS CATS BLUE BLUE
David Robotham Alan Bevan Shane Bear Denny Taylor Liam Casson

RED RED
Glen Timbrell Brodey Anderson

WHITE
Adam Mannino

YEAR 12 YEAR 11 YEAR 10 YEAR 9 YEAR 8

1993 CATS CATS CATS CATS BLUE

Christopher Trew Laurence Cooper David Robotham Dillon Socmas Simon Meyrick

RED

Glenn Robins

YEAR 12 YEAR 11 YEAR 10 YEAR 9 YEAR 8

1992 CATS CATS CATS CATS BLUE

Geoffrey Gibson Christopher Trew Darrell Pearce David Robotham Simon Pearce

RED
Shane Bear

1991 CATS CATS CATS CATS BLUE
Geoffrey Gibson Clint Herold Christopher Trew Brendan Shawcross David Robotham

RED
Brett Young

1990   CATS CATS CATS CATS
Craig Thomas Jarrad Schofield Shane Henderson Steven Glew

1989 CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS
Stephen Shelley Todd Martin Jayson Bennett Jarrod Hubble Shane Henderson

1988 CATS CATS CATS CATS CATS
Timothy Levy Michael Dohler Todd Martin Jayson Bennett Clayton Dunbar

1987 CATS   CATS CATS CATS
Andrew Powell Michael Dohler Grant Powell Jayson Bennett

1986     CATS CATS CATS
Timothy Levy Narian Kathiravelu Adam Hollingsworth

1985       CATS CATS
Andrew Carter Jayson Blake

1984         CATS
Andrew Carter

1983         CATS
Craig Goodwin

YEAR YEAR 7 YEAR 6

 1986 CATS  
Michael Williamson

1985 BLUE  

Adam Hollingsworth

RED
Todd Martin

1984 CATS  

Stephen Shelley

1983 CATS CATS
Andrew Carter Justin Quinn-Schofield

Prior to 1987, Fairest and Best Trophies were awarded to Year 7 and Year 6, (1983 only).

From 2015, Year 7’s Fairest & Best Trophies were re-introduced in line with their competition being changed to an Open Rules format.
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Life Members Trophy

Awarded to the player/s from the Kingsley Junior Football Club who polled the  
highest number of votes in the League Fairest and Best counts.

Year Name Team Votes Achievement
1990 Jarrad Schofield 15’s Cats 24 Subiaco Wanneroo JFL – Fairest & Best

1991 David Robotham 13’s Blue 26 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

1992 Geoffrey Gibson 17’s Cats 28 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

1993 Christopher Trew 17’s Cats 21 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

1994 Liam Casson 13’s Blue 24 North Suburban JFL – Runner Up Fairest & Best

1995 Ryan Tozer 13’s White 20 North Suburban JFL – Runner Up Fairest & Best

1996 John Betti 13’s White 26 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

1997 Ross Gabrovec 14’s Red 30 North Suburban JFL – Runner Up Fairest & Best

1998 Daniel Taylor 14’s Green 24 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

1999 Daniel Taylor 15’s Green 30 North Suburban JFL – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2000 Adam Rowles 14’s Lions 35 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

2001 Adam Rowles 15’s Lions 34 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

2002 Robert Willmott * 13’s Cats 27 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

2003 Sebastian Dearle 13’s Cats 30 North Suburban JFL – Fairest & Best

2004 Sebastian Dearle 14’s Cats 30 North Suburban JFL – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2005 Ryan Maldenis 13’s Wildcats 27 Subiaco/West Perth JFC – Fairest & Best

2006 Luke Norriss 13’s Cats 30 Subiaco/Claremont JFC – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2007 Cody Wilks 14’s Cats 32 Subiaco/Claremont JFC – Fairest & Best

2008 Cody Wilks 15’s Cats 28 Subiaco/Claremont JFC – Fairest & Best

2009 Thomas Flematti 14’s Cats 20 Subiaco District JFC – Fairest & Best

2010 Michael Ashfield 14’s Cats 21 Subiaco District JFC – Third

2011 Jackson Flematti 13’s Lions 30 Subiaco District JFC – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2012 Liam Tedesco Year 10 Lions 23 Subiaco District JFC – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2013 Liam Tedesco Year 11 Cats 15 Subiaco District JFC – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2014 Jayden Mews Year 10 Cats 17 Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC – Fourth

 Liam Tedesco Year 12 Cats 17 Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC – Fairest & Best

2015 Jacob Nock Year 10 Cats 20 Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC – Fairest & Best

2016 Blake Morris Year 8 Lions 27 Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC – Fairest & Best

2017 Jayden Tassell Year 8 Cats 25 Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC – Runner Up Fairest & Best

2018 Ayden Nolan Year 9 Cats 27 Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC – Third

*NSJFL Champion Player

Life Members

Year Name Year  Name

1988 Eddie Herold 2007 Mark Enders

1989 Joe Anza*  David Moore

 Bill Jefferies  David Payne

 John Sawyer  Martin Smith

 Kim Williamson 2008 Mike Delamotte

1992 Richard Hocart  Kim Dellacqua

1993 Dennis Blair  Graeme Putland

 Mike Collins 2009 Wayne Hardman 

1994 Sue Boylan*  Bill Macindoe

1998 Greg Farmer  Alan Millar 

 Steve Gabrovec 2010 Trevor Billing  

 Tony Meyrick  Shane Hawkins

 Glen Richards  Tim Pooley

1999 Chris Smith 2011 Morris Vagnoni 

2003 Ray Bradley 2012 Rex Ashman  

 Ron Bullingham 2013 Helen MacKinnon 

 Mark Graham  Rhonda Marshall

 Mike Lasscock  Rohan Quinn  

 Tony Leighton  Mark Savigni  

 Bob Lomas 2015 Michael Del Casale

2005 Dean Carville 2018 Gavin Pearce  

 Carolin Farmer

2006 Doug Dearle

 Duncan MacKinnon

 Peter Ryan      

* Deceased    
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Year Name

1984 Joe Anza

1985 Ron Moat

1986 Bev Anza

1987 Garry Fischer

1988 John Sawyer

1989 Bill Jefferies

1990 Sue Boylan

1991 Norm Bazzo

1992 Kim Williamson

1993 Glen Richards

1994 Mike Collins

1995 Greg Farmer

1996 Tony Meyrick

1997 Carolin Farmer

1998 Chris Smith

1999 Rod Searle

2000 Carolin Farmer

2001 Mike Lasscock

2002 Alan Millar

2003 Doug Dearle

2004 Mike Delamotte

2005 Duncan MacKinnon

Year Name

2006 Martin Smith

2007 Shane Hawkins

2008 Helen MacKinnon

 Rhonda Marshall

2009 Greg Diamond

2010 Dee Conca

2011 Mark Savigni

2012 Stuart Penney

2013 Michael Del Casale

 Cliff Pettit

2014 Micheal Cockburn

2015 Gavin Pearce

2016 Hamish Borthen

2017 Todd Doepel

2018 Jarrod Gillespie

Best Club Person

(Foundation Members’ Trophy)

Kim Williamson Trophy Winners

Year Team Coach Manager

1997 13’s Blue Larry King Phil Poole

1998 15’s Red Peter Ryan Ken Smith

1999 11’s Bobcats Guy Edwards Stephen Cox

2000 10’s Cats Mark Fisher Michael Baker

2001 15’s Leopards David Ward Ron Clark

2002 14’s Cats Stan Obrecht Graeme Jolley

2003 11’s Wildcats Martin Smith Phil Brown

2004 12’s Wildcats Martin Smith Phil Brown

 16’s Lions David Ward Charley Mondello & Kay Dobson

2005  9’s Wildcats Ross Lange & Jay Bordas Paul Scanlon

2006 10’s Wildcats Ross Lange Paul Scanlon

2007 11’s Wildcats Ross Lange Paul Scanlon

 14’s Bobcats Peter Ryan Heather Walsh

2008 12’s Wildcats Ross Lange Paul Scanlon

 15’s Bobcats Peter Ryan Heather Walsh

2009 10’s Lions Simon Quayle Megan Madden

2010 17’s Cats Peter Ryan Karen Burgess & Carol Markey

2011 Not Awarded

2012 Not Awarded

2013 Year 5 Cats Steven Elliott Andre D’Souza

2014 Year 6 Cats Steven Elliott Jane Haagman

2015 Year 5 Lions Brendan Pugh Shayna Pugh

2016 Year 5 Lions Mitchell Drewett & Fletcher Newberry David Higginson

2017  Year 9 Cats Steven Elliott Paul Dijkstra

2018  Year 9 Cats Justin Burt Sharlene Holmes

Jarrod Gillespie  
- Clubperson
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KJFC
League – Fairest & Best Winners

Year Name Team Votes Division League
1983 Andrew Carter 12’s Cats 33 Maroon Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1984 Steven Shelley 12’s Cats 23 Maroon Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
 Andrew Carter 13’s Cats 30 Maroon Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1988 Jayson Bennett 14’s Cats 32 Gold Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1989 Steven Shelley 17’s Cats 13 Gold Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1990 Jarrad Schofield  15’s Cats 24 Gold Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1991 David Robotham 13’s Blue 26 Red North Suburban JFL
1992 Geoffrey Gibson 17’s Cats 28 Gold North Suburban JFL
1993 Christopher Trew 17’s Cats 21 Gold North Suburban JFL
1994 Jay Radici 14’s Blue 20 Gold North Suburban JFL
1996 John Betti 13’s White 26 Blue North Suburban JFL
 Adam Mannino 15’s Red 26 Green North Suburban JFL
1997 John Betti 14’s Blue 19 Green North Suburban JFL
1998 Daniel Taylor 14’s Green 24 Blue North Suburban JFL
 Matthew Lyons 16’s Blue 19 Gold North Suburban JFL
1999 Adam Rowles 13’s Lions 28 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Luke Burger 14’s White 24 Gold North Suburban JFL
2000 Daniel Harley 13’s Cats 17 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Adam Rowles 14’s Lions 35 Gold North Suburban JFL
2001 Adam Rowles 15’s Lions 34 Gold North Suburban JFL
2002 Robert Willmott * 13’s Cats 27 Blue North Suburban JFL
2003 Sebastian Dearle 13’s Cats 30 Gold North Suburban JFL
2005 Ryan Maldenis 13’s Wildcats 27 Gold Subiaco/West Perth JFC
 Craig Ellen 15’s Cats 10 Gold Subiaco/West Perth JFC
2006 Joshua Hill 17’s Leopards 12 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2007 Cody Wilks 14’s Cats 32 Blue Subiaco/Claremont JFC
2008 Thomas Flematti 13’s Cats 23 Blue Subiaco District JFC
 Cody Wilks 15’s Cats 28 Blue Subiaco/Claremont JFC
2009 Thomas Flematti 14’s Cats 20 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2010 Jarryd McPhee 15’s Cats 18 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2011 Connor Wilkinson 15’s Tigers 18 Blue Subiaco District JFC
 James Ellen 17’s Cats 16 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2014 Liam Tedesco Year 12 Cats 17 Blue Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
2015 Jacob Nock Year 10 Cats 20 Blue Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
2016 Blake Morris Year 8 Lions 27 Red Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
2018 Blake Morris Year 10 Cats 17 Maroon Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC

*NSJFL Champion player

League – Runner Up Fairest & Best
Year Name Team Votes Division League
1985 Kerran Jefferies 12’s Red 16 Maroon Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1988 Clayton Dunbar 13’s Cats 19 Gold Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1989 Jayson Bennett 15’s Cats 17 Gold Subiaco Wanneroo JFL
1990 Craig Bennett 16’s Cats 15 Gold North Suburban JFL
1992 David Robotham 14’s Cats 23 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Christopher Trew 16’s Cats 18 Gold North Suburban JFL
1993 Simon Meyrick 13’s Blue 18 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Paul Blair 15’s Cats 20 Gold North Suburban JFL
1994 Liam Casson 13’s Blue 24 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Paul Borrello 15’s Cats 17 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Jeremy Robotham 17’s Cats 16 Gold North Suburban JFL
1995 Ryan Tozer 13’s White 20 Green North Suburban JFL
1996 Ross Gabrovec 13’s Red 22 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Liam Casson 15’s Red 15 Green North Suburban JFL
 Chad Cossom 15’s Blue 15 Green North Suburban JFL
1997 Ross Gabrovec 14’s Red 30 Gold North Suburban JFL
1998 George Rebeiro 14’s Blue 11 Gold North Suburban JFL
 John Betti 15’s Blue 21 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Aaron Earl-Peacock 15’s Blue 21 Gold North Suburban JFL
1999 Robert Fairchild 13’s Leopards 23 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Daniel Taylor 15’s Green 30 Green North Suburban JFL
 Michael Browne 16’s Cats 20 Gold North Suburban JFL
2000 Mark Arnold 13’s Wildcats 16 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Shane MacKenzie 13’s Wildcats 16 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Rowen McDonnell 14’s Cats 23 Green North Suburban JFL
 Luke Burger 15’s White 21 Gold North Suburban JFL
2001 Matthew Mondello 13’s Lions 16 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Mark Arnold 14’s Wildcats 15 Gold North Suburban JFL
2002 Kevin Proctor 13’s Bobcats 18 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Raphael Stack 15’s Wildcats 14 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Brendan White 16’s Lions 21 Gold North Suburban JFL
2003 Matthew McGrath 13’s Wildcats 27 Gold North Suburban JFL
2004 Sebastian Dearle 14’s Cats 30 Gold North Suburban JFL
 Adam McKnight 17’s Wildcats 13 Gold North Suburban JFL
2005 James Delborrello 14’s Lynx 21 Gold Subiaco/West Perth JFC
 Anthony Dicandilo 17’s Cats 13 Gold Subiaco/West Perth JFC
2006 Luke Norriss 13’s Cats 30 Blue Subiaco/Claremont JFC
2007 Ayden Gibson 14’s Bobcats 18 Maroon Subiaco District JFC
 Luke Norriss 14’s Cats 25 Blue Subiaco/Claremont JFC
 Ryan Maldenis 15’s Cats 19 Blue Subiaco District JFC
 Ryan Wade 16’s Cats 16 Blue Subiaco District JFC
 Aaron O’Loughlin-Eames 17’s Wildcats 14 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2008 Fraser Cameron 14’s Cats 20 Blue Subiaco District JFC
 Casey Van Den Burgh 17’s Lynx 17 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2009 Andrew Diamond 17’s Cats 13 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2010 Thomas Lowndes 13’s Cats 17 Maroon Subiaco District JFC
2011 Jackson Flematti 13’s Lions 30 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2012 Liam Tedesco Year 10 Lions 23 Maroon Subiaco District JFC
2013 Liam Tedesco Year 11 Cats 15 Blue Subiaco District JFC
2016 Callum Johnson Year 9 Cats 22 Blue Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
 Kane Wright Year 12 Cats 12 Maroon Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
2017 Jayden Tassell Year 8 Cats 25 Blue Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
 Peter Coles Year 9 Cats 22 Maroon Subiaco/Claremont/West Perth JFC
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Premierships      Runners Up
Year Team Year Team

1984 11’s Red ** 1983 12’s Cats
 13’s Cats * 1985 12’s Red
1987 13’s Cats 1986 12’s Cats
1988 13’s Cats 1988 14’s Cats
1989 13’s Cats  17’s Cats
 14’s Gold 1990 14’s Cats
1992 14’s Cats  15’s Cats
1996 13’s White 1991 15’s Cats
1997 13’s White  17’s Cats
 14’s Blue * 1992 17’s Cats
1998 14’s Blue 1994 17’s Cats
 14’s Red 1995 15’s Blue
1999 13’s Cats 1996 13’s Red
 13’s Leopards  14’s Blue
 15’s White  15’s Red
2000 13’s Wildcats 1997 17’s Cats
 14’s Cats 1998 14’s Green
 14’s Lions * 1999 14’s Red
2001 17’s Cats 2000 13’s Lions
2002 13’s Bobcats  15’s White
 13’s Cats  16’s White
 14’s Wildcats 2001 15’s Lions
 15’s Wildcats  17’s Lions
2003 13’s Cats * 2003 14’s Leopards
2004 14’s Bobcats  15’s Cats
 14’s Cats  17’s Lions
2005 14’s Lynx 2004 13’s Lynx
2006 13’s Cats  17’s Lions
 17’s Leopards 2006 14’s Lions
2007 14’s Bobcats  15’s Cats
 16’s Lynx 2007 14’s Cats
2008 17’s Lynx * 2008 14’s Lions
2010 14’s Cats 2009 14’s Cats
2013 Year 11 Cats 2011 17’s Cats
2014 Year 10 Cats 2012 Year 10 Cats
 Year 12 Cats  Year 11 Cats
2016 Year 9 Cats 2015 Year 8 Cats
2018 Year 7 Lions 2017 Year 8 Cats 
  2018 Year 7 Cats

*Premiers and Champions
 ** Lightning Carnival 

Premierships Runners Up

Under 11’s – Year 6 1 Under 11’s – Year 6 0

Under 12’s – Year 7 1 Under 12’s – Year 7 4

Under 13’s – Year 8 13 Under 13’s – Year 8 5

Under 14’s – Year 9 14 Under 14’s – Year 9 10

Under 15’s – Year 10  3 Under 15’s – Year 10  10

Under 16’s – Year 11  2 Under 16’s – Year 11  2

Under 17’s – Year 12  4 Under 17’s – Year 12  9

Total 38 Total 40
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Premiership – Coaches & Captains

Year Coach Captain Age Group Division
1984 Bill Jefferies Todd Martin 11’s Red** Lightning Carnival
 Garry Fischer Andrew Carter 13’s Cats * Maroon
1987 Kim Williamson Michael Williamson 13’s Cats Maroon
1988 Joe Anza Mathew Honner 13’s Cats Gold
1989 Steven Heller Stephen Gobby 13’s Cats Gold
 Garry Dunbar Simon Anza 14’s Gold Gold
1992 Steven Heller David Robotham 14’s Cats Gold
1996 Dan Collins John Betti 13’s White Blue
1997 Phil Taylor Keith Rance 13’s White Blue
 Dan Collins John Betti 14’s Blue * Blue
1998 Larry King Luke Ferraloro 14’s Blue Gold
 Wayne Brereton Cavan Donohoe 14’s Red Green
1999 Garry Grabski Rowan McDonnell 13’s Cats Blue
 David Ward Scott Ward 13’s Leopards Gold
 Phil Taylor Keith Rance 15’s White Gold
2000 Tom McKnight Jamie Blab & Shane MacKenzie  13’s Wildcats Gold
 Garry Grabski Rowan McDonnell 14’s Cats Green
 Kim Dellacqua Alec Weston 14’s Lions Gold
2001 Phil Taylor Keith Rance 17’s Cats Gold
2002 Bob Lomas Boh Lomas 13’s Bobcats Gold
 Greg Martin Robert Willmott 13’s Cats Blue
 Mark Barrett Matthew Campbell 14’s Wildcats Blue
 Colin Blab Matthew Martinovich 15’s Wildcats Gold
2003 Mark Enders Sebastian Dearle 13’s Cats * Gold
2004 Andrew Evans Nathan Vagnoni 14’s Bobcats Green
 Mark Enders Sebastian Dearle 14’s Cats Gold
2005 Michael Fuller Brendan Chaplin 14’s Lynx Gold
2006 Craig New & Robert Zanatta Luke Hayward & Luke Norriss 13’s Cats Gold
 Corry Bewick Joshua Schmook 17’s Leopards Gold
2007 Peter Ryan Luke Graham & James Ryan 14’s Bobcats Green
 Michael Fuller Brendan Chaplin 16’s Lynx Gold
2008 Michael Fuller Brendan Chaplin 17’s Lynx * Gold
2010 Ken Hutchings Nicholas Hutchings 14’s Cats Blue
2013 Micheal Cockburn Jake Loader Year 11 Cats Blue
2014 Craig Mann Benjamin Tripp Year 10 Cats Maroon
 Micheal Cockburn Mathew Sargeant Year 12 Cats Blue
2016 Michael Del Casale Matthew Lowndes Year 9 Cats Red
2018 Mitchell Drewett & Fletcher Newbury Aven Drewett Year 7 Lions Maroon

*Premiers and Champions ** Lightning Carnival

Kingsley AFC - Encouragement Award

Year Name Team

2003 Dean Fitzgerald 17’s Cats

 Ben Phelan 17’s Lions

2004 Rickie Bonham 17’s Cats

 Liam Thomas 17’s Wildcats

2005 Adam Cubbage 17’s Cats

2006 Glenn Clayton 17’s Cats

 Joseph Urquhart 17’s Leopards

2007 Beau Millar 17’s Cats

 Brayden Power 17’s Wildcats

2008 Jarryd Begbie 17’s Lynx

2009 Jamie King 17’s Cats

2010 Dane Millar 17’s Cats

2011 James Ellen 17’s Cats

2012 Not Awarded*

2013 Sammuel Grant Yr 12 Cats

 Jonathon Nolan Yr 12 Cats

2014 Jaimon Hollett Yr 12 Cats

2015 Not Awarded* 

2016 Andrew Smartt Year 12 Cats 

2017 Not Awarded* 

2018 Not Awarded*

* The Club was unable to field a Year 12’s team in this season
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U16’s State Girls Representatives

Year Name Carnival Venue
2010 Kristen Jayasuria Perth

2011 Kristen Jayasuria Canberra

2012 Kristen Jayasuria Adelaide

U18’s State Girls Representatives

Year Name Carnival Venue
2012 Kirsten Jayasuria Adelaide

2013 Kirsten Jayasuria Shepparton

West Australian Womens Football League

Year Name Debut Club
2000 Karen Cowley # Innaloo

2011 Kristen Jayasuria Joondalup

# Interstate Representative

Subiaco FC - Encouragement Award
Year Name Team
1997 Jason Kirkwood 15’s Red
1998 Trent McKenna 15’s Red
1999 Ryan Starling 15’s Blue
2000 Mathew Kilgallon 15’s White
2001 Rowen McDonnell 15’s Cats
2002 Andrew Bolton 15’s Cats
2003 Ryan Jessen 16’s Cats
2004 Kris Cohen 16’s Cats
2005 Jay Bordas 16’s Leopards
2006 Cody Enders 16’s Cats
2007 Ryan Wade 16’s Cats
2008 Andrew Diamond 16’s Cats
2009 Ayden Gibson 16’s Cats
2010 Tory Djulbic 16’s Cats
2011 James Ellen 17’s Cats
2012 Not Awarded
2013 Mathew Sargeant Yr 11 Cats
2014 Lee Brunnen Yr 12 Cats
2015 Nicholas Barker Yr 11 Cats 
2016 Riley Mason  Yr 12 Cats 
2017 Not Awarded*   
2018 Not Awarded*  
(The Club was unable to field a Year 12’s team in this season)

West Perth FC - Encouragement Award
Year Name Team
1992 Paul Blair 14’s Cats
1993 Saverio Multari 15’s Cats
1994 Jay Radici 14’s Blue
1995 Liam Casson 15’s Red
1996 Simon Meyrick 16’s Blue
1997 Scott Lituri 15’s Blue
1998 Ryan Tozer 16’s Blue
1999 Leigh McKnight 16’s Cats
2000 Kepler Bradley 15’s Red
2001 Ross James 16’s Cats
2002 Scott D. Ward 16’s Cats
2003 Dean Hill 16’s Cats
2004 David Green 16’s Lions
2005 Matthew Pullella 16’s Bobcats

This award ceased in 2005 with the alignment of KJFC to Subiaco Football Club.
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U15’s State Schoolboys Representatives

Year Name Carnival Venue
1986 Andrew Carter Adelaide

1989 Craig Thomas Darwin

1990 Jarrad Schofield Brisbane

1991 Stephen Gobby Canberra

2001 Rowen McDonnell Albury

2002 Michael Ardagh Mornington Peninsula

 Joel O’Halloran Mornington Peninsula

2005 Sebastian Dearle # Canberra

 Cody Enders Canberra

2006 James Delborrello Darwin

 Cameron Welch Darwin

2007 Ryan Maldenis Sydney

2008 Joel Ashman Melbourne

 Ayden Gibson Melbourne

 Luke Norriss Melbourne

 Cody Wilks Melbourne

2011 Connor Wilkinson Canberra

# All Australian

U16’s State Boys Representatives

Year Name Carnival Venue
1997 Liam Casson Darwin

1998 Ryan Tozer Melbourne

2001 Kepler Bradley Adelaide

2002 Rowen McDonnell Perth

2004 Luke Hendricks Adelaide

2005 Joshua Hill Brisbane

2006 Sebastian Dearle Brisbane

 Jay Tindall Brisbane

2007 Carl Handcock Brisbane

2009 Luke Norriss Sydney

2013 Liam Tedesco Sydney

U18’s State Representatives

Year Name Carnival Venue
1991 Craig Thomas Darwin

1995 Paul Blair Albury

1996 Paul Blair Melbourne

1999 Liam Casson Brisbane

2002 Kepler Bradley Melbourne

 Jason Salecic Melbourne

2003 Kepler Bradley * # Melbourne

2010 Aaron Black Adelaide, Geelong, Melbourne, Perth

* Larke Medal – Carnivals Fairest & Best player
# All Australian

Australian Football League

Year Name Debut Club
1993 Jarrod Schofield # West Coast Eagles

2004 Kepler Bradley * Essendon

2007 Joshua Hill ^ Western Bulldogs

2009 Greg Broughton Fremantle

2011 Rohan Bewick Brisbane

# State of Origin Representative
* International Rules Representative
^ Indigenous All Stars Representative
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Year Name Debut Club
1993 Nathan O’Connor # Subiaco 
 Jarrod Schofield Subiaco

1994 Jarrad Hubble Subiaco

1996 Paul Blair Subiaco 
 Stephen Gobby West Perth 
 Michael Williamson Subiaco

1999 Damien Casson West Perth 
 Chad Harding # Perth 
 Anthony Hynam Peel Thunder 
 Clayton Lasscock West Perth 
 Ryan Lasscock West Perth

2000 Liam Casson West Perth 
 Chad Cossom # Subiaco

2001 Kenneth Ewen-Chappell West Perth

2002 Jason Salecic # West Perth

2003 Kepler Bradley ^ West Perth

2004 Dylan Eiffler West Perth 
 Trent McKenna Subiaco 
 Martin Smith Subiaco

2006 Greg Broughton # Subiaco

2007 Joel O’Halloran Subiaco 
 Raphael Stack Subiaco

2008 Ryan Branch West Perth 
 Ryan Clark West Perth 
 Christopher Phelan Subiaco

Year Name Debut Club
2009 Rohan Bewick West Perth 
 Shaun Bewick West Perth 
 Cody Enders Subiaco 
 Matthew Green East Perth 
 Corey Hutchings West Perth 
 Matthew McGrath East Perth

2010 Aaron Black # * West Perth 
 Sebastian Dearle West Perth 
 James Delborrello East Perth 
 Eoin McClintock West Perth 
 Jay Tindall West Perth

2011 Ryan Maldenis East Perth 
 Rowen McDonnell Subiaco 
 Ryan Wade Subiaco 
 Scott P. Ward Subiaco

2012 Joel Ashman Subiaco

2013 Luke Meadows # West Perth

2015 Luke Norriss Subiaco 
 Blake Wilhelm West Perth

2016 Jordan Mills West Perth 
 Max Walters Subiaco 
 Jeremy Woodley Subiaco

2017 Alexander Coe West Perth

2018 Thomas Edwards-Baldwin Subiaco 
 Liam Tedesco West Perth

# Interstate Representative
^ 2002 – Jack Clarke Medal
* 2014 – Sandover Medal

West Australian Football League Committee

Hamish Borthen President 
 League Delegate 
 Newsletter

Ben Simpson Vice President – Football  
 Affairs

Todd Doepel Vice President –  
 Operations

David Higginson Secretary

Anna Richards Treasurer

Jarrod Gillespie Registrar

Steve Elliott Coaches Coordinator

David Hay Girls Coordinator

 Kingsley AFC Liaison

Scott Herbert Auskick Coordinator

Sean Busby Auskick Umpires  
 Coordinator

Jay Larham Fundraising &   
 Sponsorship

Adrian Moses  Grounds and Buildings

 Property

Kara Hanney Merchandise

Alastair Miller Photos and Trophies

 Club and Player Functions

Brenton Harris Risk Management/First Aid 
 IT/Website

Kristy Paap Social Coordinator

Teresa Minaides Treasurers Assistant

Brendon Bidwell Managers Coordinator

Nicki Francis General Committee

Duncan MacKinnon Yearbook
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Kingsley Junior Football Club (Inc.)

TREASURERS REPORT

30th September 2018

On behalf of the Committee of the Kingsley Junior Football Club (Inc.) I submit the financial statements for 

the period 1st October 2017 to 30th September 2018.  

The Profit and Loss Statement shows for the 2017/2018 year the club posted a profit of $16,976.01. The 

profit in 2016/2017 was $2,135.64 so the club has continued to improve its financial position.

Revenue

Items of particular note in our revenue are:

•	 Registration	revenue	with	Sports	TG	fees	deducted	was	$89,927.25.																								

•	 Canteen	income,	after	costs	and	Honorarium,	was	$17,431.85.			

•	 The	club	received	sponsorships	of	$11,500.	

•	 Merchandise	sales	of	$17,732.51	were	the	most	in	the	last	5	or	so	years.	Opening	the	sales	on	rego	day	

was a great success. Thank you to all the volunteers for your great work every Saturday. 

Expenditure

Expenses for 2018 year were in line with projected expectations. 

The profit and loss statement attached outlines all the areas of expenses for 2018. 

Kingsley Junior Football Club (Inc.)

TREASURERS REPORT

30th September 2018

Balance Sheet

The balance in all the club bank accounts, minus the trade creditors and trade debtors gives the total 

equity in the club $84,364.66

The club is in a very sound and strong financial position.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all committee members for their support and commitment 

for the last 12 months.

Kingsley Junior Football Club Inc.

CERTIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS

I,	Anna	Richards,	Treasurer	of	the	Kingsley	Junior	Football	Club	(Inc.)	am	of	the	opinion	that:

1. The Profit and Loss Statement is drawn up so as to give a true and fair view of the activities of the 

Kingsley Junior Football Club (Inc.) for the year ended 30th September 2018.

2. The Balance Sheet is drawn up so as to give a true and fair view of the activities of the Kingsley 

Junior Football Club (Inc.) for the year ended 30th September 2018.

Dated this 9th day of October 2018.

Anna	Richards 

Treasurer
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Kingsley Junior Football Club 2018
Kingsley Junior Football Club

P.O Box 3016
Kingsley, WA 6026

ABN: 28 007 118 004
Email: treasurer@kingsleyjfc.com.au

Created: 9/01/2019 7:10 PM

Profit & Loss Statement
October 2017 To September 2018

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.

Page 1 of 2

Income
Amateurs Oval Painting $1,500.00
Canteen Sales $38,654.94
Grants and Donations $3,000.00
Interest from Term Deposit $420.01
Merchandise Sales $17,732.51
Reimbursements $580.00
Registration $86,364.25
COW Kidsports $1,500.00
COJ Kidsport $9,130.00
Sponsorship $11,150.00
FLAGS AND BLADE $850.00
Subiaco Raffle Ticket Sales $1,867.50

Total Income $172,749.21

Gross Profit $172,749.21
Expenses

General Expenses
Bank Fees $375.69
Bad Debt $1,750.00
Canteen Honorarium $5,000.00
Canteen $16,223.09
Cleaning $673.95
Club Equipment and Footballs $14,514.37
Coaching $99.00
Committee $1,890.97
Club Fine $150.00
First Aid Course $1,089.00
First Aid Items $869.80
Functions $1,873.56
General Repairs & Maintenance $342.19
Ground Maintenance and Paint $2,358.29
Kim Williamson Award $500.00
Membership Draw $4,500.00
Merchandise $20,175.28
Photography $10,520.40
Player Levy $13,620.00
Players Tea $3,714.50
PO Box $127.00
Presents $153.00
Printing $330.00
Registration Refund $7,002.00
Rego Day Cost $30.00
Signaqe $3,245.53
Sponsor Signage $797.51
Training $1,075.50
Trophies and Awards $11,063.40
Y10 Traveling Team Quiz Night $160.00
Umpire Fees $9,435.00
Uniforms $374.00
WAFC Auskick Packs $65.00
Windup Costs $5,896.75
Year Books $11,165.00

Kingsley Junior Football Club 2018
Kingsley Junior Football Club

P.O Box 3016
Kingsley, WA 6026

ABN: 28 007 118 004
Email: treasurer@kingsleyjfc.com.au

Created: 9/01/2019 7:10 PM

Profit & Loss Statement
October 2017 To September 2018

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.

Page 2 of 2

Total General Expenses $151,159.78
Occupancy - Club Room

Internet $1,225.00
Total Occupancy - Club Room $1,225.00
Insurance Expenses

AFL National Risk Protection P $568.00
Business Insurance $243.42
WAFC Insurance $2,577.00

Total Insurance Expenses $3,388.42

Total Expenses $155,773.20

Operating Profit $16,976.01

Total Other Income $0.00

Total Other Expenses $0.00

Net Profit/(Loss) $16,976.01

Kingsley Junior Football Club 2017
Kingsley Junior Football Club

P.O Box 3016
Kingsley, WA 6026

ABN: 28 007 118 004
Email: treasurer@kingsleyjfc.com.au

Created: 11/10/2017 9:43 AM

Profit & Loss Statement
October 2016 To September 2017

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.

Page 1 of 2

Income
   Amateurs Oval Painting $1,000.00
   Canteen Sales $25,083.80
   Interest from Term Deposit $470.01
   Merchandise Sales $7,580.13
   Quiz Night Deposit $200.00
   Quiz Nigh Ticket Sales $4,080.00
   Reimbursements $1,886.10
   Registration $74,837.53
   COW Kidsports $2,310.00
   COJ Kidsport $7,256.00
   COS Kidsports $170.00
   Services Income -$643.05
   Sponsorship $12,410.00
   FLAGS AND BLADE $2,990.00
   Subiaco Raffle Ticket Sales $2,205.00

Total Income $141,835.52

Gross Profit $141,835.52

Expenses
   General Expenses
      Accounting / Bookeeping $990.00
      Bank Fees $349.22
      Canteen Honorarium $5,000.00
      Canteen $7,854.31
      Club Equipment and Footballs $5,922.37
      Club Room $2,189.13
      Coaching $2,923.97
      Committee $1,537.06
      Club Fine $150.00
      First Aid Course $1,255.00
      First Aid Items $250.00
      Freight & Postage $1,020.00
      Functions $8,832.87
      Ground Maintenance and Paint $607.20
      Kim Williamson Award $1,000.00
      Membership Draw $2,024.00
      Merchandise $7,789.04
      Photography $4,953.30
      Player Levy $18,080.00
      Players Tea $3,029.50
      PO Box $298.00
      Presents $1,100.00
      Printing $636.50
      Registration Refund $1,825.00
      Rego Day Cost $237.22
      Sponsor Signage $5,483.50
      Good2Give Raffle $580.00
      Trophies and Awards $10,081.42
      U15 Fundraising $1,343.00
      Y10 Traveling Team Quiz Night $4,040.00
      Umpire Fees $11,940.00
      Uniforms $439.30
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Kingsley Junior Football Club 2018
Kingsley Junior Football Club

P.O Box 3016
Kingsley, WA 6026

ABN: 28 007 118 004
Email: treasurer@kingsleyjfc.com.au

Created: 9/01/2019 6:58 PM

Balance Sheet
As of September 2018

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.

Page 1 of 1

Assets
Current Assets

Bank Accounts
Cheque Account $63,466.94
Merchandise Account $897.72
Term Deposit $20,000.00

Total Bank Accounts $84,364.66
Other Current Assets

Trade Debtors $1,077.50
Total Other Current Assets $1,077.50

Total Current Assets $85,442.16

Total Assets $85,442.16
Liabilities
Net Assets $85,442.16
Equity

Retained Earnings $21,998.96
Current Year Earnings $16,976.01
Historical Balancing $46,467.19

Total Equity $85,442.16

Kingsley Junior Football Club 2017
Kingsley Junior Football Club

P.O Box 3016
Kingsley, WA 6026

ABN: 28 007 118 004
Email: treasurer@kingsleyjfc.com.au

Created: 11/10/2017 9:43 AM

Profit & Loss Statement
October 2016 To September 2017

This report includes Year-End Adjustments.

Page 1 of 2

Income
   Amateurs Oval Painting $1,000.00
   Canteen Sales $25,083.80
   Interest from Term Deposit $470.01
   Merchandise Sales $7,580.13
   Quiz Night Deposit $200.00
   Quiz Nigh Ticket Sales $4,080.00
   Reimbursements $1,886.10
   Registration $74,837.53
   COW Kidsports $2,310.00
   COJ Kidsport $7,256.00
   COS Kidsports $170.00
   Services Income -$643.05
   Sponsorship $12,410.00
   FLAGS AND BLADE $2,990.00
   Subiaco Raffle Ticket Sales $2,205.00

Total Income $141,835.52

Gross Profit $141,835.52

Expenses
   General Expenses
      Accounting / Bookeeping $990.00
      Bank Fees $349.22
      Canteen Honorarium $5,000.00
      Canteen $7,854.31
      Club Equipment and Footballs $5,922.37
      Club Room $2,189.13
      Coaching $2,923.97
      Committee $1,537.06
      Club Fine $150.00
      First Aid Course $1,255.00
      First Aid Items $250.00
      Freight & Postage $1,020.00
      Functions $8,832.87
      Ground Maintenance and Paint $607.20
      Kim Williamson Award $1,000.00
      Membership Draw $2,024.00
      Merchandise $7,789.04
      Photography $4,953.30
      Player Levy $18,080.00
      Players Tea $3,029.50
      PO Box $298.00
      Presents $1,100.00
      Printing $636.50
      Registration Refund $1,825.00
      Rego Day Cost $237.22
      Sponsor Signage $5,483.50
      Good2Give Raffle $580.00
      Trophies and Awards $10,081.42
      U15 Fundraising $1,343.00
      Y10 Traveling Team Quiz Night $4,040.00
      Umpire Fees $11,940.00
      Uniforms $439.30

     Page 7 of 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION UNDER SECTION 307C OF 

THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 

TO THE MEMBERS OF KINGSLEY JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB INC. 

 

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during year ended 30 September 
2018 there have been: 

i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the 
Corporations Act 2001 in relation to the audit; and 

 

ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the 
audit. 

 

      ARMADA AUDIT SERVICES PTY LTD 

 

 

………………………………………… 

Graeme Wovodich 

Registered Company Auditor No.13421 

Dated this 10th of January 2019 at Perth, Western Australia 
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Then next day we boarded the coach again and returned to Melbourne. We arrived at lunch time 
and checked in to the “luxurious” Discovery backpackers’ hostel. Little did we know that it was 
undergoing renovations and that we would be awoken by jack hammers at 7am in the morning! We 
had some interesting ongoing discussions with the owner, but he wouldn’t budge on discounting 
our accommodation cost. We all met up in the evening and went for dinner at an Italian restaurant in 
nearby Lygon Street.

The following day we attended Richmond’s open training session at Punt Road where the boys got 
to meet a lot of the players and get their autographs. We then headed back to the backpackers and 
boarded the coach which took us to East Keilor football club where the boys played their second 
game. After a comfortable win where the boys played really well, we had dinner at the club rooms 
where awards were once again made and then headed back to Discovery.

The next day we had a tour of the MCG and the National Sports Museum in the morning and then went 
to the watch the evening AFL game between Richmond and Adelaide, the two sides that contested 
the previous year’s Grand Final, at the MCG. Just like the grand final however, Richmond proved to be 
too good and won the game quite comfortably.

Year 10 - Victorian Development Trip 2018

The Kingsley Year 10 Cats team continued the club’s tradition of having a development trip to Victoria 
with this year’s touring party made up of 25 players and 7 parents went on the 12-day trip during the 
July school holidays.

The planning and fund raising for the trip commenced a year earlier. The first major fund raiser was the 
Quiz night which was very well supported and was a huge success. Other activities included Bunnings 
sausage sizzles, Kingsley Tavern meat raffles, chocolate boxes and a Thermomix raffle. An AFL grand 
final function and a Beer tasting function were also held. It was a great effort by the parents and the 
boys and these activities made a significant contribution to the cost of the trip.

The trip commenced on Monday the 2nd of July with the touring group meeting at the club rooms at 
4.45am whereupon we boarded the coach and headed to the airport. We arrived at a chilly Melbourne 
at 12.30pm and promptly boarded the waiting coach which took us on the two-and-a-half-hour 
journey to Traralgon where the boys would play their first game against the Traralgon under 16s 
development team.

The temperature in Traralgon on our arrival was close to zero. Once we had all checked in at the local 
Comfort Inn we made our way down to the Club’s grounds to have a look at their oval. After that we 
had a meal at the local tavern and went to bed early after having an extremely early start to the day.

The game the next day was played in very cold conditions. The boys tried hard but were ultimately 
beaten by a bigger bodied and stronger team. After the game the Traralgon football club hosted a 
fantastic roast dinner. Awards were given out and each of the boys received a Traralgon Guernsey as a 
memento of their visit.
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The next day we had some free time in the morning before we headed to the MCG in the afternoon 
to watch the game between Essendon and Collingwood. This was the closest game of the three we 
watched and the lead changed on numerous occasions with Collingwood just edging it at the end. We 
headed back to Discovery afterwards and began to pack our bags as the next day we were departing 
to Mount Buller for the last leg of the trip.

After breakfast the next day we boarded the coach for the three-and-a-half-hour journey to Mount 
Buller. We arrived at midday and were greeted by perfect conditions for skiing and snowboarding. The 
accommodation at the Kandahar lodge was five stars compared to that at the Discovery backpackers. 
After a quick safety video and briefing, we all headed to the ski shop to collect our equipment and 
clothing so we could head out to the slopes first thing in the morning.

Over the next three days both the parents and boys had a fantastic time either snowboarding or skiing. 
A few of the boys also partook in a night time nudie toboggan run. There were numerous falls but 
overall a lot of fun was had by all, and it was amazing how quickly most of the boys got comfortable 
on the slopes…not so much with some of the dads. Unfortunately, one of the boys, Luke De Filippis, 
broke his arm after a fall on the third day. 

We left Mount Buller early on the Friday morning the 13th of July and connected with our flight back 
to Perth in the evening – another highlight was bumping into the Eagles who arrived in Melbourne 
for their game against Collingwood. They were more than happy to pose with the boys for numerous 
selfies. It had been a thoroughly enjoyable and successful trip, and we were constantly commended 
on how well the boys were behaved, the respect they showed to all that they came into contact with. 

A huge thank you goes out to Tony Ougan who was the trip coordinator. It was largely thanks to all his 
efforts that the whole trip went along so smoothly and was such a success.

We would highly recommend this trip to both parents and boys. It was a great experience and a lot 
of fun as well.

The following day we all went to the South Bank Shopping Outlet (DFO) so the boys could do some 
shopping. That evening we attended the evening AFL game between the Western Bulldogs and 
Hawthorn at Etihad Stadium. It was a fairly even game in the early stages but as the game progressed 
Hawthorn proved to be the more skilful team and pulled away to win quite comfortably much to the 
disappointment of our ardent Bulldogs supporter Daniel Fazari aka Libba.
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